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THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths) took
the Chair at 11.00 am., and read prayers.

BILLS (6): ASSENT

Message from the Governor received and read
notifying assent to the following Bills-

I . Stamp Amendment Bill.

2. Credit Unions Amendment Bill.

3. Equal Opportunity Bill.

4. Road Traffic Amendment Bill.

5. Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bill.

6. Pay-roll Tax Assessment Amendment Bill

(No. 2).

CONSERVATION AND LAND
MANAGEMENT BILL

Report of Select Committee

HON. A. A. LEWIS (Lower Central)
[11.09 amr.]: I present the report of the Select

Committee into the Conservation and Land Man-
agement Bill and, in doing so, I would like to
thank the committee members, Hon. V. J. Ferry
and Hon. Fred McKenzie, for the work they
undertook. When one considers that the com-
mittee has met on 12 occasions since the House
rose and has received 49 written submissions, it
can be seen that the committee members have
worked beyond the call of duty, as has Hansard
and the secretary, Lynley Coen. There is no need
for me to say anything else because the report is
explicit in fairly bold terms. I move-

That the report be received and do lie upon
the Table of the House.

Question put and passed.

(See paper No. 375.)

As to Second Reading

On motion without notice by Hon. J. M.
Berinson (Attorney General), resolved that debate
dn the question that the Conservation and Land
Management Bill be now read a second time be
made an Order of the Day for this day's sitting
and be resumed at the stage it had reached prior
to the Bill's referral to the Select Committee.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED
REVENUE FUND) BILL

Second Reading

HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Minister for Budget Management)
[11.11 am.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Members will recall that I outlined the main fea-
tures of the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget in
my address to the Council of 9 October. They
would also now be more fully familiar with the
significant tax concessions embodied in the
Budget and the innovative measures which the
Government will introduce to provide the maxi-
mum possible stimulus to economic growth and
employment creation.

This Bill seeks appropriation of the sums
required for the services of the current financial
year as detailed in the Estimates. It also makes
provision for the grant of Supply to complete re-
quirements for 1984-85.

Included in the expenditure Estimates of
$2 841.1 million is an amount of $272.384 million
permanently appropriated under special Acts,
leaving an amount of $2 568.716 million which is
to be appropriated in a manner shown in a sched-
ule to the Bill.

Supply of $1 400 million has already been
granted under the Supply Act 1984; hence, further
Supply of St 168.716 million has been provided
for in the Bill.

Provision has also been made for a further grant
of Supply of $45 million from the public account
for an advance to the Treasurer which is to sup-
plement the sum of $65 million already granted
under the Supply Act.

In addition to authorising the provision of funds
for the current year, the Bill seeks ratification of
the amounts spent during 1983-84 in excess of the
Estimates for that year. Details of those amounts
are given in the relevant schedule to the Bill.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned to a later stage of the sitting,

on motion by Hon. G. E. Masters (Leader of the
Opposition).

STAMP AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 21 November.

HON. C. E. MASTERS (West-Leader of the
Opposition) [11. 14 a.m.]: The Opposition does not
oppose this Bill. The provisions of the Bill were
ably set out in the Minister's second reading
speech. Firstly, it seeks to add to the third sched-
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ule, abolishing stamp duty on annuities, on
charges and undertakings associated with co-
operative building societies obtaining Government
guarantees, and on hire or credit-purchase agree-
ments under the "mortgage-band" heading.

Secondly, the Bill reduces duty on unit trusts by
allowing all liabilities of the trusts to be deducted
from the net value of the real property and other
assets; that is, in the case of trusts with mixed
assets all liabilities of the trusts can be deducted
from the gross value of the real property and the
net value of all other assets. In the case of trusts
not dealing with real property tight control will be
maintained over possible duty avoidance.

The other matters in the Bill relate to the
closing-off of avenues of tax avoidance and to the
simplification of administrative procedures.

In supporting the Bill I comment that the ex-
clusion of annuities from liability for stamp duty
recognises that due to the Federal Australian
Labor Party Government's very cruel decision to
tax lump sum superannuation payments, there will
be a return to frequent use of annuities as a form
of providing income for retired people. No amount
of covering up can hide that imposition on the
people in the community. The Opposition does not
oppose the Bill but raises the question of annuities
and their importance to the community. The
Government has recognised this but it cannot hide
the imposition it has placed on the community.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. Mv.
Berinson (Minister for Budget Management), and
passed.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY
AMENDMENT HILL (No. 3)

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 21 November.

HON. P. Q. PENDAL (South Central Metro-
politan) [11.19 am.]: The Opposition gives its
support to this Bill although with a distinct lack of
enthusiasm. Its attitude towards the financial in-
stitutions duty since it was introduced by the
present Government a year ago is well known.
However, to the extent that the present Bill re-

duces the impost on the people of Western
Australia, clearly the Opposition supports it.

It must be observed that the Financial Insti-
tutions Duty Act is fast becoming "Burke's boom-
erang" because I doubt that any other parliamen-
tary Bill has come back to the Parliament so fre-
quently for amendment in so short a space of time.
As I understand it, this is the third FID Bill we
have had this year alone. Indeed, I see on the
Notice Paper today, following the debate on this
Bill, we are to deal with another amendment in
relation to the financial institutions duty.

Members will recall that the original Bill was
introduced in December 1983, and a whole host of
criticisms were levelled at the Government by the
Opposition. These criticisms remain valid today.
The Government has not made a very good fist of
justifying why it needs to impose this levy, and in
particular why it needs to continue imposing it. I
suppose it is the inevitable result of a Government
greedy for revenue that it does not need.

One of the many criticisms made by the Oppo-
sition on about this day a year ago related to the
way in which the impost would adversely affect
churches and charities, among other groups in the
community. The Government on that occasion
took not the slightest notice of what the Oppo-
sition had to say. A little less than 12 weeks later
the Government had its own amending Bill in the
Parliament to do precisely what the Opposition
said it should do.

That has been the pattern in relation to this Bill
throughout the last 12 months. If anyone cares to
check the record of debates both of this House and
of the Assembly of a year ago, one will find that
all the criticisms which were made have in fact led
to amendments in some form or another in the last
12 months, leading to the situation I referred to
earlier where we have had four amending FID
Bills in this year alone.

One of the principal reasons that the Govern-
ment has this Bill before us is to reduce the rate of
FID by 40 per cent, from Sc per $100 to 3c per
$100.

Clearly, the Opposition welcomes that proposal,
but before we become too effusive in our commen-
dation of the Government. let me point out this
was one of the criticisms of 12 months ago-that
there was no reason that the Government should
impose FID at a rate 66.66 per cent higher than
that being imposed by other socialist Governments
throughout Australia.

The Deputy Premier went on to say a month
ago that the 40 per cent reduction would benefit
the whole community and would bring the rate in
Western Australia down to that applying in New
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South Wales and Victoria. On the face of it that is
reasonable enough, except I repeat that the
Government's magnanimously reducing the inci-
dence of FID by 40 per cent in fact produces a
position less rosy than that which the Government
is trying to paint.

The fact is that 12 months ago this State was
able to get by without any FID impost at all. We
have heard the excuse used by the Minister for
Budget Management in this House, and by theTreasurer, that it was necessary because of the
alleged state in which the previous Liberal Party-
National Country Party Government left the
Treasury.

It is interesting to note that FID was pioneered
in Australia by a couple of socialist Governments
on the other side of the continent. They introduced
the measure on about I December 1982. These
Governments were not in a position to suggest
they were introducing those imposts because of the
state in which their Treasuries had been left by
previous Liberal Governments, therefore the argu-
ment used by the Minister for Budget Manage-
ment and others to justify the introduction of FID
in Western Australia is as invalid and poorly
based as it has ever been.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: Not as poorly based as the
logic of that proposition.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: For the benefit of the
Minister for Budget Management, I will repeat it,
because he does not appear to understand the
point I am making. One cannot claim in the one
State that FID was imposed because the previous
Government left the Treasury with an empty bar-
rel, if for example FID has been imposed in New
South Wales six years after the Wran Labor
Government came to power; it is false to claim
that is a good and sound logical reason for
introducing another tax or another charge on the
people of Western Australia.

The Government also told us in relation to this
measure that once the incidence of FID was
reduced from 5c to 3c per $100, that by itself
would remove any incentive for companies in
Western Australia to transfer their banking oper-
ations to other States. That is part of the absurdity
of the argument of which this Government has
been guilty in the last 21 months or so. Indeed, it
is an insult to the people of Western Australia,
and to small businessmen: it is even somewhat
untruthful, for this reason: The Government puts
great store in its belief that because we have
reduced the incidence of FID, companies will not
have the incentive to transfer their operations to
other States. The real truth of the matter is that
Queensland does not have FID, therefore those

people to whom the Government refers still have
that incentive to which reference was made in the
second reading speech to go ahead and transfer
their operations to Queensland. I suggest again
that for the Government to adorn itself with all
this self-congratulation about what a magnani-
mous, generous gesture it is making to the people
of Western Australia by reducing the incidence of
FID is part of the false thinking about the matter
which was evident when the Bill was introduced
about 12 months ago.

I want to move now to a matter which is still
creating some degree of confusion, at least in my
own mind. In the second reading speech, either
here or in another place, the Government proposed
to amend sections 18 and 19 of the current Act to
allow for registered financial institutions to estab-
lish exempt accounts for local government
authorities and Government departments. I am
sure there is a simple explanation, but I find it
puzzling because of the amendments in the Bill
before the House. I thought that was precisely
what we did some months ago.

I know it is the ultimate in vanity to quote one's
own speeches, but I do recall saying to the House
about this time last year that due to sloppy
drafting, local authorities as an entity would be
exempt from FID, but the business undertakings
they operated would be liable to the tax.

I am still trying to understand whether we are
to assume from that that local government busi-
ness undertakings will be exempted. I am in pos-
session of a letter which was sent to my leader by
the Premier, dated 23 November this year, arising
out of the debate in the Legislative Assembly on
much the same matter. The letter written by the
Premier says in part-

In particular, you expressed concern that
removal of Section l0(4)(c) may subject all
government departments and municipalities
to the payment of FlID.

It goes on-

I am advised by Treasury that this will not
be the case. The exemption from FID for
these bodies is covered by Section 10(4)(a),
as amended earlier this year.

That letter adds to my confusion rather than al-
lays my fears. I would like the Minister for Budget
Management to give us some clarification on local
authorities and on the business undertakings
which many of them operate. For example, we are
aware that some local authorities engage in land
sales. Does that mean that local authorities which
engage in business undertakings of that kind will
not attract financial institutions duty? If they are
to be exempted in that way, those specific business
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undertakings are what the Opposition fundamen-
tally objected to at this time last year. Since then
many or those bodies have been competing with
the private sector and are being put in an advan-
tageous position over private land agents. I hope
that, in the course of the debate, the Minister for
Budget Management might enlighten us on that
point.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: Are you raising this in the
context or this Bill or the parent Act?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I am raising it in the
context of the parent Act. As I understand it, the
Deputy Premier has told us by way of public an-
nouncement that it is proposed to amend sections
18 and 19 to allow all registered financial
institutions to establish exempt accounts for
Government departments and local government
authorities. I thought we had handled that earlier
this year. My understanding of that is contained in
the comments I made in the debate when we
handled the earlier amending Bill. My point,
therefore, is that once that clarification has been
given to the House, we are then in a position of
knowing whether or not, for example, there is to
be an advantageous position occupied by local
authorities engaged in land sales. That is the point
I am trying to determine. As I understand it, the
Government is seeking to extend it to Government
departments as well. The Government is telling us
that, notwithstanding the substantial reduction in
the primary rate of duty, it has also moved to
extend the range of exemptions; and it is at that
point ray confusion starts to creep in.

I will leave the point of local government busi-
ness undertakings for the moment and proceed to
other Government bodies and agencies to which
the Deputy Premier has publicly referred. I want
to know whether the Tourism Commission, for
example, will be exempted. We went through this
at some length last year. The Department of Tour-
ism, as it then was, was not going to attract RID,
but because on I January this year it ceased to be
a department and became the Tourism Com-
mission, it would then attract FID-or the reverse;
I cannot recall.

The Opposition is entitled to know what the
Government has in mind about the extension of
the range of exemptions, because that is not
outlined in the Minister's second reading speech so
far as I can see. In so far as the Tourism Com-
mission is concerned, it is relevant. The Bill the
Opposition gave reluctant support to last year in
setting up the Tourism Commission contains pro-
visions whereby the Tourism Commission can en-
gage in private commercial enterprises, which I
repeat was something we took exception to at this
time last year.

Therefore, if one is to discover that in 1984 an
arm of Government such as the Tourism Com-
mission, which is in direct competition with the
private tourist sector, is to be exempted, we would
have some public objection to that on the grounds
that it would appear to advantage such bodies.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Similarly our concern
might extend to another area of Government ac-
tivity that is contained in the Budget.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon. Tom Stephens,
I said "Order!" and you defied me and continued
to carry on. If the honourable member wants to
defy me, he will have an early day and we will stay
here.

Hon. Tom Stephens: Mr President, I did not
even hear you.

The PRESIDENT: The honourable member
turned around when I said "Order!" and
proceeded to turn back again and carry on his
conversation.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Just as the Opposition
has expressed concern if the Tourism Commission
or local government bodies engaged in land sales
were to be advantaged in some way by the
Government's legislation, equally we are con-
cerned with other areas relating to the business
undertakings of statutory bodies of the Govern-
ment.

I take the opportunity to briefly mention some
figures contained on page 2058 of the Govern-
ment's Budget papers, as they relate to the State
Government Insurance Office. In particular, I
draw the Minister's attention to the taxation liab-
ility of the 5GIO. It may well be that he will sigh
and say to us that we went through these pre-
viously when we were debating the Bill to extend
the franchise of the SGlO. My concern at page
2058 of those Budget papers deals with the
SGlO's revenue account and goes on to deal with

it s earnings, its expenses, and its surplus or deficit
over a four year period starting in 1980-81 and
working through each financial year to 1984-85.

For example, it shows us that, as part of the
expenses under the subheading of "Taxation", in
the first year to which I have referred the SGIO
paid taxation of $253 827. Of course, FID pre-
sumably is part of one's taxation liability.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: It would not show up in
the accounts as a taxation liability. It would be
absorbed and shown, I would imagine, under bank
charges or things of that nature, because it is paid
to the bank rather than to the State Taxation
Department.
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Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I thank the Minister for
Budget Management for that and I must accept
that what he is saying is correct.

Therefore, I move on to the second area of con-
cern in relation to those figures. This concern was
raised by me a few minutes ago and by many
Opposition speakers in the course of the FID de-
bates we have had over the last 12 months; that is,
these mechanisms which exempt public bodies or
corporations from any of those taxes or charges in
themselves result in a disadvantageous position for
the private sector.

I note with some interest-and I guess, in part,
this has been answered by the Minister's interjec-
tion-that this year, while the SGIO intends to
make a surplus of approximately $3.4 million, it is
actually budgeting for no taxation liability situ-
ation, whereas, in the previous year its liability
was $114 000 and two years before that, $253 000.

So while I thank the Minister for that partial
clarification of the position, nonetheless I draw
attention to that by way of demonstrating that we
take exception to any of these groups-any public
corporations of the State or any of the public
corporations attached to local authorities in West-
ern Australia-getting any form of advantage
over the private sector.

I return to a more fundamental matter to do
with FID itself. The Government has indulged in a
fair bit of personal backslapping as a result of its
agreement to do now what the Opposition called
on it to do 12 months ago; that is, to reduce the
incidence of FIB from 5c per $100 down to 3c per
$100. Of course, that still means that after this
Bill is passed, people will be paying FID at the
reduced rate of 3c whereas, of course, one year
ago people were not paying FIB at all.

The hollowness of the Government's self-con-
gratulation is again illustrated in the Govern-
ment's own Budget figures. For example, at page
2033 of the Consolidated Revenue Fund figures
we see that in the most recently completed
financial year the Government received something
in the order of $ 16.5 million from FI D. This year,
1984-85, despite this magnanimous gesture on the
part of the Government of reducing the incidence
of FID, the people of Western Australia will pay
$35 million-, therefore, they will be paying fully
double the amount that Mr Berinson received in
his Treasury in the most recently completed
financial year.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: Because it covers a period
more than double the time.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: I am aware of that. That
is not my argument.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: And the reduced rate
applies for only five months.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: I am not disputing that. I
am saying that, for the Government to turn
around and use the 40 per cent reduction as a
reason to indulge in all this self-congratulation-

I-on. Mark Nevill: Do you want us to put it up?
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: No, I do not want the

Government to increase FID; we want it to abolish
Fl D.

Hon. J1. M. Berinson: And what particular $35
million-worth of expenditure would you abolish?

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: The first aspect is that
the Government's system of advisers is now, for
the first time, costing the taxpayers of this State in
excess of $1 million a year. If Mr Berinson assidu-
ously uses his red pencil in the Treasury building
down the road, looking for and asking about ways
to reduce public expenditure, there is an example
of an area in which such a reduction may be made
of an amount in excess of SI million a year.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: Let me concede that for a
moment, although I would not do so in an argu-
ment. Would you tell me from where the other
$34 million will come?

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: We are about to come to
that. If you, Sir, take the figures which appear at
page 2033 of the Budget documents, you will see
that the Government's revenue has far outstripped
the rate of inflation. For example, based on last
year's figures-

Hon. Mark Nevill interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Approximately 30 sec-
onds ago Mr Nevill asked me to address myself to
a point and I am about to do that. When I have
done that, if he would like Opposition members to
address themselves to other points, we shall do
that too.

In 1983-84 the Government's revenue from tax-
ation was approximately $584 million. This year it
is projected to be $662 million. That is an increase
of something in the order of 15 per cent. I am
suggesting that the Government's raising of
money at such a fast rate results in its then having
to run ahead of itself to find ways to spend that
money in order to justify the high level of taxation
it is imposing.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: You are very good with
Figures. Quote us the level of the increase in Com-
monwealth payments from taxation revenue.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Mr Berinson should be
the last one to belly-ache about the level of Com-
monwealth payments.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: I am not belly-aching.
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Hon. P. G. PENDAL: In that case, Mr
Berinson should cease introducing that irrelevancy
into this debate.

Hon. i. M. Berinsan: It is hardly irrelevant
when the increase was only 2.9 per cent of our
income.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: It is irrelevant when one
is talking about the revenue from State taxation,
as I am, because those Commonwealth sources do
not constitute revenue from State taxation and if
Mr Berinson has not learnt that, it is about time
that, in the Cabinet reshuffle next week which will
get rid of his leader (Mr Dans), Mr Burke gave
him something simpler to look after. Common-
wealth payments do not constitute any part of
State taxation revenue. I am saying through you,
Sir, that that 15 per cent increase, of which FID is
a very important part, is and has been shown to be
excessive.

For example, as I have mentioned, in 1983-84
the taxation revenue of this State, including FID,
was $584 million. If we take from that $584
million the $16 million that Mr Berinson earned
from FID, the figure comes back to approximately
$568 million.

It works out that if we take this year's projected
taxation income of the Budget of $662 million and
take off all of the $35 million to be raised by
FID, we are left with a figure of $627 million.
This means that if no lID had been imposed in
this State during this financial year, State tax-
ation still would have risen by 10 per cent, which
is higher than the rate of inflation. It shows there-
fore that this is a case of the Government's im-
posing taxation at a higher level than it needs to
extract from the people of this State. I repeat:
Even if we abolished FID from now and
backdated this move to the start of the financial
year, we would get a situation at the end of this
financial year where the taxation revenues of the
State would have risen by 10 per cent. If the
Government finds that an embarrassment, it has
open to it the suggestion of the Opposition parties
which they made 12 months ago that FID should
never have been introduced. The Government can
do a lot better than to pretend it is making a great
financial gesture to the people of WA by reducing
the incidence of FID from 5c in $100 to 3c in
$100.

Earlier we were asked by Hon. Mark Nevill and
the Minister for Budget Management where we
would start from and where were all these excess-
ive areas of increases about which we had been
talking. There is nothing mysterious or magical
about it. For example, the increase over the pre-
vious year in the workings of the Departments of

Employment and Training and of Administrative
Services amounts to 115 per cent. We are also
talking about increases in Government computing
expenditure.

Hon. Peter Dowding interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Mr Dowding would best

be out of the House as normal, reading the Indus-
trial Arbitration Act and getting ready for next
week. If he has any spare time after reading that
Act he might start reading Mr Berinson's Act,
because based on the figures Mr Berinson has
been putting to the House, he too could do with a
lot of help.

For the Department of Premier and Cabinet we
are talking about an increase in one calendar year
of 28.8 per cent; for the Department of Consumer
Affairs we see an increase in one year of 26.1 per
cent;, and for the poor old Police Department an
increase of just 6.6 per cent.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order! We are debating the
Financial Institutions Duty Amendment Bill (No.
3).

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: Yes, we are, but I am
explaining that FID can be abolished. And in re-
sponse to the Government's query about where the
Opposition thinks the Government is being excess-
ive in its spending, I am saying that these are
areas of excessive increase in Government depart-
mental spending in this financial year to the extent
that had the Government showed a bit of financial
discipline, which it is clearly incapable of doing, it
could have done more than merely reduce the in ci-
dence of FID by 40 per cent; it could have re-
moved FID injt entirety.

With the National Parks Authority we see an
increase in this financial year of 21.5 per cent, and
I guess that is a bit closer to the mark. But let us
turn now to consider something even more embar-
rassing for the Government.

Office accommodation this year alone will cost
the Government an increase of 24.7 per cent. We
believe that is an extravagance in a time in the
State's budgetary history when this Government is
having so much difficulty balancing the Budget.
Everyone in the House has had experience of bal-
ancing some sort of budget, either in the business
area when trying to extract a Few dollars for
profit, on the domestic front when balancing a
household budget, or in other cases balancing
budgets on farms when trying to keep ahead of
things there.

None of that Sort of restraint has ever been
imposed by this Government on itself. Therefore it
is the case that the Government's revenues, a
substantial part of which come from FID-by no
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means an overwhelming part-have increased
overall by I5 per cent in the one year from that
source-State taxation-alone.

The final thing which emphasises that and
which answers some of the interjections made dur-
ing the course of the last 15 minutes are some
figures that can be extracted from the Govern-
ment's own Budget papers, and again these figures
can underline that point which is central to what
we are dealing with in this FID Bill, which is that
the Government is giving the impression of being
generous by returning some of its taxation revenue
to the people, when in fact that is quite the op-
posite of what it is really doing.

It has been mentioned before, but I repeat it
here for those members opposite who seem to have
some difficulty accepting it, that the last three
Labor Governments in this State, including the
present Government, have all been guilty of the
most horrific increases in State taxes and charges
over and above anything that has ever been
imposed by Liberal Governments in this State.

Hon. Peter Dowding: What about the 20 per
cent increase in electricity charges?

Hon. Mark Nevill: What about the 1981
Budget?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I will be pleased to hear
from the member in the speech to follow all the
arguments the member will mount about the 1981
Budget.

Let us consider State taxation based on per
capita figures at constant 1980-81 terms. In 1970-
71, when the Brand Government was in office for
the substantial portion of that year, the figure was
in the order of $13 3 of State taxation per head of
population. Of course, this was years before FID
was imposed. The following year, when Mr
Tonkin became the Labor Premier, the per capita
figure went from $133 to $204, in one fell swoop.
The following year, 1972-73, the figure went up
again very substantially to $234 per head. So in
the space of two years with that Labor Govern-
ment in office, the State taxation liability for
every man, woman and child in WA had doubled.

In 1973-74 that figure went up again. Bear in
mind that this is the time of the last year of the
Tonkin Labor Government; when that Govern-
ment was concerned with about three-quarters of
that financial year. The figure went up again to
close on $264.

Hon. Peter Dowding: What has this got to do
with FID?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: What has this got to do
with FID? It is to demonstrate to the people of
this State, as uncomfortable as it mnay be for Mr

Dowding, that Labor Governments traditionally
tax people the highest.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Rubbish!

Hon. Tom Stephens: Payroll tax was
transferred from the Commonwealth during that
period,

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: In that year, of course,
there was an election and therefore in 1974-75 the
Court Government, a Liberal- National Country
Party Government, became responsible for State
taxation.

Hon. Tom Stephens: It is a phoney comparison.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: That Government
increased taxation by $12 a head that year, not by
the $1 50-odd of Labor Governments previously;
the figure went up to $275.13 per head of popu-
lation. What is more important is that it remained
constant, Mr Stephens and Mr Nevill, at $275. By
1978-79 it had gone to $280, a minuscule increase.
The following year it went to $28 1.

I-on. Tom Stephens: The economy was
deteriorating.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: The following year,
1980-81, it went to $294; in 1981-82 it stayed at
$294 and indeed the following year, 1982-83 it
dropped a very small amount to $288; in other
words, it remained virtually constant throughout
the nine years that the Court and O'Connor
Governments were in office.

What happened the minute Mr Burke became
in charge of the Treasury together with his col-
league, Mr Beririson? It went up substantially
from $288 per head per year in 1982-83 to S324 in
the following year. That is a $37 increase in one
year, when over a period of nine years the Court
and O'Connor Governments had increased per
capita taxation by only $25. Not content with
that, the Government then brought in another
Budget this year, and the figure has gone up to
$344. Therefore since Mr Burke has been in
office, with his trusted lieutenant, Hon. Joe
Berinson, at his side in the Treasury, the people of
this State are paying an additional $57 a head. I
am talking about every man, woman and child,
not just every taxpayer-every breathing individ-
ual is now paying $57 more than when Mr Burke
came to office 21 months ago. This was the
Government that gave an unequivocal 'assurance
in writing which was displayed to the Opposition
that FED would not be introduced, yet it was. This
came from a Government that said it was going to
get rid of payroll tax. We have not seen anything
on that score.

Hon. Tom Stephens: We have seen some prog-
ress.
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Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Don't be ridiculous! We
see about as much progress-

Hon. Peter Dowding: Are we going to get that
in relation to FI D as well?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: We know that it embar-
rasses Mr Dowding to be part of the Government
that has imposed that extra $56 per capita. Mr
Dowding says, "How does that relate to FID?" It
relates to it very simply because a considerable
portion of that $56 or $57-odd increase of State
taxation for every man, woman and child it is
made up by FID collections, and stands to reason
that FID is indeed a tax that affects not only big
businessmen and small businessmen, but also
almost every person in the State including the six-
year-old child who wants his own bank account.
That has been the result of this Government which
is allegedly committed to taxation reform.

It is so easy for this Government to blame, as it
does, its Federal counterpart; it is so easy for the
Government to suggest that the major taxes such
as company tax and personal income tax are being
imposed by its brothers in Canberra over which it
has no control; but the fact remains that State
taxation continues to represent a substantial
component of the CPI and one which this Govern-
ment has shown very little readiness to rein in.

Having said that about FID, apart from any of
the other exemptions that the Government is
thinking about in this legislation and any other
amendments that we will see within the next six
months-because the Minister's track record with
FID is that he brings it back every quarter of an
hour for us to have a look at again and, more than
that, he brings it back to do things that we told
him about a year ago-I guess the best we can say
in a charitable sense is that at least the Minister
does all of those things that the Opposition tells
him to do. It just takes him .a bit of time to get
around to it.

With those remarks, the Opposition supports
the Bill.

HON. G. E. MASTERS (West-Leader of the
Opposition) [12.07 p.m.]: I want to make a few
brief remarks following the speech of Hon. Phil
Pendal. I can see the discomfort of the Minister
handling the Bill after those remarks.

We have very serious doubts about the Govern-
ment's integrity in handling the financial insti-
tutions duty legislation and it appears, certainly to
members of the Opposition, that it has been a
debacle from start to finish. As we have said
earlier, either there has been deliberate deception
on the part of the Government or something has
gone dramatically wrong.

When the Financial Institutions Duty Hill was
first introduced into this House we raised the mat-
ter of charities and the way they would suffer as a
result of the imposition of this duty. The Govern-
ment refused to accept an amendment, either in
this House or in another place. In fact, the
Government waited only some weeks before it
amended the legislation in the way that we in this
House thought was the proper course of action.

We have heard the Government make a great
song and dance about the reduction of the level of
FID in this State. The Opposition opposed the
introduction of FID in the first place, but when
the legislation was proceeding through this House
we raised the issue of uniformity with other
States. The Minister handling the Hill said that
the Government had decided 0.05 per cent would
be a proper level of duty. Of course, it was proved
wrong and that tax raised far more money than
the Government expected.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: That is not true, and you
have had the estimates repeated in the second
reading speech.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: They at least should
have considered projecting it beyond one year.

Hon. Peter Dowding: You got that one wrong.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: If in fact the Govern-
ment expected to raise as much money as it now
will raise, more than it needed, why on earth raise
it to that level because the Government is reducing
the FID levy by 40 per cent, a significant sum of
money? If the Government does not need the
money for this year, why impose that level of
duty? It seems to me that in introducing FID the
Government has been prepared to sacrifice busi-
ness-particularly small business-and to in-
crease unemployment. Undoubtedly, the impo-
sition of that duty has made some contribution to
the level of unemployment and it has affected
small business to a great extent, even going down
to the pensioner or the youngster who starts off his
own bank account.

Now the Government is saying, "We are mag-
nanimous. We are going to hand some back".
That is of course a deception of the first order.
The Minister and the Government in the Budget
speech of 9 October 1984 said that the principle
underlying the reform of the Financial Institutions
Duty Act of 1983 was uniformity with FID in
other States. Of course the 0.03 per cent is uni-
form to that extent.

The Government has done nothing to reduce the
maximum rate of FIn. In this State the maximum
figure for dealings over SI million is $500.
whereas in other States it is $300. I wonder why
the Government, in pursuing its policy of uniform
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ity, has not reduced both the rate of FID to .03 per
cent and the maximum rate applicable to a deal to
$300. Why is the Government maintaining the
figure of $500 rather than $300? I ask the Minis-
ter to comment on that because it is a serious
matter. The public has been led to believe there
will be uniformity-unless the Government has
overlooked this point, and I do rnot think it has
because I understand Hon. Joe Berinson received,
as I did, a letter from the Australian Bankers
Association which raised this matter with him. If
he did overlook the matter it would be simple to
put forward some amendments; I have some which
I will put to the Minister in the Committee stage
to test his sincerity, and to see whether the
Government is seeking uniformity in the market-
place.

I would like to raise the matter of short-term
dealings outside Western Australia. The Act does
not contain a restriction that the short-term in-
vestments and liabilities be made or incurred in
Western Australia. As I understand it, previously
this restriction was indirectly imposed because the
trading company paid duty by reference to its
short-term dealing account. Section I I of the Act
makes reference to an account-the short-term
dealing account-which is held in Western
Australia. The omission means that a trading
company conducting short-term money market
operations in Western Australia will pay duty on
its short-term investments and liabilities through-
out Australia. There will be a double imposition of
duty because those short-term investments and
liabilities are already subject to duty in New
South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia.

It would be an easy matter for the Minister to
make a correction if it is needed, and if it is the
Government's true intention to overcome some
difficulties. It would be an easy matter for the
Minister to accept an amendment I will move in
the Committee stage dealing with new subsection
(5)(a) and (b) where reference is made to short-
term liabilities and where 1 propose to add the
wards "in Western Australia". I believe it is the
intention to contain these charges to Western
Australia.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: This amendment has niot
been listed, has it?

lHon. G_ E. MASTERS: It is not on the Notice
Paper, but I will pass the detail to the Minister
and ask him to consider it. This matter came to
my attention only today.

I raised those two matters because they are
important. If the Government intends to persist
with the imposition or FlID there should be a genu-
ine desire and wish to achieve uniformity, which

according to the Government's own words is its
objective. The Government should look at the
matter of short-term dealings outside Western
Australia, and I ask the Minister to consider the
issues I have raised with a view to debating them
and perhaps considering changes during the Com-
mittee stage.

HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Minister for Budget Management)
[ 12.16 p.m.]: I will not attempt to cover the whole
range of matters which speakers have raised. With
due respect, they have canvassed matters which
are not relevant to this Bill except in a most in-
direct way. I do not propose to follow them into all
the bypaths they have taken.

Yes, of course, there have been an unusual num-
ber of amendments to this Act considering how
recently it was introduced. The Government
makes no apology for that. The fact is, the legis-
lation is complex and relatively novel anywhere in
A ustralia, and as weaknesses have been
demonstrated in it we have been anxious to over-
come them. The example given of the treatment of
charities is a case in point. Members may recall
that the real problem with the initial provisions for
charities did not relate to the actual cost of FID to
charitable organisations. In practice a serious set
of difficulties emerged for those groups in terms of
their internal administration for the purpose of
returns and the claiming of refunds. When the
extent of that difficulty in practice was
demonstrated to ihe Government it moved
immediately to amend that part of the Act.

Members will recall that even when the Bill was
first introduced it was anticipated that a number
of technical issues could well arise during the
course of its implementation. The Government
said from the outset it would comprehensively re-
view the Act after six months, and that is what we
have done. We engaged in that exercise in consul-
tation with financial institutions and with their
close co-operation. It is no coincidence that the
Bill as introduced has been warmly welcomed
from all sides among the financial institutions
themselves and representative industry groups.

Hon. Phillip Pendal said that from start to fin-
ish the Government had never bothered to justify
either the introduction or the continued appli-
cation of FID. I would have thought its justifi-
cation was self-evident. There are 20 million or 30
million reasons to support the continuation of
FID, and each of them is a dollar. In the absence
of that $20 million or $30 million or more the
State Budget would simply be in deficit to that
extent. At one stage of his comments, Hon. Phillip
Pendal was unkind enough to suggest I should be
sacked for not understanding that the increase in
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State taxes runs above the level of the CPI. I
suggested by way of interjection that one could
hardly take separate lines of the Budget in iso-
lation and hope to come up with a sensible con-
clusion. He did not think it was relevant that I
should bring in such minor considerations as, for
example, the Commonwealth payments to the
State by way of income tax reimbursements. They
are very far from irrelevant.

The truth is that State taxation has risen above
the level of the CPI in the last year, but so has the
level of salaries and wages paid by Government.
There are reasons for that. The catching up with
past wage pauses and so on is one of the reasons.
The fact is that wages over the last 12 months, as
a rule of thumb, have increased at a rate of about
double the CPI. Remembering that salaries and
wages constitute something like 80 per cent or
more of our recurrent expenditure, the impact
they have will be appreciated. Payments by the
Commonwealth constitute 40 per cent of our in-
come and those went up by only 3.9 per cent. That
al[so has to be put into balance.

Hon. Phil Pendal does not think that is necess-
ary. He thinks all we have to measure is the level
of State taxation from time to time.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: How do you account for the
nine years that local government did not have to
put up with that?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: To answer that would
require a similar analysis of all related figures in
each of the nine years. With great respect, I am
prepared to produce that sort of analysis but it is
not an analysis that I can he expected to produce
in answer to a debate on the Financial Institutions
Duty Amendmbent Bill (No. 3). Its ambit is much
narrower than that.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: We asked you about it dur-
ing the Budget debate.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: The general answer is
plain. R-on. Phil Pendal understands that by
suitably selective choosing of the statistics I would
be able to respond in a way which not only
defended the record of this and previous Labor
Governments, but also would damn the record of
our predecessors.

Hon. Phil Pendal asked why we needed to intro-
duce FID at all when it had not been necessary in
previous years. The answer to that obviously is
that, in the period leading up to the election of our
Government, the State was heading into deficit.
When we were faced with the need at short notice
to bring the Finances of the State into balance, we
had to resort to a number of measures, FID being
only one of them.

As if to answer that comment in advance, the
member said, "Yes, but look at the other rotten
socialist Governments of New South Wales and
Victoria. They got in with FID earlier, did they
not, and that proves that FID does not relate to
the balancing of State Budgets; it relates basically
to the rottenness of interstate socialist plots". It
does not. The difference is that, when the Govern-
ments of New South Wales and Victoria looked at
their Budgets and found they were looking down
the barrel at a potential deficit, they introduced
FID when it was necessary. When the Liberal
State Government which preceded this Govern-
ment looked down the barrel at an impending defi-
cit, it looked down the other barrel also of an
impending State election and decided to do
nothing about it. That resulted in action being
required to be taken very quickly by the new
Government following the election in 1983. That
is the long and the short of it.

Hon. Gordon Masters again raised the furphy
that FRD is just a rip-off and that we received
much more from it as a result of the Sc rate than
was anticipated. That is simply incorrect. The Es-
timates were based on projected receipts of $16
million. In the event, in the last financial year, we
received $16.5 million.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I-ow much would you an-
ticipate this year if you did not reduce it?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: In a full year at Sc we
anticipated $40 million and that was made per-
fectly clear.

Hon. G. E. Masters: But you have found you do
not need it, is that right?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: What we have found
is that the requirements of the economy and the
need to stimulate it justify our taking quite extra-
ordinary measures to reduce the burden on indus-
try and on employment-creating activities. We
have done that across the board, not only with
taxes such as RID and payroll tax-the First re-
duction in the level of payroll tax in
Australia-but also in regard to stamp duty. We
have done it, as well, by showing very stringent
restraint on increases on all taxes and charges.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Have you ever seen the
game with a pea and three eggcups in which they
are shifted around?

Hon. P. G. Pendal: He is good at that; he
invented it.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: It is remarkable that
the admitted lack of enthusiasm for this Bill by
the Opposition is not shared by the public. Indus-
try and the public have welcomed these measures
wholeheartedly and I believe they are right.
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I refer to only one other aspect of the debate
which has emerged from time to time and that is
the reference to the virtues of uniformity. Let me
say that, to the extent that we can do better than
uniformity, we have done it. We have done it in
relation to payroll taxes, and in relation to FID in
several respects, including our approach to the
treatment of roll-over deposits and telegraphic
transfers. These are still being talked about in
other States. We have implemented these
measures of relief without waiting for uniformity.
That is part of the general package. We have not
set out to say that in all respects we will be uni-
form. We have said we will be uniform in the most
important respect, which is the basic rate. We
have come down to the level of the lowest of the
States-that is, New South Wales and
Victoria-to a level which is Ic lower than South
Australia, and we have done that in the full knowl-
edge that, in moving in this way and not by way of
other possible ranges of exemptions, we are
spreading the benefits of the relief in the widest
possible way. As I have said, that has been done in
a way that has been uniformly welcomed by the
public and by industry.

It goes without saying that FID is an integral
part of the Government's taxation scheme and
essential for the balancing of its current year's
Budget. To the extent that we have been able to
provide relief we have been happy to do so. It will
be our aim in this area, as in others, to continue to
provide relief as and when the development of the
economy and prudent financial management al-
low.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Sit ting suspended from 1230 to 2.1S p.m.

in Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon.

John Williams) in the Chair; Hon. J. M. Berinson
(Minister for Budget Management) in charge of
the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title and principal Act-
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: In the approaching Cabi-

net reshuffle Mr Berinson will undoubtedly end up
with the Treasury portfolio in the substantive
sense, based on the well established principle that
Ministers dealing with financial matters in Parlia-
ment must have the ability to say a lot, but actu-
ally say nothing. The Minister excelled himself
this morning-

Hon. J. M. Berinson: I am really shocked.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: -in responding to some

of the points raised by the Opposition. Worse than
that, however, he failed to even touch on some of

the matters we raised. I am sure it was an over-
sight as distinct from anything else.

I remind the Minister about one of the ex-
pressions of concern of the Opposition. The Minis-
ter, in his second reading speech, echoed the com-
ments made by the Deputy Premier in another
place when he said the following on page 4398 of
Hansard-

In addition, it is proposed to amend sec-
tions 18 and 19 to allow all registered
financial institutions to establish exempt ac-
counts for local government authorities and
Government departments.

I ask the Minister for some clarification of that
matter, particularly as I was under the impression
that the amendments we dealt with earlier this
year in relation to this Act actually did that. It
may well be that the Bill before the Chamber
seeks to do something more than what was done
by the amendments earlier this year.

The Opposition is concerned about a matter I
mentioned in the second reading debate; that is,
business undertakings, for example, of local
government authorities. It is not just a concern of
the Opposition, but it is a concern which is felt
widely. As late as yesterday an article appeared on
page 72 of The West Australian under the head-
ing, "Warning of risks in Government land pol-
icy". It reads as follows-

An increasing number of private land
developers are at risk of going bankrupt be-
cause of the State Government's policy on
urban land development, it was claimed yes-
terday.

Mr Michael Glendinning, the vice-presi-
dent of the Urban Development Institute of
Australia, said that the policy created unfair
competition.

The point was whether FID would be applied to
business undertakings of local authorities and one
that I specified referred to property and land deal-
ings of local government bodies. The article con-
tinues-

This was because the Government did not
have to pay taxes, hbad no overheads and
could purchase land at dumnping-type prices.

He said that the Government was causing
an artificially low market value for land when
developing their own projects.

"We represent many small land developers
who are unable to compete on such terms,"
Mr Glendinning said.

That is the concern people have and it is part of
the confusion which exists. This Bill either
exempts local government authorities involved in,
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for example, and transactions, or it does not. This
is not an attempt by the Opposition to trick the
Government. The fact is that the Opposition does
not know what the Government means. Will
Government departments, such as the Tourism
Commission which has a commercial function,
and local government authorities, which are en-
gaged in the operation of caravan parks and are an
extensive commercial operation of' local govern-
ment throughout Australia, be exempt? 1 would
like the Minister to clarify this matter.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I am sorry that I did
not cover this matter in my reply to the second
reading debate. The fact is that, with the range of
matters raised at that stage, it was difficult to note
and deal with them all in a comprehensive way.

I will answer the honourable member in two
parts. Firstly, in relation to local government ac-
tivities, my understanding is that all local govern-
ment activities, including business undertakings,
will be exempt from FIR, That was the position
which arose from earlier amendments to the Act
and not from the current Bill. However, the
honourable member's question moving from local
government to departments and so on, relates to
clause 10 of the Bill which deals with sections I8
and 19 of the Act.

Hon. P, G. Pendal: That is right.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I point out in that
respect that departments will be exempted from
FID, but, as I understand it, this will not extend to
statutory authorities which are not properly to be
regarded as departments.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: I thank the Minister for
his explanation, which goes some of the way but
not all the way in satisfying me regarding the
point I raised.

I said earlier it was my understanding that,
through earlier legislation this year, local
authorities were exempted from FID. However,
there was some talk at that time as to whether we
should be exempting business undertakings of lo-
cal government authorities.

When the Minister introduced this Bill he said
that it was proposed to amend sections 18 and 19
of the Act to allow all registered financial insti-
tutions to establish exempt accounts for local
government authorities and Government depart-
ments. I am not sure what that does that the
earlier amendments did not do.

I also want to determine the extent to which it
applies to local government. Will it apply to those
local authorities involved in land dealings and, if
so, to what extent will they be exempted? I also
ask the Minister whether the same thing will apply

to organisations such as the Tourism Commission
which is a commercial operation.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: Mr Deputy Chair-
man, you know that I would be the last member in
this Chamber to complain about a mere pro-
cedural matter. However, part of my problem in
dealing with the question at this point is that the
honourable member has raised a matter which I
anticipated would be raised under clause 10.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): I was about to point out that the mem-
ber is in error and that the question he raised
should be brought up under clause 10, because
that would be the appropriate time to tackle it.
We are only debating the short title and whether
the title fits the Bill in order that it can work
properly. I rule that the Minister has a valid point.
If it is mutually acceptable the Minister can deal
with the points raised by the member when we
come to clause 10.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I accept that and I was
aware that someone would raise that point. The
object of my raising this matter on clause I was to
point out, as indeed I have, that at the end of the
second reading debate the Opposition did not get
the explanations it sought in relation to these two
matters. That has since been acknowledged by the
Minister who said that he failed to respond to
those matters. I am happy to wait until clause 10
to deal with these points.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.
Clause 4: Section 10 amended -
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I raised the matter of

uniformity during the second reading debate. I
understood the Minister to say in reply to my
query on the maximum amount payable under
FID that the Government had not achieved total
uniformity but that it was working in that direc-
tion. I understood the Minister to say that the
Government had improved on the situation in
South Australia because in that State the duty is
0.4 per cent.

I raise this point once more because if it is the
Government's intention to reduce the maximum
amount payable from $500 to $300 in an endeav-
our to achieve greater uniformity, the legislation
should be amended at clause 4. Having noted the
Minister's comments and his statement that the
Government was not prepared to reduce the ma xi-
mum rate, I query what would be the reduction in
revenue if the maximum was lowered? It may be
that the Minister does not have the figure, but I
imagine he would have some idea since this matter
must have been raised during consideration of
amendments to the Act as it stands. If the Minis-
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ter does not have that figure, so be it. However, I
would appreciate some indication of the estimated
loss to the Government and the reason for its
decision not to reduce the maximum duty in an
effort to achieve greater uniformity.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: Of course the matter
was considered and detailed estimates were pre-
pared of a whole range of possible changes to the
LID legislation. I do not have the figure with me
and I would not like to rely on my memory. I can
only say that it was substantial enough to require
a parcicular decision by the Government in this
respect; the decision was made to maintain the
maximum at $500.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 5: Section I1I amended-
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I draw the Minister's

attention to clause 5 and specifically to the ques-
tion I raised during the second reading' debate;
that is, the insertion of the words "in Western
Australia" in proposed new subsections (4) and
(5). In other words section I I will make particular
reference to the short-term liability in the State of
Western Australia. I gave some details of my
proposed amendment but was not able to explain
to the Minister exactly what I was getting at.
Prior to luncheon I gave the Minister a copy of an
opinion I had received and I ask whether he has
had an opportunity to look at that legal opinion
and the possibility of amending the clause along
the lines suggested.

Hon. J1. M. BERINSON: The lunchbreak came
fortuitously at the very time I would have been
embarrassed to attempt an unaided reply to the
Leader of the Opposition. I have used the break to
obtain advice from Parliamentary Counsel and
from the department.

I am advised by both that the amendment
proposed by the firm of solicitors who have
corresponded with the Leader of the Opposition is
not regarded as necessary. The intention of the
legislation is that the short-term liabilities and the
short-term investments referred to should relate
only to liabilities and investments arising in West-
ern Australia. My advice is that that situation is
covered by the ordinary territorial limitations on
State legislation.

Hon. G. Ei. MASTERS: To make it absolutely
clear for the Hanisard record, for the Opposition
members and for me, is the Minister saying that
the situation is well covered and that there is no
possibility that the Bill can be misinterpreted in
the way suggested by the legal advice I have
received?

If amendments are necessary to the Bill, and
these are acceptable to the Government, they

should be included now rather than leave any
doubts in anyone's mind for the future. It is all
very well in this Chamber and in another place for
Ministers and members to place assurances on
record, which are very welcome in mast cases; but
if it is possible to include the amendments in the
Bill there is no possibility of doubt and no need to
refer to Hansard or other records to ascertain the
intention of the legislation. Do I understand the
Minister to say that there is no shadow of doubt
regarding this matter?

Hon. J1. M4. BERINSON: I am much too mod-
est to rely on my own opinion on matters as tech-
nical as this. I have indicated to the Chamber the
professional advice I have received and I have put
that advice as clearly as I can. To avoid misunder-
standing on the point I will elaborate to this ex-
tent; namely, my comments are not meant to be
taken as suggesting a territorial restriction based
on an administrative decision. In other words, it is
not a question of saying that FID will be limited in
this way as a matter of limited discretion or de-
cision. My professional advisers are saying that
the statutory limitations as the Bill is now drafted
would preclude extra- terri tori al impositions of
FID.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 6 to 9 put and passed.

Clause 10: Sections 18 and 19 repealed and
substituted-

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: At an earlier stage I
started to say that I would be the last in the
Chamber to complain about the procedural diffi-
culties of dealing with clause 10 in the context of
discussion on clause 1. That was immediately
taken to be a complaint, and I was prevented from
proceeding with the reply [ intended at that point.

Again I need to answer Hon. Phillip Pendal
under two headings: Firstly, he asked what differ-
ence clause 10 achieves; and, secondly, he asked
me to go into some detail as to the likely effect on
particular bodies such as the Tourism Com-
mission.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: And local government.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: Yes. As to the first
question, I should indicate that clause 10 does not
set out to change the exemptions which already
apply. Its only difference is to extend the range of
financial institutions which are able to process
these exemptions.

Under the existing Act, these financial insti-
tutions are limited to banks, building societies, and
credit unions. The effect of this amendment is
simply to remove that restriction and to allow
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similar facilities to be provided by any financial
institution as defined by the Bill.

The member will understand that to deal with
local government, it follows from what I have just
said that the exemptions applied to local govern-
ment are not affected by this amendment. The
exemptions dealing with business undertakings
are, as I understand it, in line with what he said, so
that it would extend not only to swimming pool
kiosks and so on-

Hon. P.OG. Pendal: Caravan parks?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I was going to suggest
the commercial provision of pathways or drive-
ways-things of that nature; and also to business
undertakings such as the sale of land.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: They are exempt?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: As I understand it,
they are exempt.

We then come to the next question about
Government authorities. My understanding of the
status or the Tourism Commission is that it is not
a department, but I do not want to be bound to
that. The fact is that a number of Government
bodies do not include the word "department" in
their titles, but for one reason or another they are
nonetheless departments. If the member would
care to let me have a list of the sort of authorities
which might be of concern to him in this respect I
will undertake to provide him with a detailed and
itemised response in writing.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: Is it proposed to amend
those sections of the Act to allow all registered
financial institutions to establish those exempt ac-
counts? The Minister is saying that it is not
intended to alter the exemption status of local
government authorities and Government depart-
ments, but the Bill does seek to allow the carrying
of exempt accounts by all financial institutions,
whereas under the current Act it is limited to
certain financial institutions. I thank him for that;
I now follow that point.

He has now confirmed, however, that business
undertakings of local authorities are exempt. He
mentions, for example, swimming pools and a few
other things, but there are business undertakings
of a far more commercial nature than that which
put local government in direct competition with
the private sector, and therefore leave the private
sector at a disadvantage. I do not know of any
swimming pools conducted by private organis-
ations, therefore I do not think that is a terribly
relevant example.

I repeat that what I think is a more relevant
parallel is the practice of some local authorities of
involving themselves in land and property deal-

ings. Many local authorities are doing that now-
adays, particularly in relation to industrial estates
and even residential land development. If this
applies to local authorities-and it applies to some
Government instrumentalities as well-it can also
apply to the Urban Lands Council. It deals in
property development, in many cases on a far
greater scale than some private land developers.

The point has been further brought home by the
quotation I gave from the Urban Development
Institute, which I do not have with me now be-
cause it has been taken away by Mansard, but as
late as yesterday that concern which has been
expressed by Opposition parties (or at least 12
months that I know of has now surfaced, not
expressed by the Opposition but by one or the
largest private enterprise bodies in the State, and
that is the Urban Development Institute. It is that
body which is saying that it is patently unfair to
allow Government bodies-and I presume the
Urban Lands Council is referred to. but it can
equally be extended to local authorities dealing in
land development-to be let off the hook as far as
FII) is concerned while private land developers
have to root that bill.

We have been given assurances on many oc-
casions since this Government has come to office
that it is not the Government's intention to disad-
vantage the private sector over and above the
Government sector in the paying of rates and
taxes. We were given that assurance, for example.
in opposing the Bill to extend the franchise of the
State Government Insurance Office. It seems to
me that review process which the Government
properly undertook and for which it received full
commendation from the business community and
the Opposition fell short of reviewing a serious
omission on the part of the Government if it now
means beyond any doubt that local government
bodies involved in land development are not pay-
ing the same taxes as apply to the private sector.

I go no further on that point than to ask the
Minister, if there is to be an ongoing review of this
tax-I accept the current review is all but over;
that is what we see before us now in the form of
the Bill-is the Minister prepared to say that the
Government will look at that point, not only be-
cause the Opposition raised it, but because the
institute raised it publicly as late as yesterday
when it was given widespread publicity?

I ask the Minister whether he is prepared to
look at that at least. I do not expect him to look at
it in the form of an across-the-Chamber debate,
but it is important as far as a number of people in
the private sector are concerned. Even if they had
an assurance the Government was prepared to
look at it in the new year, that would go some of
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the way towards allaying some of those fears
outlined by Mr Glendinning.

The second part that the Minister outlined was
in respect of other Government departments and
agencies that might be in the position that I have
outlined. The only one I can think of is the Tour-
ism Commission. The Tourism Commission was
established by the current Government about this
time last year with the express intention of
gingering up the Government's response to tour-
ism as a growth industry. We were told at that
time that the old Department of Tourism simply
was not able to respond to commercial-type situ-
ations. One of the fears that I expressed on behalf
of the Opposition at the time was that this very
matter which now appears to have come to pass
would come to pass. By permitting the Tourism
Commission to go into direct competition with
private bodies throughout the State, by virtue of
the definitions contained in the Bill last year, the
Tourism Commission would be exempted from
paying financial institutions duty. If it is correct,
the Tourism Commission would now be capable of
entering into, for example, the selling of air travel
and so on alongside a private tourist operator but
would not have to pay lID. That is an unfair
situation. The Minister will remember, because he
was the one who gave us the assurance when he
handled the State Government Insurance Office
Bill, that he was very conscious of the need to put
the SGIO on a direct competitive footing with the
private insurance companies. That was one of the
few reasons which allowed the Opposition parties
to accept a Bill which for 50 years had never been
accepted. Twelve months ago, as Minister in
charge of the State Government Insurance Office,
Hon. Joe Berinson saw fit to apply to the newly
revamped SGIO all those7 taxes and charges
liabilities that are faced by other private insurance
companies. I am suggesting the same argument
ought to apply in the case of the Tourism Com-
mission because it is not like the old Department
of Tourism which did not have the powers to
operate commercially as the commission has. I am
seeking an assurance that the Government will
look at local government business undertakings
and the Tourism Commission-an unfortunate de-
parture from the principle that the Minister him-
self established last year, if it is the case that the
Tourism Commission will be exempted from pay-
ing FRD.

Hon. J. Mv. BERINSON: The Tourism Com-
mission is unlikely to be exempt from lID, and it
is only because I am not certain on the point that I
reserve that decision for later inquiry and advice.
The problem, as I tried to explain before, is that
we have a number of Government bodies which do

not, on the face of them, carry the title
"department" and yet are departments. I do not
believe the Tourism Commission is in that
position: and if it is not, it would not on my under-
standing be exempt from FID. I am quite happy to
undertake a review of the exemption from FID in
Government business undertakings.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Sorry, local government too.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: The decision on local
government was taken in response to initiatives by
local government and was an attempt to accom-
modate the quite serious administrative problems
which were otherwise involved. I can understand
that it may be possible to look at one aspect of the
work such as land sales which is so big and self-
contained that one could say the results of that
can indeed be separated. The problem which local
government put to us, as soon as it tried to im-
plement a division between its business undertak-
ings and non-business undertakings, is somewhat
analogous to the earlier problem of the'charities
which pointed out that their administrative diffi-
cul ties were out of all proportion to the a mou nt to
be paid.

I am prepared to see whether some further re-
view of that would be in order with a view to
securing competitive neutrality in a number of
areas where the private sector is in competition
with the public sector. The honourable member
would understand that I cannot go beyond a com-
mitment to the inquiry. It will involve a matter of
Government policy.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: I thank the Minister for
his reply because they are two areas that were
never intended to be like that, but that is the way
they are.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I would like to take
the opportunity to check one or two matters on
this Bill and for that purpose I intend to move
progress.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Before I leave the Chair I assure the
Minister that I do not take his raising of the
objection to clause I as a chastisement or rebuke.
Rather I was doing the duty of the Chair by

remiding honourable members that there has
been a tendency to use clause 1, "Short title", as a
rehash of the second reading debate. The purpose
of clause I is to say that the title fits the Bill and
that is all. That should be a strict interpretation of
the Chair in future.

Progress

Progress reported and leave given to si t again at
a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon. ..
M. Berinson (Minister for Budget Management).
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL: CHAMBER
Telephones: Statement by President

THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths):
During the luncheon break, I instructed the Clerk
to deliver to every member of this House a letter
advising them about the use of the facility of the
telephones belonging to the Whips. I have had
delivered to me a letter addressed to Hon. Tom
Stephens MLC with a note scribbled across the
front of it, "RTS. No further correspondence
required from the sender. Thanks."

Honourable members, I consider this to be an
affront to the Chair and in contempt of the House.
I now call upon the House to take, by way of
motion, the action it may think appropriate. In
order to assist the House in deciding what form is
appropriate, it is my intention to leave the Chair
until the ringing of the bells.

Sitting suspended from 2.49 to 3.05 pm.

HON. TOM STEPHENS (North) [3.05 p.m.]:
Having meant no offence to the Chair, I take the
opportunity to apologise to the Chair.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY
AMENDMENT BILL (No. 3)

In Committee
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon. John
Williams) in the Chair; Hon. J. M. Berinson
(Minister for Budget Management) in charge of
the Bill.

Clause 10: Sections I8 and 19 repealed and
substituted-

Progress was reported after the clause had been
partly considered.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses I I to 19 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-

port adopted.
Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. M.
Berinson (Minister for Budget Management), and
passed.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY
AMENDMENT BILL (No. 4)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 4 December.

HON. P. a. PENDAL (South Central Metro-
politan) [3.07 p.m.]: The Opposition's arguments

in relation to FID have largely been put in debate
on the previous Bill which sought to amend the
Financial Institutions Duty Act and, therefore, we
propose to take the matter no further.

As we understand it, the amendments in this
Bill are somewhat minor, although that seems to
be something of an understatement when one con-
siders that, in the Minister's own words, the Bill
seeks primarily to avoid any confusion which may
occur in respect of the amount of duty to be paid
on receipts between the $I million mark and the
$1.66 million mark. We have been told that the
view could also have been taken that no duty is
payable on receipts within that range. I would
have thought that was more than a minor amend-
ment, but having said that, the Opposition sup-
ports the Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. M.

Berinson (Minister for Budget Management), and
passed.

ACTS AMENDMENT (COMPLAINTS
AGAINST POLICE) BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 21 November.

HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Attorney General) [3.10 p.m.]: In
the interests of establishing an Ombudsman's role
in some form in respect of Police Force activities,
the Government will not oppose the amendments
foreshadowed by the Opposition. I emphasise,
however, that this is not the Government's pre-
ferred position. On the contrary, we regard the
Opposition's approach as unfortunate and fraught
with potential for future difficulties.

Put briefly, the background to this question may
be explained in the following way: In looking to a
role for the Ombudsman in inquiries into police
activities, two alternative approaches are avail-
able. The first is that which has been adopted by
the Commonwealth. This sets out a full adminis-
trative scheme and provides for cross reference of
all complaints between the Commissioner of
Police and the Ombudsman. It should be noted,
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given the emphasis which has been placed on this
question in the course of debate, that any inquiry
following a complaint to either the commissioner
or the Ombudsman would be dealt with by the
police in the first instance. The pattern embodied
in the Commonwealth Bill is regarded by the
Government as the better course to follow and was
embodied in the Complaints against Police Bill.

The alternative approach, putting the matter
generally, is that adopted by the Northern Terri-
tory. This approach seeks to extend the
Ombudsman's Act by including within it an auth-
ority for the Ombudsman to consider all acts by
members of the Police Force. This is the option
which the Opposition has gone for and it ought to
be said that the pattern which emerges as a result
is awkward, putting it at best.

The problem is that the Ombudsman's Act itself
goes solely to questions of administration. When
dealing with Police Force activities, however, the
Ombudsman will be required to go far beyond
questions of administration and to consider im-
proper and even criminal activity. The extent of
his authority over the Police Force in other words
will be much wider than it is in the case of any
other institution, Government department, or
Government authority over which he has some
authority. It should be understood that to insert
this wider power in the general Ombudsman's Act
is to end up with a pattern which could very likely
lead to difficulties in the future. Nonetheless,
practical considerations are involved.

As the Government understands it, the Oppo-
sition's position is that either its amendments
should be adopted or the status quo should be left
to continue. Given the Opposition's majority in
this House and given a choice of that kind, the
Government has reluctantly come to the view that
the amendments should be accepted.

However, I make it clear again that that is not
our preferred position. I also repeat the caution
that in the absence of a definite administrative
structure, the Ombudsman's Act will be left with
cumbersome guidelines which will not properly
address the original purpose of this legislation.

Having said all that, the fact remains that the
important First step is to bring police officers
under some separate impartial scrutiny, and the
Government is anxious at least to see this principle
given legislative effect. The Bill as proposed to be
amended does acknowledge this principle, and on
that basis the Government will not oppose the
amendments.

The new scheme as initiated by the Opposition
will require a high degree of co-operation between
the Ombudsman and the Commissioner of Police,

and a joint approach by them in utmost good
faith. We have no reason to doubt that that will be
forthcoming and reflected at other levels as well.

Even so, it is very likely that the need for
further amendments to this proposed Act will
emerge quite soon. If that does happen, one can
only hope that the Opposition, in the light of ex-
perience then available, will be prepared to exam-
ine the matter further.

I now turn to deal briefly with some specific
questions which were raised in the course of the
second reading debate and I refer particularly to
questions raised by Hon. Ian Medcalf. I turn
firstly to his questions dealing with the rules of
Parliament. Section I11 (1) now allows delegation
of the Ombudsman's authority subject to rules of
Parliament, and Hon. Ian Medcalf asked, "Are
there any such rules?" The answer is that there is
none, In proposing the amendment, the Govern-
ment is really saying that there should be no need
for such rules and no need for such process beyond
the proper application of the Ombudsman's dis-
cretion.

It should be noted that, even with the accept-
ance of the amendment as provided by the Bill, the
delegation open to the Ombudsman will still not
be unlimited; in particular, it will not extend to an
authority in any other officer to present an
Omnbudsman's report.

The second matter raised by Hon. Ian Medcalf
related to the publication of reports. Section 28 of
the Act deals with this question and again makes
them subject to rules of Parliament. The member
asked the same question here, "Are there any such
rules?" The answer in this case is that there are
some rules and it is the view of the Government
that it would be more appropriate to do away with
them. Rule 3 provides as follows-

3. The Parliamentary Commissioner may
from time to time, in the public interest or in
the interests of any department, authority,
organization, or person with the prior ap-
proval of the Parliamentary Committee, pub-
lish reports relating generally to the exercise
of his functions under the Act, or relating to
any particular case or cases investigated by
him, whether or not the matters to be dealt
with in any such report have been the subject
of a report laid before either House of Parlia-
ment.

Rule 4 provides as follows-

4. (1) The Parliamentary Committee shall
consist of the persons from time to time hold-
ing the following offices-

in the Legislative Council-
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The President,
The Chairman of Committees,
The Deputy Chairmen of Com-
mittees,

in the Legislative Assembly-
The Speaker,
The Chairman of Committees,
The Deputy Chairmen of Com-
mittees.

(2) At any meeting of the Parliamentary
Committee five members shall constitute a
quorum.

The cumbersome nature of the rules will be under-
stood from the fact that the committee consists of
six of the senior members of the two Houses of
Parliament, and five of them must be assembled
before anything can be done. lust as a practical
measure it will be reasonably clear that that is
quite a hurdle for the Ombudsman to overcome if,
for example, he is looking for some sort of auth-
ority and Parliament is not in session. The prob-
lem, however, has been put in more general terms.
I refer to comments by the Ombudsman in his
1983 annual report, when he dealt with this mat-
ter in the following terms-

Both my predecessors have referred to the
need for the Parliamentary Commissioner to
be able to inform the public of his work more
readily than he is able to at present. Apart
from referring in a depersonalised way to
selected cases in his annual report, the Parlia-
mentary Commissioner can "go public" only
with the prior approval of the Parliamentary
Committee under rule 3 of the Parliamentary
Commissioner's Rules 1972 (refer Appendix
D). This approval has been sought (and
given) only once.

In my view, the Parliamentary Com-
missioner should have the discretion to in-
form the public of what he does and, where
necessary, set the record straight at the time
and without delay.

An amendment to the Commonwealth
Ombudsman's Act, at present before Parlia-
ment, is relevant. Clause 27 (which inserts a
new section 35A) is designed to provide the
Ombudsman with a discretion, exercisable in
the interest of any person or agency or
otherwise in the public interest, to disclose
information or make statements either on the
general operation of his office or, subject to
certain conditions, about particular investi-
gations.

The amendments would, for example, allow
the Ombudsman to set the record straight in

answer to uninformed public comment. It
would not, however, alter the essentially pri-
vate nature of investigations. In this respect,
public statements could not be made to:

binder the proper completion of investi-
gations, or pre-empt the reports that fol-
lowed them;
set out opinions that were either ex-
pressly or implicity. critical of a Depart-
ment or prescribed authority or person
unless all the persons concerned had
been given an opportunity to make sub-
missions on that investigation;
identify a complainant unless it is fair
and reasonable in the circumstances to
do so.

Since the date of this report, the amendment re-
ferred to has been made to both the Common-
wealth Ombudsman's Act and the Commonwealth
complaints legislation. In South Australia,
Tasmania, and New Zealand the position is even
less restrictive than it is in the Commonwealth
situation. In those jurisdictions, if the
Ombudsman considers it to be in the public
interest he has the right to publish a report relat-
ing to an investigation.

In the same context, I quote from another
statement from the Ombudsman; however it is not
from the same report. It reads as follows-

The need for an amendment the Parlia-
mentary Commissioner Act is illustrated by
the following example which occurred a few
weeks ago while Parliament was in recess.

I had received a letter from a civil liberties
body indicating that nineteen prisoners
wanted to give evidence concerning the death
in Fremantle Prison of Robert lames Walker
and that some were being threatened with
death by persons in authority at the prison if
they did so. I attended at the prison with my
Senior Investigations Officer and interviewed
separately and in private the nineteen pris-
oners named. Each prisoner was clear that he
had not been threatened and did not wish to
make a complaint to me. I immediately
informed the secretary of the body of the
position.

I subsequently received telephone calls
from a television station, a radio station and
several newspapers inquiring about my visit
to the prison. Because I was unable to com-
ment publicly without obtaining the approval
of the Parliamentary Committee and in view
of the difficulty of readily obtaining its ap-
proval with Parliament in recess, I was unable
to clarify the position. As a result, there were
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oblique references on television, radio and in
the Press to my involvement, which did not
result in the public being informed of the true
position.

It is recommended that the Commonwealth
provision be included in both the Parliamen-
tary Commissioner Act and the Complaints
against Police Bill.

That is what we are seeking to do. Our aim really
comes down to the fairly simple proposition that
the role of the Ombudsman ought to be properly
understood by the public, and that is likely to be
achieved in relevant cases only if contact can be
made publicly while the particular issue is alive.

Hon. Ian Medcalf also drew attention to the
proposed right of the Ombudsman to enter into
relevant Government departments and authorities
without prior notice to those departments or
authorities. He asked for some justification of
that. Again, I think the best thing I can do is to
quote the Ombudsman himself. I refer in this case
to the 1982 annual report of the Ombudsman as
presented to the Parliament. Referring to this
question he said the following-

Section 21 of the Parliamentary Com-
missioner Act empowers the Parliamentary
Commissioner to enter premises used by any
authority within his jurisdiction and there to
inspect anything therein, but he must First
give written notice to the principal officer of
his intentions so to enter. Only a few of the
many Ombudsmen in the world are so con-
strained and I believe that the giving of ad-
vance notice could well defeat the purpose of
the entry and inspection, but my predecessor
and I have twice suggested in vain to the
government of the day that the requirement
of prior notice should be removed. After all,
there is an apt order given to Army personnel
when an inspection by a high-ranking officer
is known to be imminent: 'if it moves, salute
it, if it doesn't, whitewash it!'.

It is not with any sense of disrespect to our
various authorities to say that it simply stands to
reason that, if an authority such as the
Ombudsman is charged with the investigation of
complaints, he should be free to make those inves-
tigations in the manner that he thinks is most
proper. Wearing my hat as Minister for Prisons, I
am able to indicate that there is already an infor-
mal arrangement between the department and the
Ombudsman precisely to that effect.

The Ombudsman every year without fail refers
to the occupants of our various prisons as
constituting his best customers. I do not know
whether that will still be the case, especially in the

first blush of the present Bill. but certainly a
substantial proportion of his time is devoted to
dealing with prisoner complaints.

I suppose there would be no more regular com-
plaint than about the quality of food in prisons. I
assure all members it is of high quality in general;
nonetheless complaints arise. It is not much good
in those circumstances for the Ombudsman to
telephone the prison and say he is turning up to
breakfast the following day to check the quality of
the breakfast. Obviously it will not only be of the
highest quality, but probably-from my point of
view, as Minister for Budget Management-of ex-
cessive quality. In those circumstances the
Ombudsman simply turns up at mealtime and has
a meal. No one can suggest anything untoward
has happened or that anything could be im-
properly affecting his judgment.

Extending that to other areas arrives at the
position the Ombudsman himself has suggested.
So far as I am aware, there is really no resistance
to that among the departments themselves.

The member asked why we should be proposing
at this stage to remove the possibility of the
Ombudsman and his officers being liable for negli-
gence in the exercise of their duties. The history of
this question is quite interesting. An obligation in
terms of negligence was not in the original Bill, as
I understand it, but was inserted on the floor of
the House when the legislation was first before the
Legislative Assembly.

Hon. Ian Medcalf in questioning why we should
now delete that proposal suggested, among other
comments, that members of the Public Service are
not exempt from liability for negligent acts. The
fact is that some are, and some are not. Merely as
an illustration of the position, and not purporting
to give a complete outline of current arrangements
in any way, I point to the Dairy Industry Act
which frees all officers associated with the auth-
ority or its employees from liability for any act
done in good faith. The Western Australian Mar-
ine Act does the same, as does the Equal Oppor-
tunity Bill. Admittedly that measure was brought
in by the present Government, but the first two
were brought in by Hon. Ian Medcalf's Govern-
men t.

The Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport
Trust Act does the same as do the Totalisator
Agency Board Betting Act and the Taxi-cars (Co-
ordination and Control) Act. There are other Acts
as well but I do not know that any purpose would
be served in going on with the list. I am not
purporting to provide an exhaustive list but to give
an indication that the provision in this Bill
exempting the Ombudsman and his officers is in
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no sense novel. As I have pointed out previously
the Commonwealth Ombudsman, and indeed all
other Ombudsmen, are protected against liability
for negligent acts; Hon. Ian Medcalf said quite
properly that maybe they are all wrong and the
fact that that is what they do does not necessarily
decide the issue. I agree with the member to that
extent. There are limits to which precedents of this
nature can be used to make one's case.

On the other hand, I believe there are aspects of
the nature of the Ombudsman's office which sup-
port the view that the protection given to other
Ombudsmen is the proper way to go and we
should be adopting the pattern set elsewhere. I
suppose the first of these reasons is that the
Ombudsman's role of its very nature involves a
large element of subjective decision. In the cir-
cumstances he should not really he put at risk of
the accusation that if only he had carried his in-
quiries further to such and such an extent he
would have come to a different conclusion from
that which he actually arrived at.

It should be noted also that there is an element
of incompatibility between the negligence action
and the nature of the Ombudsman's office. It is
not as though the Ombudsman himself has any
executive capacity. He cannot do anything other
than investigate and report. He cannot even re-
quire departments which in his opinion are at fault
to take thc remedial action he is suggesting. His
role is investigative, recommendatory, and I sup-
pose, persuasive. If things come to worst, all he
can do is report to Parliament that he
recommended a certain course of action and that
the department did not do it, leaving it to the
Parliament or the forces of public opinion to apply
whatever influence they can.

He does not have an executive capacity, and in
these circumstances to put him at risk of a negli-
gence action involves the proposition that it should
be open to people to say he should have
investigated further or that he could have arrived
at a different opinion from that which he arrived
at, and that had he done so some action which
would have been beneficial to them would cer-
tainly have followed.

We have had some quite inventive litigants in
this State and I think it is persuasive on its own
that not even the most inventive of them have
come up with a serious argument that they can or
ought to tackle the Ombudsman on the ground of
negligence. in short, I do not believe that the re-
moval of this right from a practical point of view
will have any real significance. Its importance lies
in the freeing of the Ombudsman's office from the
potential For harassment rather than from the

potential for litigation with any serious prospect of
success.

These latter questions which I have dealt with
go to the detail, so far as I can recall, as requested
by earlier speakers. The main question is: Should
members of the Police Force be subject to the
Ombudsman's ability to inquire and report? The
House on both sides seem to be agreed at least in
principle that the answer to the question is "Yes"
We remain divided on the appropriate means of
putting that principle into effect.

This is a case where the Government would
prefer to see the principle given effect in a form
different from its own choice rather than to see the
principle lost altogether. I therefore indicate again
that the Government will not oppose the amend-
ments which have been foreshadowed by the Op-
position. Equally I foreshadow that, if in the light
of experience, it emerges that further amendments
to this arrangement are required, we would look to
the co-operation and the flexibility of the Oppo-
sit ion in much the same way as is now being ex-
tended by the Government.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon. P.

H. Lockyer) in the Chair;, Hon. J. M. Berinson
(Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title-
Clause 2: Commencement-

Hon. JOHN WILLIAMS: I move an amend-
ment-

Page I-Delete part I and substitute the
following-

Short tite. 1. (1) This Act may be cited as the
Parliamentary Commissioner Amend-
ment Act 1984.

(2) In this Act the Parliamentary
Commissioner Act 1971 is referred to as
the principal Act.

commence2.TiAcshlcoeitoprin
menu.e-.TiAcshlcoeitoprin

on a day to be fixed by proclamation.
H-on. 1. G. MEDCALF: I take this opportunity

to make one or two comments in relation to the
suggestion that the amendments which are
proposed to the Parliamentary Commissioner Act
are not as appropriate as to the Complaints
against Police Bill. I can well appreciate the dif-
ference of opinion in that regard. I know that the
Parliamentary Commissioner has already given
his views to the Minister in a letter which was
tabled last week by the President of this Chamber.
Having given his views, he prefers the Complaints
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against Police Bill, which 1 understand he had a
hand in drafting. Hence, I can appreciate his
preference.

I believe it is appropriate that I should also state
that a previous Parliamentary Commissioner was
of the view that an amendment along the lines of
that which is before the Chamber was just as
appropriate;, in fact, it was even more so.

The previous Parliamentary Commissioner ap-
proached me on one or two occasions to see
whether such an amendment as that proposed by
Hon. John Williams could be placed in the Bill.
That amendment appears on the Notice Paper. I
suppose it is understandable that there may be
differences of opinion between different Parlia-
mentary Commissioners. I simply want to place on
record the fact that, while I have every respect for
the present Parliamentary Com-
missioner-indeed, I emphasise that-it does not
alter my opinion that this amendment may well
achieve, just as effectively and perhaps in a more
appropriate manner, the object of this exercise.

The only other point I wish to make is that it
would be wrong, in my opinion, for the Parliamen-
tary Commissioner to involve himself in criminal
prosecutions. I think the Attorney General might
very quickly disclaim that that was the intention
of his comments. Perhaps he was simply referring
to investigations of a criminal nature.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: That is what I was refer-
ring to.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.01 p.m.

[Questions taken.J
Hon. I. G. MEDCALF: The Parliamentary

Commissioner should not really be investigating
criminal matters. I have indicated that I assumed
that he would not be superseding the role of the
Police Commissioner. It is thoroughly undesirable
that the Parliamentary Commissioner should be-
lieve that had the other Bill been adopted by this
Parliament it would have assisted him in connec-
tion with his criminal inquiries. I emphasise that it
is the prerogative of the police and the police alone
to pursue criminal inquiries. If other bodies, in-
cluding the Public Trustee, were to conduct crimi-
nal investigations we would be in for a sorry mess.

I draw attention to that because I believe it is
the kind of thing that is sometimes overlooked by
public officials and even the Parliamentary Com-
missioner; there is a limit to the powers that they
should be seeking. They should not seek to under-
take criminal inquiries

I also add that generally I am aware that the
Parliamentary Commissioner has raised a number
of objections and, as indicated in his letter to the

Attorney, he believes a number of sections of the
existing Act will not fit and he will be unable to
use them. That is his opinion and I sincerely hope
that he will give this amending Bill-should it
become law-a proper opportunity of being dealt
with in an appropriate manner without his taking
that tentative view he expressed to the Attorney. I
could not find myself in agreement with the Par-
liamentary Commissioner's views and I suggest
that if he really believes that is the case, he should
take some opportunity of testing the matter in
court. Were he to come to the conclusion that he
could not use the other sections of the Act in
relation to complaints against the police, that
would be a most serious criticism of the amend-
ments. I do not share that view and I think he will
find that he can use the other sections.

I am not suggesting that we should indicate we
would be prepared to accept any amendments but
I quite certain that were it held by a proper auth-
ority that there was any defect in his powers, we
would have no hesitation in considering that mat-
ter.

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clause 3 put and negatived.

Clause 4: Section I I amended-

Hon. L. G. MEDCALF: I thank the Attorney
for his lengthy explanation of the points I raised in
the second reading of this Bill. He gave a detailed
explanation-the most comprehensive explanation
I have heard him make for some time. I am sorry
that he did not altogether convince me that the
arguments he put forward were in all respects
valid. I believe this illustrates the value of an in-
structive debate in this Chamber. When I asked
those questions I did not know the answers or
whether rules of Parliament governed this section
I I we are proposing to amend. I was, therefore,
seeking information which the Attorney supplied.
I also did not know the reasons that this action
was being taken because the second reading
speech was devoid of indications of what the
reasons might be. I regret that where a substantial
change is made in legislation it is not adequately
explained to the Chamber. It is a compliment to
the Chamber to explain reasons for amendments
and the Government should perhaps take a little
more care to ensure that the Chamber is ad-
equately informed in these matters.

Having said that-and it is in no respect a criti-
cism of the Attorney General but perhaps a help-
ful hint-I am still unconvinced as to why we are
taking out the requirement that rules of Parlia-
ment should be made in connection with the del-
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egation of the performance of functions of the
Parliamentary Commissioner.

The old section quite clearly says that rules of
Parliament are required where the Parliamentary
Commissioner delegates the exercise of his
powers. The phrase "exercise of powers" has been
omitted and in lieu we have the words
"performance of functions". There is no doubt
some legal significance in this, and possibly
".performance of functions" is regarded as offering
a wider scope than "exercise of powers". I am not
querying that.

I am querying thc omission of any reference to
Parliament's having any say in the delegation of
functions. It is necessary for me briefly to advert
to a later clause in connection with this argument.
Later in the Bill, as the Attorney General has
indicated, reference is made to the deletion of any
liability for negligence by the Parliamentary Com-
missioner or any of his officers. However, the Par-
liamentary Commissioner is now to have com-
pletely unfettered discretion, unfettered by any
rules of Parliament, or the prospect of a resolution
of either House-which is in the original sec-
tion-and may delegate functions to any of his
officers. One of his officers could, of course, inves-
tigate the Commissioner of Police or a high-
ranking police officer or some action he has taken.It is desirable that there should be some publicly
acknowledged rules to govern the delegation of
functions in these circumstances. We are greatly
extending the powers of the Parliamentary Com-
missioner. We are now giving him full power to
investigate any matter, whether of administration
or any other type, in any category which relates to
the Police Force. With these very wide powers
there is an added requirement that the public and
the Parliament should be aware of the rules which
the Parliamentary Commissioner may decide to
invoke for the delegation of his powers or the
performance of his functions and which particular
functions he will delegate. The Parliament and the
public should be informed.

If the Parliamentary Commissioner has, in fact,
worked out how he is going to delegate his func-
tions and to whom they will be delegated-and I
dare say he has-what is to prevent him from
putting forward rules for Parliament which can be
presented in the usual way by the Minister, which
the Parliament can consider, which everyone
understands and which can be publicly exhibited?
To leave him with complete and absolute dis-
cretion under rules which exist only in his own file
or within his own office is not adequate.

[ couple this with the proposition that under this
proposal we are exonerating the Parliamentary
Commissioner and any of his officers from any

proceedings for negligence. I will have something
further to say on that at a later date, but these
items should be treated together. If we are to
exonerate the officers of the Parliamentary Com-
missioner from any liability for negligence, should
they not be under some obligation to the Parlia-
ment? Should there not be some publicly
acknowledged and accepted rules which come
through this Parliament? Alternatively, if we are
not to have any rules which the public understand
and know about and can see and test, we will have
to leave in the liability for negligence. If we are to
have any officer carrying out any function at the
discretion of the Parliamentary Com-
missioner-and that is what it amounts to-then
we are going too far in also exempting those
officers from any proceedings or liability for negli-
gence.

I will not say any more about the negligence
aspect, because it is in a later clause, I had to
mention it in connection with this clause. It is
more important to have rules of Parliament in
relation to the delegation of functions than it is to
have rules of Parliament in relation to the making
of reports. I can appreciate the argument which
the Attorney General has put, but I cannot see
why we should have taken out the requirement
that rules of Parliament should be made to govern
the delegation of the Parliamentary Com-
missioner's functions. That does not require a
meeting of five parliamentary officers; that could
be done in any of a number of ways, and done in
some sensible way which would enable the rules to
be properly seen and publicly appreciated and
understood.

So I am not convinced that it is proper or right
to take out the requirements for rules of Parlia-
ment. I would like the Attorney General to give
further consideratLion to that.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: At the base of any
discussion of this matter has to be a recognition of
the nature of the Ombudsman's office and the
standing of the occupant of that office. This is not
the average office boy just out of high school; this
is an officer occupying a position of high status
and of direct responsibility to the Parliament. It
follows from that chat the appointment of such an
officer would only proceed with the greatest care
to ensure that he had both the standing and the
capacity to justify his occupation of that position.

If, as the honourable member suggests, any
rules about delegation were to be made
substantially on the basis of the Ombudsman's
own proposals, it will readily be understood that
the rules that emerged would be in the broadest
possible terms, and that there would in the end be
little difference between the rules with which he
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had to comply and the absence of rules, which
would be the effect of carrying clause 4.

With respect to the honourable member, I think
that to link this aspect of the Bill with the later
question of negligence is really to explore quite
exotic possibilities. It really is proposing seriously
that a person of the standing of the Ombudsman
would be prepared to delegate his powers to some-
one not capable of properly performing the duties
he then undertook.

The problem with trying to define delegation in
those circumstances comes down to the fact that
delegation would not be required as a matter of
course; it would emerge from the need to assign
certain work. Most of the delegation, I imagine,
would be of a relatively ad hoc nature as the nee
arose. If in those circumstances we did have rules
and they were found to be inappropriate or inad-
equate, we would then come back to the same
sorts of problems which it was suggested might
arise if we stayed married to the idea of rules of
Parliament for the publication of the
Ombudsman's comments.

I do not believe there is any risk attached to
clause 4. I do not believe there is any evidence that
the power of delegation of any other Ombudsman
has led to any difficulty or to any grounds for
concern. This is quite a modest measure which
carries no risk. Conversely, it carries the potential
benefits of improving the efficiency of the
Ombudsman's office, that being made especially
relevant by the extension to his jurisdiction which
is embodied in the other proposals we will shortly
be addressing.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I am not one of those
who believes we should take away from the Parlia-
ment some of the supervisory rights which it now
has in relation to the Parliamentary Com-
missioner. If we look at the totality of the other
amendments proposed in this Bill, we will see
other proposals do exactly the same thing. It is net
only a case of prescribing rules, but we are also
taking away from the Parliament the right to pass
a resolution of both Houses specifically in regard
to this matter of delegation. I do not believe we
could effectively pass such a resolution unless we
have some statutory authority.

The existing section says that not only are rules
of Parliament required, but we may also have a
resolution of both Houses of Parliament. I cannot
see any reason why we should downgrade the
position of the Parliamentary Commissioner, be-
cause that is what we are doing. The fact that
some of the other Parliamentary Commissioners,
if not all of them, may be able to do this and a
number of other things does not impress me in the
slightest.

I know how legislation is dealt with in other
Parliaments, particularly in the Commonwealth
Parliament. It often goes through without any
thought or consideration by the members. Indeed
one would be lucky sometimes to find any mem-
bers in the House. Unless there is some grave
political content, very little thought, if any, is
given to this by many members of Parliament in
other parts of the Commonwealth.

For those reasons I see no reason that we should
take this out. I do not believe the Attorney Gen-
eral, with all respect to his argument, has given
any proper reason why it should come out. I see no
reason that rules should not be put forward by the
Parliamentary Commissioner. After all, he must
have some rules which he observes in these
cases. I know that a parliamentary officer of
that standing clearly would be acting on good
precedent and good advice; even if it is his
own advice, it is nevertheless good advice. Those
rules ought to be set out, because why should we
take away from Parliament a supervisory or an
empowering right? It is another indication that
the Parliamentary Commissioner is indeed an
officer of this Parliament. I cannot see what
reason there is for taking this out.

It is quite a simple matter to put forward rules
and, as I said earlier, one does not have to have a
complicated arrangement with a meeting between
five officers of Parliament, as the Attorney Gen-
eral indicated applies in the case of the rules
governing publication of reports. I would not want
any cumbersome rules, and I do not believe the
Parliament would want them. I see no reason why
rules should not be set out and the commissioner
should not continue to be subject to rules of Par-
liament relating to delegation of authority. We are
greatly extending his authority and powers. We
are giving him authority over the Police
Force--over every action, conduct, or neglect of
action by any member of the Police Force from
the Commissioner of Police to the commissioner's
office boy; and the Parliamentary Commissioner
will act in a reponsible way. I do not believe he
will appoint his office boy to investigate a senior
police officer. I believe that kind of category
should be set out in the rules, but the Attorney
General indicated earlier that this does Dot include
the making of reports. That is an interesting ob-
servation. In other words, he is saying that it does
not come under the performance of functions.

Hon. J1. M. Berinson: No. I am saying the mak-
ing of reports is specifically precluded from del-
egation by clause 4.

IHon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I misunderstood the
Attorney General's comment. In any event, if, in
fact, the performance of all or most of the Parlia-
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mentary Commissioner functions is now to be
capable of delegation, the rules ought to be set
out. There must be rules, and why can they not be
put before the Parliament? Indeed, I believe it is
wrong to take out that provision.

If those rules were inserted, it would make quite
a difference to my argument in relation to negli-
gence. This is more important than the question of
rules of Parliament in relation to publication of
reports, because of the important functions which
the Parliamentary Commissioner performs and
must perform under his Act. When he is absent,
his functions can be exercised by the deputy or
acting Parliamentary Commissioner, whoever that
might be from time to time, and he can also del-
egate the powers.

For those reasons, I see no reason why we
should not have the words reinserted in the Bill.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON; I doubt that I can add
much to what I have previously said.

If the rules of Parliament are in a general
enough form not to impede the efficiency of the
work of' the Ombudsman, they will achieve little
more than would be achieved by not having that
provision at all. On the other hand, if we are to
continue to rely on the alternative possibility of a
resolution of both Houses of Parliament, we are
looking at a cumbersome procedure, and one
which would not be available for a substantial part
of each year. This is an issue which has been
argued as far as it can be taken on the Govern-
ment's part and I encourage the Committee to
support clause 4 in its present form.

Hon. 1. C. MEDCALF: It is all very well for
the Attorney General to say that it would be cum-
bersome, but we have existed under this provision
ever since the Parliamentary Commissioner Act
was first passed 13 years ago.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: There has never been a
delegation in that time.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I see no reason why
rules of Parliament could not have been made at
any time. Now the Minister wants to delegate his
powers, presumably because of the addition of the
Police Force to his other duties. I think that is an
additional reason why we should have those rules,
and I would hope that the Attorney General is
prepared to re-insert the deleted words. It seems to
me that he is indicating that he will not. In those
circumstances I am left with no alternative but to
move for the reinsertion of certain words in this
clause.

Hon. J1. M. Berinson: Are you not just opposing
clause 4?

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I am proposing to
amend clause 4 by reinserting words at the begin-

ning of proposed subsection (1). 1 move an amend-
mesil-

Page 2, line 7-Insert before "The" the
following passage-

In so far as he is authorised so to do by
Rules of Parliament made under this
Act, or a resolution of both Houses of
Parliament.

In other words, it Simply restores the position to
what it is at the present time.

Amendment put and a division taken with the
following result-

Hon. C. J. Bell
Hon. E. J. Chariton
Hon. V. J. Ferry
Hon. Tom Knight
Hon. A. A. Lewis
Hon. G. C. MacKinnon
Hon. G. E. Masters
Hon. Tom McNeil
Hon. 1. 0. Medcalf

Hon. J1. M. Berinson
Hon. J. M. Brown
Hon. D. K. flans
Hion. Peter Dowding
Hon. Graham Edwards
Hon. Kay Haltahan

Ayes
Hon. H. W. Gayfer
Hon. Neil Oliver

Ayes 17
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

N. F. Moore
P.CG. Pendal
1. C. Pratt
W. N. Stretch
P. H. Wells
John Williams
D. J1. Wordsworth
Margaret McAleer

(Teller)
Noes I I

Hon. Carry Kelly
Hon. Mark Nevill
Hon. S. M. Piantadosi
Hon. Torn Stephens
Hon. Fred McKenzie

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
Hon. Lyla Elliott
Hon. Robert Hetherington

Amendment thus passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Secion 23 amvended-
Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: The Attorney General

referred to the rules of Parliament which will
operate in relation to this clause, but he omitted to
say that those rules of Parliament, as far as I
understand the position, will be cancelled as soon
as we move onto another clause which seeks to
repeal section 28 of the principal Act. The At-
torney General can tell me if those rules of Parlia-
ment will not be cancelled and, if that is the case, I
would be interested to know. I would have thought
that, if the authority for putting them forward
goes, the rules of Parliament go also.

I am niot particularly concerned about this and I
fully understand the position which the Attorney
General explained. I appreciate the argument that
it is only right that the Parliamentary Com-
missioner for Administrative Investigations should
have the opportunity from time to time to tell the
public what he is doing and, when he makes a
public statement, to explain to the public the facts
of an issue in which he may have been
misrepresented.
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A number of these situations occurred during
our period in Government when the Parliamentary
Commissioner could have and should-have, had he
been able to do so, made some public statement.

I agree with that, and situations occur in which
the Parliamentary Commissioner should say some-
thing publicly in order to do away with false
statements which might be repeated and which
might do a great deal of harm.

If the Parliamentary Commissioner is in pos-
session of the real facts, I have every reason to
support his having the opportunity to make public
statements and to disclose information.

This clause goes further than the Act in that the
Act refers only 10 publishing reports, whereas the
clause refers to disclosing information and making
statements. I am quite happy to accept that the
Parliamentary Commissioner should have these
powers. I sincerely trust that there will not be any
undue disclosure.

The clause contains some safeguards in that the
Parliamentary Commissioner will not be able to
make a statement under proposed new subsection
(16) unless he has given the people concerned the
opportunity to appear and make a submission. in a
sense that is a safeguard, but here again it depends
upon the discretion of the Parliamentary Com-
missioner and we have to be sure that from time to
time we have Parliamentary Commissioners of the
highest public standards who appreciate the need
to preserve privacy and respect the civil liberties of
individuals who may easily be maligned in a public
report. Of course, that is in no way to be taken as
a reflection on the present incumbent or on any of
his predecessors who have all been persons of very
high integrity.

I do not propose to take this matter any further.
I have indicated my general support for the clause,
with the reservations I expressed earlier.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 7 put and passed.
Clause 8: Section 30 amended-
Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: For a long time there

has been agitation for the removal of the words
"negligently or", so that the Parliamentary Com-
missioner or his officers will not be liable for negli-
gence. I admit that there is only a remote possi-
bility that they could be liable for negligence and I
always had grave doubts about the inclusion of
these words in the clause.

However, although representations were made
previously, no action was taken. A result of
reinserting the requirement for rules of Parliament
in relation to the delegation of duties, this cuts
down the argument that we should insist on retain-
ing liability for negligence.

Quite frankly, I agree that there is only a re-
mote possibility that there could be any such
liability. I do not know of anyone having made a
claim against the Parliamentary Commissioner for
negligence, although the Minister or the Parlia-
mentary Commissioner may be aware of such a
case. I think it would be very unlikely, so we will
not lose very much in these circumstances by
deleting these words.

However, I still feel it is important that we
made the earlier amendment and, as a result, I do
not propose to move an amendment to this clause.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 9: Schedule Amended-
I-on. JOHN WILLIAMS: I move an amend-

ment-
Page 5, lines 2 and 3-Delete the passage

'deleting "The Police Department" and
substituting' and substitute the passage
'inserting after "The Police Department"'.

While this looks complicated, it is a draftsman's
amendment, so the clause will read-

The Schedule to the principal Act is
amended by inserting after "The Police De-
partment" "The Police Force".

Any investigation by the Ombudsman will have to
include the Police Department, which is distinct
from the Police Force. Civilians are employed in
the Police Department and they are not part of the
Police Force. Therefore this is an all embracing
clause to include people in either the Police De-
partment or the Police Force.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 10 put and negatived.
New clauses 4A, 4B, and 4C-
Hon. JOHN WILLIAMS: I move-

Page 2-Insert the following new clauses
to stand as clauses 4A to 4C-

secj 4A. Section 14 of the principal Act is
and Iran. amended by inserting, after subsection
;tAI vo (1), the following subsections-

,,(]a) Subject to this Act and not-
withstanding subsection (1), the
Commissioner shall investigate any
action taken by a member of the
Police Force or Police Department,
whether or not that action relates to
a matter of administration, where
that action was, or purported to be,
done in the exercise of, or in connec-
tion with or incidental to the exer-
cise of, that member's powers, du-
ties or functions as a member of the
Police Force or Police Department:
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Provided that the Parliamentary
Commissioner shall not investigate
such action until the Commissioner
of Police has had a reasonable op-
portunity to conduct his own investi-
gation into such action.

(I b) For the purposes of the pro-
viso to subsection (1a), the Com-
missioner of Police shall be deemed
to have had a reasonable oppor-
tunity to conduct his own investi-
gation into any action referred to in
that subsection if-
(a) a period of 42 days; or
(b) such longer period as is agreed

to by the Commissioner of
Police and the Parliamentary
Commissioner,

has expired since the complaint re-
lating to that action was received at
the office of the Commissioner of
Police.

(I c) The application of subsection
(I a) does not extend to action taken
by a member of the Police Force or
Police Department before that
subsection came into operation.

.,ndd 4B. Section 17 of the principal Act is
amended, in subsection (3), by deleting
paragraph (b).

irn7d 4C. After section 17 of the principal
Act, the following section is inserted-
bo, plarnts 17A. (1) Subject to
in cuslody. subsection (5), a person who is

detained in custody is
entitled-
(a) upon making a request to

the officer in whose cus-
tody he is detained or to
any other officer
performing duties in con-
nection with his deten-
tion-
(i) to be provided with

facilities for
preparing a complaint
in writing under this
Act, for furnishing in
writing to the Com-
missioner after the
complaint has been
made any other rel-
evant information,
and for enclosing the
complaint or the
other information (if

any) in a
envolope; and

sealed

(ii) to have posted to the
Commissioner, with-
out undue delay, a
sealed envelope
delivered by him to
any such officer and
addressed to the
Commissioner; and

(b) to have delivered to him,
without undue delay, any
sealed envelope addressed
to him and sent by the
Commissioner that comes
into the possession or
under the control of any
such officer.

(2) Subject to subsection (5),
where a seated envelope
addressed to the Commissioner
is delivered by a person
detained in custody to an
officer referred to in subsection
(1) for posting to the Com-
missioner, or a sealed envelope
addressed to a person so
detained and sent by the Com-
missioner comes into the pos-
session or under the control of
any such officer, the officer
shall not open the envelope, or
inspect any document enclosed
in the envelope.

(3) The Commissioner may
make arrangements with the
relevant authorities for the
identification and delivery of
sealed envelopes sent by the
Commissioner to persons
detained in custody.

(4) In subsection (3) "the
relevant authorities" means the
Commissioner of Police, the
Director of the Western
Australia Prisons Department
appointed under section 6 (1)
of the Prisons Act 1981, the
Director, Psychiatric Services
appointed under section
6(l)(d) of the Health Legis-
lation Administration Act 1984
and the Director-General
appointed under section 7(l) of
the Community Services Act
1972.
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(5) Subsections (1) and
(2)-

(a) do not affect the op-
eration of sections 67
and 68 of the Prisons
Act 1981;and

(b) subject to paragraph
(a), have effect not-
withstanding any-
thing in any other
Act.

(6) An officer referred to in
subsection (I) shall not wilfully
contravene or fail to comply
with this section.

Penalty: $200. "

This is the first chance I have had to speak to the
amendments and I say at the outset that the At-
torney General asked whether the same flexibility
afforded by the Government to the Opposition
with these amendments would be reciprocated if it
were found that the future Act was not workable
with these amendments- I can assure the Attorney
General that if these amendments are found to be
unworkable, I personally will strive with all my
power to persuade my colleagues to accept any
changes necessary. If I cannot persuade my col-
leagues. the Attorney General can be assured that
I will cross the floor and vote for anything that
will improve the Act. I cannot speak for my col-
leagues, because they make up their own minds
independently of me.

I place on record my thanks to Hon. Ian
Medcalf, to the Attorney General, and to Mr
Ward from the ofice of the Minister for Police for
the tremendous assistance they have given me in
framing these rather difficult amendments.

The tenor of this legislation is one of
apprehension. In 1971 we rejected a similar move
because, firstly, we were not ready for it, and
secondly, the Police Force was certainly not ready
for it and vigorously opposed the move. The
change of heart has occurred only because as late
as 28 October 1984 the Police Force rescinded
item 29 of its 1982 biennial conference, which
read as follows-

That the Union take the strongest possible
action to stop moves, if any are made, to have
external investigators to investigate alleged
breaches of discipline or misconduct by mem-
bers.

That has taken us now a little further along this
pool. It is like a swimming pool in that in 1971 we
went in at the shallow end and did not like it. We
have now moved up to the middle of the pool
because we have been told it is safe, but it is safe

only because this is what the police want. They
now agree that an external investigation-if
required-should be made. The only difficulty we
have is with administrative matters, in putting it in
the Ombudsman's court. But that has been
covered by this amendment, and the important
thing which I stressed in the second reading has
been echoed faithfully in this amendment.
Nothing, will be done until the Police Com-
missioner has had the first chance to investigate a
matter and, the commissioner having done so, and
having had reasonable opportunity, if the com-
plainant is not satisfied, there is recourse to the
Parliamentary Commissioner. The "reasonable
opportunity" provided for in this amendment is 42
days, or six weeks. There are circumstances where,
because of the geography of this State and be-
cause of the scattered nature of the Police
Force-for example, three key officers may be
overseas-we may well have to extend that period
of six weeks, and that is what the Attorney Gen-
era! was alluding to when he said, "This Bill, if it
works, will become a triumph in co-operation be-
tween the Police Commissioner and the Parlia-
mentary Commissioner because the Parliamentary
Commissioner can rightly say to the Police Com-
missioner, "it has now been 42 days since you
received that complaint. Can you tell me what has
happened?" If the Police Commissioner says,
"Yes, I am sorry to have to tell you, but I have
three important witnesses overseas, therefore it is
going to take me a little longer", the Parliamen-
tary Commissioner will say, "Okay, as soon as
they come back, I take it you are going to carry
on"" He would say, "Yes". This will be a triumph
for co-operation, rather than two departments
meeting head-on.

I refer members to new subsection (tc) of the
amendment. It is absolutely vital that the media
gets hold of that. The media does not gets hold of
very much very often, but it is vital that it gets
hold of it because that is the protection for the
Ombudsman. Until such time as this Act is
proclaimed the Parliamentary Commissioner has
nothing to do with any cases which have gone
before. His part of the operation commences onc
this Act is proclaimed; he cannot be inundated
with complaints from the past being reopened.

Finally, in new subsection (5) the exemption
relating to sealed envelopes is extended to the
Prisons Department under section 67 and 68 be-
cause it is in a different situation. Ira superintend-
ent has reasonable belief that contained in an en-
velope is either an instrument or explosive or
something of that nature he has the right to con-
travene those sections as laid down in our amend-
ments.
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I commend the new clauses to the Chamber.
New clauses put and passed.
Title-
Hon. JOHN WILLIAMS: I move an amend-

ment-

Page I-Delete the passage "and the
Prisons Act 198 1".

Amendment put and passed.
Title, as amended, put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and an amend-

ment to the title, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. M.

Berinson (Attorney General), and returned to the
Assembly with amendments.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE INDUSTRY:
SELECT COMMITTEE

Report
HON. P. HI. LOCKVER (Lower North) [5.07

p.m.]: In accordance with Standing Order No.
116, I wish to lay on the Table of the House a
report of the Select Committee inquiring into the
fruit and vegetable industry of Western Australia.
Prior to laying the report on the Table of the
House, I wish to commend the work of my col-
leagues on this committee, Hon. Graham
MacKinnon, Hon. Graham Edwards and Hon.
Sam Piantadosi. Since I have been a member or
this House, I believe it is a very rare occasion
when four members of two political parties in
equal numbers have formed a Select Committee to
inquire into a particular subject. This report am-
ply demonstrates that this was a very good way of
looking at particular subjects; certainly it is the
type of operation that this House needs to consider
from time to time. I know that it is not possible to
have equal numbers on each committee but, were
it possible, it would certainly work well.

I point out to members that even though two
members of each of the major parties were on this
committee there is no minority report; in fact, the
committee has agreed to all Findings and
recommendations in total.

Also I want to commend the work done by the
secretary of the committee, Ms Lynley Coen, be-
cause this committee has worked over a number of
months and a great deal of secretarial work was
involved.

I also would like to point out that the fruit and
vegetable growers in Western Australia certainly
can be very proud of their operations. They are a

band of workers who have their own operations in
good order. The committee round that, by and
large, the industry was in fairly good shape. For
that reason, I move-

That the report be received and do lie upon
the Table.

Question put and passed.

(See paper No. 3 76.)

COMPLAINTS AGAINST POLICE BILL
Order Discharged

Order discharged, on motion by Hon. John
Williams.

CONSERVATION AND LAND
MANAGEMENT DILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 7 November.

HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Attorney General) [5.10 p.m.]:
Most of the points that the Government wishes to
make were set out in my response to the motion by
Hon. Sandy Lewis which led to the formation of
the Select Committee. I propose therefore, to limit
myself to some brief comment at this point and to
respond formally to the Select Committee's report
which was tabled in the House earlier today.

In the debate on this Bill, the Government has
freely acknowledged that it does not have univer-
sal support for its proposals. It would be extraordi-
nary if it did since almost any substantial change
could be expected to generate opposition of one
degree or another.

In the area in which we are now dealing, land
resource management, it is even more difficult to
achieve a consensus on the direction of necessary
change. By its very nature, land resource manage-
ment involves complex technical issues on which
even experts cannot agree, and it affects a broad
range of different interest groups. That, among
other reasons, explains why successive Govern-
ments from both sides of Parliament have initiated
numerous inquiries into land resource manage-
ment. All have been competent, but despite their
broad range and competence successive Govern-
ments have had little success in implementing
their recommendations.

In responding to the motion by Hon. Sandy
Lewis I made the observation that there was a
consensus that a need existed to improve land
management and, in particular, to provide extra
Government resources to critical areas. The ques-
tions that have been raised are not about this
fundamental issue, but are concerned with the
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shape and nature of the measures which should be
implemented.

Over the past IS months the Government has
attempted to logically and objectively determine
the direction in which land resource management
should go in this State. Although we remain confi-
dent that the direction we have chosen is right, we
accept that no 'matter how far-reaching the in-
quiry has been, no matter how extensive the con-
sultation, the final proof of the matter will only be
determined in the end by a rigorous review of the
new procedures after they have been in place for
some time.

Acknowledging that reality, the Government is
happy to accept the major thrust of the report by
the Select Committee chaired by Hon. Sandy
Lewis, namely, that a need exists to provide mech-
anisms in the legislation to ensure that such a
review could be conducted if this legislation were
passed. On behalf of the Government, and I am
sure on behalf of all members, I would like to
thank the members of the Select Committee who
have worked strenuously at short notice to produce
their report to the Council. They have obviously
approached their task with the single objective of
ensuring that the best interests of the State are
served.

On behalf of the Government I also respond
specifically to some of the issues raised by the
Select Committee. Firstly, the Government is
pleased to note the committee's conclusion that
the morale of the staff of the agencies affected by
this legislation has, on the whole, not been ad-
versely affected. We have consistently made the
point during debate on the legislation that the
proposed changes are not a reflection on the staff
of the agencies involved. In fact, it has been the
observation of all those who have been involved in
investigations of the land management agencies
that the staff have an unusually high commitment
to their job, and that any deficiencies that are
evident are a result of the failure of the system in
which they operate or, in most cases, the lack of
adequate funding.

Secondly. the Government acknowledges the
comments made with respect to the Land Re-
source Policy Council. While it continues to see a
role for a committee meeting only with the perma-
nent heads of Government departments, it also
acknowledges the need for a mechanism to ensure
that broader community groups can be
represented on the Land Resource Policy Council.
The Government therefore undertakes that it will
make administrative changes to the Land Re-
source Policy Council to ensure that a mechanism
exists for broader community representation on it.

Thirdly, the Government acknowledges the im-
portance of recreation in any consideration of land
resource management and undertakes to ensure
that when the new department is formed appropri-
ate attention will be given to this activity.
Fourthly, the Government also acknowledges the
need to phase in changes to existing land manage-
ment arrangements. In fact, in response to Hon.
Sandy Lewis I indicated that the administrative
changes that have been proposed have been
designed to ensure that this does occur.

Finally, the Government acknowledges that in
almost every State changes in the land resource
management area are being undertaken and that
it would be of considerable benefit to this State if
the changes proposed for Western Australia were
considered in the light of the experience of other
States. As I indicated in my opening remarks,
however, the best way to achieve a practical as-
sessment of the Government's proposal for land
resource management would be to implement
them in their current form and provide a mechan-
ism in the legislation to permit a review of its
operation in 1 2 months' time. To achieve this ar-
rangement, I propose during the Committee stage
to move an amendment which will make it manda-
tory for the Government to review the legislation
within 12 months of its enactment. To enable such
a review to be carried out the Government will
also establish the members of the Select Com-
mittee which has reported today on the Bill as an
Honorary Royal Commission. It will be charged
with the duty of reporting to the Government and
the Legislative Council within 12 months of the
proclamation of this Bill.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon. D. 3.

Wordsworth) in the Chair; Hon. J. M. Berinson
(Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title-

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I had intended to make
some comments during the second reading but the
Attorney General was on his feet like a shot. I
would like to make some comments in relation to
the title of the Bill. I compliment the Select Com-
mittee under the chairmanship of Hon. Sandy
Lewis for the immense amount of work it did in
handling this Bill in a very short time. There were
40 witnesses and 49 written submissions. It was no
easy task and I know the pressure those members
were under.
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The Select Committee report makes reference
to the conclusions of the task force and states that
the conclusions were based on a limited study of
land management practices in other States of
Australia. I guess the Select Committee is
suggesting there needs to be wider examination of
land management practices in other parts of
Australia. I note the Attorney's comment that an
Honorary Royal Commission will be established
to undertake some detailed studies and make com-
parisons with the proposals for land management
in Western Australia, and come back with
recommendations. I noted that in the report one of
the witnesses said about the Bill that it was un-
likely to advance land management but no ground
was likely to be lost. H-e said it would seem that it
was mostly a matter of rearrangement for the sake
of change. I guess that is the view of a number of
people-not all people-and no doubt the Bill will
either prove or disprove that sort of statement as
time goes on.

I noted the Attorney General's comment on the
effects of proposed changes on existing Govern-
ment and departmental staff. I and many others
have talked to those staff; of course they have been
unsettled, but I do not think it is true to say their
work has been affected in any way. Knowing them
as I do, I am sure they have been doing the best
they can.

I know I have been straying a little from the
title, Mr Chairman, and I thank you for your
indulgence. However, I missed out on the second
reading debate and so I needed to make those
comnmentis.

The task force recommended to the Govern-
ment that some sort of legislation should be
introduced. That legislation now recommends the
establishment of a Land Resources Policy Coun-
cil. I note-I think this is important-that the
task force recommended that the membership be
confined solely to certain heads of departments.
The Select Committee said that that should not be
the case and that people should be nominated
from areas of the community with great interest in
these issues. I am sure that the Government will
take note of that; in fact, we request that it does.

I will make reference to the Select Committee's
recommendations when the other clauses are being
debated. I wish to record my appreciation and that
of the Opposition of the Select Committee's work,
which it did under great pressure. We are sorry
that there was not a great deal more time for it to
operate. We asked the Government to defer the
Bill to enable a proper study to be made of it. That
request was denied and I felt that was unfair.
Nevertheless, there may have been circumstances
that we did not know about which forced the

Government to take this action. I think the Select
Committee has done an excellent job in the time
available to it and we hope that the Government
will pay due attention to its recommendations.

Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: While congratulat-
ing the Select Committee for its work and the
speed with which it did it, there were a number of
people-I was one of them-who did not think the
committee would be able to complete its work. In
another place one of the members said that the
committee's task was quite hopeless and that it
should be turned into a Royal Commission. How-
ever, it has come up with the report. My view is
that the Government could have dealt with the
matters proposed in the Bill by administrative ac-
tion. All we can hope to do is to put some heart
into what the committee proposes.

One of the committee's recommenidat ions is
that any changes to be made should be made with
caution. At this time we are dealing with one of
the harshest and one of the most unconscionable
Governments that I have ever seen in operation in
the workplace. I have watched with concern be-
cause one of the areas in which it has been
operating has been in the same building in which 1
was, for a time, Minister for Works. Here I am
speaking about the Government Garage. Most of
the people involved had to get out, ostensibly on
sick leave. That has happened twice since.

The latest exposition of the Government's brut-
ality has been in the Western Australian Tourism
Commission. The Government hammered us when
it was in Opposition about the changes we made in
times of good employment. It insisted that we use
the system of attrition in cutting back on staff
numbers. However, some of these men have
worked for years in these businesses. They have
been pushed sideways with such harsh brutality
that one is left aghast. These men have proved
themselves under a particular Administration.
They have been instructed to do a job in a part icu-
lar way. However, when another Administration
decides that that job should be done differently,
they are sacked. One person told me that, because
he was going to get the bullet, he would take his
sick leave because that was the most profitable
way for him to get out.

The Government has said that it will use care
and consideration. I know of people sitting and
waiting to be retrenched and who have decided to
go interstate for jobs. There seems to be no future
for them in this new land management pro-
gramme.

It would be just as harsh if the Opposition were
to deny the passage of the Bill because those
people would have to stay in their present jobs or
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leave under something of a cloud. They are grate-
ful for the Opposition's allowing the Bill to pass.

I said during the second reading debate that
everything contained in the report could have been
accomplished in a different way. However, it has
to be done in this sledgehammer way in order to
make the three people who dealt with the report
look good. The policy was worked out during this
Government's term in Opposition and it was
locked into it. I do not believe that this policy will
lead to any great improvement; but we will wait
and see.

I did not know whether to laugh or cry when I
saw the words "consideration with great care" in
the report. I will bet the guys in the Tourism
Commission would laugh if they saw those words,
as would the guys in the Government Garage who
probably voted for the Labor Party. A lot of the
blokes in the Public Works Department and the
Treasury Department were not just pushed side-
ways but were thumped sideways.

I have worked with Governments for 29 years
and have worked intimately with them for 12
years. As I said, this is the most harsh and uncon-
scionable treatment by a Government of its ser-
vants that I have ever seen. In the main, the
officers concerned have operated efficiently and
have dealt with policy which was laid down by the
heads of their departments or by the Minister.
However, some of those people thus treated were
heads of departments. One can offer those people
scant sympathy. These actions were carried out
without the Bill being passed. Its passage may
have made things a little neater or a little tidier. I
would like to be beginning my time in Parliament
as a young man with the prospects of becoming a
sufficiently senior Minister to undo all of this.
Maybe that will happen. Maybe this course of
action will work; however I see no reason why it
should or why the injection of a little more money
would not have made it work.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I do not want to get as
far away from the immediate purpose of the Bill
as Hon. Graham MacKinnon. However, I really
do not think that some of his comments can go
unchallenged. In his description of this Govern-
ment's treatment of the Public Service, he used
words such as "harsh", "unconscionable", "cruel",
"heartless", and "brutal". I do not think even then
I have the full list. He also said that that treat-
ment was inconsistent with our policy when we
were in Opposition. He said that we had then
argued against the reduction of the public work
force except by attrition. In fact, we are not acting
inconsistently with that position in relation to the
Public Service. None of our actions in relation to
the architectural division of the Public Works De-

partment or the Western Australian Tourism
Commission has led to officers having their
positions terminated.

It is true that a substantial initiative has been
taken with a view to effecting a useful and effec-
tive redeployment of existing staff. That, I would
think, is in keeping with the need for responsible
and efficient management. It is nothing beyond
that and nothing by way of threat to the stability
of employment of the work force now engaged in
areas covered by this Bill.

I realise I am not really discussing matters
totally relevant to this legislation and I limit my-
self to those few comments for the reason that the
matter, having been raised by the member,
required clarification at this point.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 2 to 155 put and passed.

New clause 144-
Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I move-

Page 74-Insert after clause 143 the fol-
lowing new clause to stand as clause 144-

Revicwo
Act WI144. (1) The Minister shall carry out a

review of the operation of this Act not
later than 31 December 198$ and in the
course of such review the Minister shall
consider and have regard to--

(a) any report of a Select Com-
mittee of the Legislative Coun-
cil or Honorary Royal Com-
mission touching on the subject
matter of this Act or any part
thereof;

(b) the effectiveness of the oper-
ations of the Department, the
Commission, the Authority,
and the Council;

(c) the need for the continuation of
the functions of the Depart-
ment, the Commission, the
Authority and the Council; and

(d) such other matters that appear
to him to be relevant to the op-
erations and effectiveness of
this Act.

(2) The Minister shall prepare a report
based on his review of this Act and
shall, not later than 31 December
1985, cause the report to be laid
before each House of the Parlia-
ment.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: During the second
reading debate and in the Select Committee report
this new clause was described as a sunset clause.
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While I am not suggesting that I will oppose the
proposed new clause, I do not regard it as a sunset
clause, and it is misleading to suggest that it is.

The truth of the matter is that the proposed new
clause is a review clause. If the proposed new
clause is passed it will mean that a review will be
undertaken on a set date and certain conditions
will be placed on various reports, committees, and
the like.

It is wrong to call this type of legislation a
sunset clause. I have noted on a number of oc-
casions that the Government has consistently
placed review clauses in Bills. I understand a sun-
set clause to mean that the legislation will prevail
until a certain date, or until both Houses of Parlia-
ment dec ide that the legislation will continue in
force.

I draw that to members' attention. Although the
Select Committee report called for a sunset clause,
perhaps it meant a review clause. I challenge the
definition; it is not a sunset clause, it is a review
clause.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: The proposed clause is
basically in accordance with the recommendations
of the Select Committee. The point made by the
Leader of the Opposition is correct. It is not
strictly speaking a sunset clause. Therefore, there
is a variable in the amendment compared with the
report of the Select Committee. Nevertheless
when one reads the amendment it does not seem
an unreasonable provision to place in the Bill be-
cause it squarely places on the Government of the
day the requirement that a report be made by 31
December 1985 based on the findings of the Select
Committee and any other inquiry which may fol-
low. It also sets out other matters.

It seems to be a step in the right direction that
legislation should be monitored, reviewed in its
operation, and certain systems examined in other
parts of Australia to see whether improvements
can be made. In essence it strengthens the legis-
lation and it warrants the support of the House.

New clause punt and passed.

Schedule put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, with an amendment, and the re-
Port adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. M.
Berinson (Attorney General), and returned to the
Assembly with an amendment.

ACT AMENDMENT (CONSERVATION AND
LAND MANAGEMENT) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 30 October.
HON. V. J3. FERRY (South-West) [5.44 p.m.]:

This Hill is consequential to the Bill just passed
and has the support of the Opposition.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. M.

Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.

PUBLIC WORKS AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 4 December.
HON. W. N. STRETCH (Lower Central) [5.47

p.m.]: This Bill sets up the machinery for the
Building Management Authority of Western
Australia to borrow money, being in itself the
Western Australian Building Authority. The point
is a little confusing but it must be clearly estab-
lished in order to understand the role that this new
WABA will adopt. The Opposition generally ac-
cepts that what the Government has done to the
Public Works Department is in line with its so-
called mandate after the election.

Several Bills have been through Parliament
which have carved the PWD into many depart-
ments and we are approaching the final action in
that total operation. We have some reservations
about it and our objections have been well aired in
another place. Suffice it to say that we find the
main fault with the Bill is that the machinery for
raising funds was set up in such a way that Parlia-
ment had no opportunity to scrutinise the fund-
raising activities. Therefore, an amendment has
been circulated in my name which, after consul-
tation with the Attorney General and the officers
of his various departments, will provide some safe-
guard in this respect and give Parliament the op-
portunity to scrutinise these activities.

It is an important amendment and I understand
that the Minister for Works in another place
virtually conceded the need for such an amend-
ment during his second reading speech.

The amendment provides that in future an ap-
propriation will be made, no matter how small,
and it will be shown in the Consolidated Revenue
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Fund Estimates each year. Therefore, it will auto-
matically become a subject for debate and subject
to the usual scrutiny of Parliament.

That is the proper role for the Parliament. Had
we proposed similar action when in Government,
the Labor Party in Opposition would have
screamed from the rooftops for this provision to be
incorporated.

With that proviso the Opposition supports the
general thrust of the Bill and asks the Attorney
General to indicate his attitude towards the
amendment.

HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Attorney General) [5.50 p.m.]:
This is a fairly small Bill, but it is important in
terms of the proper management of the loan funds
which are available to the State, and I thank the
Opposition for its general support of the measure.

I have an amendment on the Notice Paper
which is to meet an undertaking by the responsible
Minister in the Legislative Assembly, and I will
move that at the appropriate stage of the Com-
mittee debate.

Hon. Bill Stretch has brought to my attention
his proposal for an amendment to clause 4. It has
been the view of the Government that an amend-
ment of that nature is not really necessary in order
to permit the sort of examination of accounts
which the Opposition is keen to ensure. Whether it
is necessary or not, I think I can fairly put it that
the Government sees no harm in moving in this
direction. So to avoid any possibility that a desir-
able element of scrutiny might not be available, I
therefore indicate at this stage that this amend-
ment also is acceptable to the Government.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon. D. J.

Wordsworth) in the Chair; Hon. J. M. Berinson
(Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 3 put and passed.

Clause 4: Part I A inserted-

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I move the following
amendments-

Page 2, line 9-Delete the subsection des-
ignation "(1)".

Page 2, lines 20 to 25-Delete the in-
terpretation "designated works".

Page 3, lines 5 to 14-Delete proposed
subsection (2).

Page 4, lines 21 and 22-Delete the words
"and designated works".

Page 4, line 29-Delete the words "and of
designated works".

Page 7, line 6-Delete the words "or
designated works".

Page 8, lines 4 and 5-Delete the words
"and designated Works".

Amendments put and passed.
Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I move-

Page 8-Add after proposed new
subsection (6) the following new subsection to
stand as subsection (7)-

(7) The Treasurer shall in each
financial year include in the
Consolidated Revenue Fund Esti-
mates of Revenue and Expenditure
in respect of the Building Authority
a sum of money (whether nominal
or otherwise) for the purposes of
this Part.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the report

adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. MI.

Berinson (Attorney General), and returned to the
Assembly with amendments.

DISTRICT COURT OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA AMENDMENT BILL

Assembly's Amendments
Amendments made by the Assembly now con-

sidered.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon. D. i.

Wordsworth) in the Chair; Hon. J. MI. Berinson
(Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.

The amendments made by the Assembly were
as follows-

No. I
Clause 8.

Page 4, lines 16 and 17-To delete
"included in a sum for which judgment is
given" and substitute the following-

-payable in the particular ac-
tion "
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No. 2
Clause 11.

Page 6, lines 17 and 18-to delete
"included in a sum for which judgment is
given" and substitute the following-

-payable in the particular ac-
tion "

Hon. J1. M. BERINSON: I move-
That amendment No. I made by the As-

sembly be agreed to.
The amendment is a technical one and is intended
to make more certain the provisions of the Bill
which refer to the interest which may be payable
in the course of or as a result of an action before a
court.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: The Opposition has no
objection to this amendment. As the Attorney
said, it is simply to provide that the moneys pay-
able in an action should be substituted for moneys
for which judgment might have been given. At this
stage of the proceedings, no judgment has been
given, so it is quite appropriate that the words
should be changed. We agree with the amend-
ments contained in the message.

Question put and passed; the Assembly's amend-
ment agreed to.

Hon. 3. M. BERINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 2 made by the As-

sembly be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Assembly's amend-

ment agreed to.

Report
Resolultions reported, the report adopted, and a

message accordingly returned to the Assembly.

Sitting suspended from 6.02 to 7.30 p.m.

LOAN BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 21 November.
HON. C. E. MASTERS (West-Leader of the

Opposition) (7.30 p.m.]: The debate on the Loan
Bill in the Legislative Council gives members the
opportunity to talk on any matters that they wish.
I raise a matter that has been discussed at various
times in this House and, in the dying days of this
Parliament, should be raised again and put on
record. It concerns the proposed redundancy and
termination case that finally is being considered in
the Eastern States. If the Government has its way.
it will be introduced into Western Australia.

The termination and redundancy arrangements
proposed, which are being actively pursued in the
Eastern States in particular, if introduced into

Western Australia, will have a devastating effect
on small business in Particular, but on businses
and employment generally.

I had drawn to my attention quite recently a
statement made by the Australian Small Business
Association, and since that time I have discussed
the matter with the Confederation of Western
Australian Industry and the Western Australian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry and they
registered the same very deep concern. That con-
cern lies with the effects on businesses-
particularly small businesses-and the increase in
unemployment that is anticipated if, in fact, this
provision is successfully introduced into Western
Australia. I say "successfully" because of the op-
position put up by the Confederation of WA In-
dustry; but this Government, as the Leader of the
House said at one time, actively supports the pro-
posals and intends to make sure these provisions
are introduced into Western Australia. They di-
rectly threaten thousands of existing jobs in West-
ern Australia:, indeed, many people call this the
"job insecurity case". We think it is very serious.

The Australian Small Business Association re-
cently carried out a survey, as did the Confeder-
ation of WA Industry. I do not have the results of
the survey conducted by the Confederation of WA
Industry, although they will soon be available but
I know that the survey conducted by the ASBA
gives some startling and worrying figures in detail.
The survey asked businesses to estimate the num-
ber of employees who would be likely to have their
employment terminated if the proposals became
law.

Seventy-three businesses were surveyed, and I
agree that is a very small percentage-only one
per cent, a mere sample-of small businesses in
Western Australia. In other words, there are
73 000 small businesses. Of the 73 that responded
to the survey, the results were quite startling. The
business survey indicated the cost of the proposals
as at I October 1984 was $3.252 million
representing, if the figures were correct,
approximately 144 600 per business and an aver-
age of something like 12 565 per employee. That
might sound like an exaggeration but that is what
the figures show.

The number of employees engaged by the
businesses surveyed is I 268, in respect of which
61 per cent of the businesses surveyed indicated
they would definitely reduce staff by a total of
280. If one multiplies that 100 times one has a
very large number of people whose jobs are at risk.
I am quoting only the Figures which resulted from
the survey. Twenty-four per cent of the businesses
would reduce full-time staff to an unspecified
number, and 15 per cent said no staff would be
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terminated. These were almost exclusively small
businesses employing fewer than four people. They
cannot reduce their staff to any extent; in many
cases they would be family businesses employing
people only when it was absolutely necessary.

The businesses were asked to indicate whether
they were in agreement with the amendments put
forward by the State Opposition in the industrial
relations debate dealing with voluntary Work con-
tracts, and 93 per cent of the businesses that
responded to the survey indicated they were in
favour of such a proposal and thought it was a
good idea. If this survey is representative of small
businesses inWestern Australia, the termination
and redundancy change in Australia could result
in a massive retrenchment of existing full-time
employees of up to 20 per cent of the work force.
This thread goes right the way through the survey.

It is fair to say the survey fully illustrates the
way that the arbitration commissions in the Feder-
al and State scenes are right out of touch with
what is happening in the workplace. It needs to be
brought to the attention of the public and of the
commission. It graphically illustrates how desper-
ate is the need for Australia to deregulate the
straightjacket we are in in the industrial relations
system and permit market forces to regulate
wages and conditions. I am not saying that we
should throw the doors wide open.

In making that statement I have the survey
figures in detail in front of me. I wish to take some
samples out of these photostats for the record. If
any members on this side or the Government side
want copies of them, they are very welcome to
them.

Let me draw the attention of the House to some
of the comments made. The first example is a
flying training business where they have eight full-
time employees. Four of these employees worked
for two years and four for one year. The estimated
overall cost to the business, if the termination and
redundancy proposals became law, is $1 2 600, and
the question was asked, "Will the imposition of
this further application make you more or less
likely to employ full-time staff?" The answer was
that they would close down the business. They said
that the taxation on this proposal would kill them.
The question was asked, "Do you support volun-
tary work contracts?" The answer was, "Yes".

Let me give an example of a retail group which
employed IS people. Their overall employment
period was eight years and the Figure estimated to
meet the termination and redundancy payments
for a small company with I8 people is $43 845 as
at I October this year. They are much less likely
to employ more people and are likely to reduce

their staff. Again, they are in favour of voluntary
work contracts.

Another example-and I cannot read the name
of the business but I think it is a small engineering
works-employed eight people over a period of
three years. These proposals could cost that
company $28 000.

The representatives of that company say that
they will seriously consider drastic staff changes to
the point of reducing their staff. Once again they
support the concept of voluntary work contracts.

Another example is that of a steel merchant
who has 17 employees with an average length of
employment with that firm of I 'h years. The sum
of money that company would have to provide as
at 31 October 1984 is $21 000.

I am putting forward these figures for the
record. Where a small company is faced with a bill
for approximately $20 000, $30 000, $40 000, or
more it has to look at where it is going. In many
cases, if the owners of the company are in a
position to close the business and live off their
investments, they are likely to do so. This is a
great disincentive to the employment of more
people.

I shall give another example of a bigger busi-
ness; I refer to a food retail business which em-
ploys 63 people with an average period of employ-
ment of two years. Mr Piantadosi is smiling, but
this is very serious. The estimated cost to that
company is $126000. How on earth will that
company meet that payment? Through you, Sir,
what would Mr Piantadosi do?

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. P. H.
Lockyer): Order! The member will address the
Chair and we will not have disorderly interjec-
tions.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The member was ex-
pressing great interest in the debate and I thought
perhaps I should draw the matter to his attention.

The answer from the food retailing company
was that no full-time staff would be engaged and
it would continue to employ key personnel. If that
did not occur, as the member would know, the
full-time staff would not be there and that would
be a disaster.

Hon. S. M. Piantadosi: Has your office
contacted my office-

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The
member knows he will have the opportunity to
speak.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I shall give as another
example the position in which a machinery dealer
is placed. He has seven employees with an average
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period of employment of 2 / years. He is facing a
bill of $8 000, and he says that it is less likely that
he will employ permanent staff.

Throughout this material reference is made to
not employing permanent staff, but rather to
employing temporary staff. This is a very seri ous
matter, bearing in mind that I am taking examples
from a sample of just one per cent of those
involved. Were we to multiply that by 100, would
Mr Piantadosi take the responsibility for the end
result, which would be hundreds of people being
without jobs?

Another example is that of an electrical engin-
eering and contracting company which has 40 cm-
ployces with an average period of employment of
four years. That company would need to make
provision for $195 000. The comment is made that
there is a disincentive to employ more people and
it is more likely they would employ part-time
workers.

I will not go through all these details, but they
reflect the same situation. A company which em-
ploys 20 people will have to make provision for
$56 000; a company with 63 employees will have
to provide $152 000; a company with 30 em-
ployees will have to provide $86 700; a company
with 48 employees will have to provide $150 000;
and so it goes on. Every one of those companies
says, "We shall reduce our staff'.

Hon. S. M. Piantadosi: Was that before or after
they paid their $200 to get a copy of Stone's
report?

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: That was a very silly
comment. The details I am putting forward have
been taken from a survey of reactions to the pro-
posals set out for termination and redundancy. Mr
Piantadosi knows exactly what those figures and
conditions are. He knows the demands; he knows
they represent a minimum, and that they will in-
crease. Mr Piantodosi knows that when we are
talking about redundancy, we are dealing with a
proposal in which severance pay for less than one
year's employment will be nil; for one to two
years' employment it will be four weeks' pay; for
two to three years' employment it will be six
weeks' pay; for three to four years' employment it
will be seven weeks' pay; and, for four years'-plus
employment it will be eight weeks' pay.

Unemployment has been reduced and that is to
be commended, but many people remain unem-
ployed. This redundancy and termination scheme
will greatly increase unemployment and seriously
disadvantage young people who are looking for
jobs.

Even Mr Piantadosi and some of his colleagues
would agree that is a very serious matter at which

we should look carefully. I just wanted to put orn
record the fact that surveys are being conducted
on this issue. Parliament will soon go into recess
for two to three months and it is important that
Government members, in particular the Minister
responsible in this area, should understand the end
results of these provisions if they are introduced
into Western Australia. It is true that these pro-
visions may be of advantage to some people who
have secure jobs in big businesses; but the jobs of
people employed by small businesses will be
threatened and young people will ind it even
harder to obtain employment.

I put those details on record and say again that
I am happy to make them available to any mem-
ber for his consideration. The names of the
companies are included, so there is no attempt to
hide the identities or circumstances of those
involved. They know that their returns can be
made public and they have agreed that that may
occur. Therefore, I am not hiding anything. Mr
Piantadosi might care to talk to some of these
people, because they may be in his electorate.

I turn now to a matter which affects my elector-
ate and draw the attention of the House to the fact
that it is possible the Government will close
Wooroloo Hospital. I remind members that that
hospital was opened in 1914 to deal with tubercu-
losis cases. As a result of modern medicine the
incidence of tuberculosis has declined greatly.

In the memory of an ex-Minister in this House,
Hon. Graham MacKinnon, the Wooroloo Hospi-
tal went through a difficult time. Mr MacKinnon
would recall the problems he experienced when he
attended a public meeting and announced that the
hospital would be closed. Eventually the Brand
Government agreed to convert the Wooiroboo, Hos-
pital to an eight to 10-bed hospital for combined
use as a sick bay for the Wooroloo prison farm and
as a nursing post. I know Mr MacKinnon would
remember only too well the pressure placed on
him at that time. An undertaking was given that
the hospital would remain as an eight to 10-bed
hospital for the use of that community. Now the
Government has said that it will close the hospital.

I remind the Government, in particular the
Minister responsible, that last time it was
proposed to close the Wooroloo Hospital the seat
of Toodyay, which we held as a coalition Govern-
ment at that time, changed and Mr Jim Moiler
won that seat for the ALP; it was almost entirely
as a result of the decision to close the hospital.

Now Mr Cavan Tray, the ALP member for
Mundaring, is defending the decision to close the
hospital and is supporting the Government's con-
tention for a number of reasons that it must be
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closed. I remind Mr Gavan Troy that he won that
seat by the skin or his teeth and, if the Federal
election figures are anything to go by, he will not
hold it much longer. However, he is not helping his
position by agreeing to the closure of Wooroloo
Hospital regardless of the alternatives. I draw
members' attention to the very serious nature of
that decision.

A few days ago, in the company of a number of
members of Parliament, I attended a meeting at
Wooroloo to discuss the situation of the hospital;
and the Minister also attended the meeting. It was
quite obvious that the Government had attempted
to close the hospital by stealth. We understand
that a decision was made by the Minister in July
this year to close the hospital.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: What is the bed
occupancy rate?

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: It is not high;' it is
about 31h. Nevertheless I am sure that if this hos-
pital were in the member's electorate, he would be
defendin 8 it to the death.

Obviously the Government had hoped to present
to the community in January this year a rail
accompli. It had hoped to say to the community,
"The hospital is being closed; here are the alterna-
tives".

In July this year, Gavan Troy knew about the
Government's decision, but he did not tell many
people about it and he certainly did not tell the
doctors and the staff at the hospital or the com-
munity generally. The intended closure was not
generally known until October, when my col-
league, Hon. Neil Oliver, posed questions in the
House and put the cat among the pigeons. The
Government had made its decision to close the
hospital by stealth and not inform the people
vitally concerned-the doctors and the staff. No
consultation took place. I am sure Hon. Fred
McKenzie would not consider that to be right or
fair; he would expect that the doctors and staff
would be consulted and that people from the
Health Department personally would look at the
operation of the hospital. To my knowledge that
did not happen. What the Government did was to
look at the audit figures and decide on the basis of
those Figures to close the hospital. It is terrible
that the people concerned at the hospital were not
consulted. A decision was simply made to close the
doors of the hospital. We understand that a de-
cision was made on a Financial basis.

The people of the area are very proud of that
little hospital. When I went to the meeting the
other day I took with me the figures and answers
given in this House and in another place that
indicated the savings to be made by closing the

hospital. An answer given in this House indicated
there would be a net saving of around $196 000.
An indication was given that gross expenditure
was in the area of $230000. All in all there ap-
peared to be the possibility of a difference of per-
haps $40 000 or $50 000. So we are looking at a
saving of around $196 000.

The meeting was attended by about 200 people,
and they were very unhappy. The Minister,
supported by Gavan Troy, said that the Govern-
ment would close the hospital and that Wooroloo
would get a new nursing post which would provide
almost all the things the hospital had been able to
provide. It was indicated that this nursing post
would cost $60 000 annually, and that was without
the cost of the building, because it would be a
completely new construction. God knows what
that would cost, but 560 000 would be needed to
run it. if the hospital were closed it was said to be
very likely that Wundowie would get a new nurs-
ing post which would also cost $60 000 to run.
Again, a new building would have to be paid for.

The Prisons Department would have to foot the
Bill for a sick bay. That would not come from the
Health budget, but the money would have to be
found; someone would have to pay for it because it
would be a public cost. Again the Minister
estimated that it would cost $60 000 to run
that sick bay, but other people have suggested that
the figure would be closer to $100 000.

So already we arrive at costs equivalent to the
savings anticipated following the closure of the
small Wooroloc Hospital. That hospital is run by
nine people; they do all the cleaning, cooking, and
caring. They provide a 24-hour service. While the
bed occupancy rate is not high, the hospital is
there providing a service for the people in the
community, and not at a great cost.

Wooroboo is a growing area. Members might be
interested to know that the area has three abat-
toirs, a foundry, and a tourist complex, and a
silicon plant is planned. It has a mixture of young
and old people. A number of small farms are
worked. This little hospital serves the growing
community and surrounding areas; it is running
reasonably efficiently in providing that service. I
contend that it is running economically and that it
is typical of some of the small hospitals in our
rural areas.

After the Minister had listened to comments
from people at the meeting he said that he would
go away and consider their views, but it was clear
in my mind that after he did that he would still
make the decision to close the Wooroloo, Hospital.
That would be a wrong decision. It would be costly
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politically for the Government. The local com-
munity would not like such a decision.

In placing these matters on the record I indicate
that 1, along with my colleagues on this side of the
political fence who were at that meeting and who
represent the area and some of the neighbouring
electorates, will fight tooth and nail to prevent the
closure of the Wooroloo Hospital. We consider
such a closure to be unnecessary and unwarranted
and that the community is justified in retaining
the services of the hospital, bearing i n mind there
would be little saving in the long term.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. M.

Berinson (Minister for Budget Management), and
passed.

APPROPRIATION (GENERAL LOAN FUND)
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 4 December.
HON. G. E. MASTERS (West-Leader of the

Opposition) [7.58 p.m.]: The Opposition supports
the Bill.

Queslzon put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J. M.

Berinson (Minister for Budget Management), and
passed.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED
REVENUE FUND) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the

sitting.
HON. TOM KNIGHT (South) [8.00 pi.m.]: Be-

fore we pass this Bill I want to bring a few matters
to the attention of the Legislative Council and
particularly the Government. As members would
be aware, recently we had a major controversy in

the Albany and south coast area regarding the
tuna industry. The outcome of that problem has
been disastrous for the industry on the south coast
of Western Australia, and in particular for the
fishermen and their families.

A 5 600-odd tonne catch in the 1983-84 season
has been reduced by the Federal Government on a
quota system to some 2 800 tonnes per annum.
This means that obviously half the fishermen, half
the boats, and half the industry on the south coast
will have to virtually disappear. The criticism I
make of the Government is that although it made
a move that it thought was appropriate at the
time, it was some three weeks too late. I refer to
the bringing forward of some $700 000 for the
purpose of purchasing tuna quotas from fishermen
on the south coast who felt that their quota system
was inadequate to allow them to make a living
from the industry. During the period the Govern-
ment took to make up its mind to bring forward
funds-as was suggested by myself and my col-
leagues in that area-to ensure that the tuna in-
dustry was not lost to the Eastern States, the
South Australian fishermen bought up
approximately 1 500 to 1 700 tonnes of tuna
quotas from the south coast. Members can im-
agine the problems that has created for the indus-
try in my province.

In fact, not only will the fishermen find they
have no jobs, but one of the canneries will
probably find it very hard to carry on its oper-
ation. I think the other one will also be battling.
Now that some $700 000 has been provided. 30 or
40 tonnes has been able to be procured by the
Government for distribution among the fishermen
of the area, but this allocation was piddling and
utterly inadequate because some of the fishermen
had been catching up to 200 tonnes per annum.
Some of them have now quotas of only 28 to 30
tonnes per annum, which means they cannot carry
on. The tuna quota allocated by the Federal
Government was designed for the Western
Australian fishery, and it has been allocated to
particular fishermen. As it was made to Western
Australia, I do not believe the fishermen have any
right to sell that quota outside Western Australia
for use in another State.

The Government should approach the Depart-
ment of Primary Industry and the Minister to
ensure that Western Australian is at least to retain
the 2 800 tonnes that was allocated to it, even
though some I 300 or 1 700 tonnes, or whatever it
may be, has now been purchased by South
Australian fishermen. I am not sure what the allo-
cation was to South Australia, but it is obvious
that the amount of quota now is some 1 700
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tonnes more than was allocated to the fishermen
in South Australia.

The Government must stand up on this Issue,
protect the people of WA, save industries and jobs,
and demand that the tonnage sold to South
Australia be either bought back, or lift the catch
on the south coast of WA back to the 2 800
tonnes, which was the allocation offered and
suggested by the Fishing Industry Council, the
Department of Primary Industry, and by the task
force that looked into the tuna fisheries of
Australia. If next year it is still believed that there
is a depletion of the tuna stock, the Government
should look at raking quotas away from the South
Australians who bought Western Australian
quotas to use in South Australian waters.

This is the way to stabilise our industry in WA-
we would save hundreds of jobs, and we would
save the closure of one cannery and possibly the
demise of the other. Something has to be done in
this matter. I commend the Government for
putting forward $700 000 to save the industry,
although it was too late. The one way the Govern-
ment can assist the industry now is to demand that
the quota as issued to WA stand, regardless of
what has been sold to the other States. If there is a
problem after that, let quotas be taken from the
other States, which obviously have too much quota
allocated to them, and let us save Western
Australia's quota.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. 3. M.

Derinson (Minister for Budget Management), and
passed.

HOUSING AGREEMENT
(COMMON WEALTH AND STATE) HILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 22 November.
HION. N. F. MOORE (Lower North) [8.09

p.m.]: This Bill authorises the State to formally
endorse the agreement between the Common-
wealth and the State in respect of the housing
agreement. This agreement supersedes the 1981
agreement and it is expected to last for 10 years.
The results of the recent election indicate that it
might not last that long, and that it may be

replaced by a further agreement at some time in
the future.

One phrase in the Minister's second reading
speech is worth noting. The Minister said-

I see this agreement as a benchmark of the
history of public housing in Australia. Gone
is the concept of welfare housing. In its place
is public housing.

When I hear expressions such as that my ears
prick up, because one wonders just how far that
concept may go, particularly bearing in mind that
this is an agreement which is being ratified. I am
not concerned about the details of the agreement
at present, but one needs to watch these sorts of
agreements between Governments, particularly
socialist Governments as we have in Australia at
the present. When the Government talks about
public housing as opposed to welfare housing, one
begins to wonder what the Government has in
mind for the future.

The agreement extends considerably the eligi-
bility for people to apply for various programmes
that are part of the agreement. There will be
added pressure on the housing authorities to pro-
vide sufficient housing to cater for the needs of the
additional applicants.

I understand the Government is aware of those
problems. The Government is to be commended
for what it has done in the field of housing since it
came to office in Western Australia. Some of the
Government's programmes have been quite
innovative and the housing industry has benefited
from the injection of funds, particularly through
the Commonwealth's first home buyers' scheme.

I do not wish to be critical of the agreement at
this time. The Opposition supports the legislation.
However, I just make the point that the Oppo-
sition will keep an eye on what is meant by "public
housing" as opposed to "welfare housing" so that
we do not have a situation where private owner-
ship of housing takes second place to public own-
ership.

With those few comments I support the Dill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. Peter

Dowding (Minister for Planning), and passed.
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UNLEADED PETROL DILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 4 December.
HON. W. N. STRETCH (Lower Central) [8.14

p.m.]: This is a Bill which must be passed, whether
or not we agree with it. Quite simply, Western
Australia has been overtaken by world and East-
ern States events. Although the concentration of
motor vehicles in Western Australia is not suf-
ficient to force us into the use of unleaded petrol
at this stage of our development, the sheer econ-
omics of supply within Australia really dictate
that we have to go along with this move.

In many ways that action is quite absurd and
quite disturbing, because it will cost us dearly. I
am afraid one of the hidden costs of Federation is
that we have to go along with what our brothers in
Sydney and Melbourne decree.

Scientific opinion is divided on the virtues, or
otherwise, of unleaded petrol and how serious is
the hazard of lead in the atmosphere. The hazard
of lead in the atmosphere in Perth is certainly no
problem at present and it is no problem in the
country areas of Western Australia which I rep-
resent. It is absolutely unheard of. However, as I
said earlier, there is no way we can avoid this,because within a short span of years we will all be
using unleaded petrol, despite its advantages, dis-
advantages, or dangers to OUr health or otherwise.

It is understandable that the only serious con-
centration of exhaust emission of lead into the
atmosphere seems to build up around William
Street. It used to build up around Hay and
Murray Streets, but now it also builds up in the
vicinity of the Causeway. However, that did not
seem to stop the area from being a popular camp-
ing spot recently.

There have been some surprises with this
change and there will be some benefits which we
did not foresee. We did foresee disadvantages in
supplies of different types of petrol during
changeover time. Of course, the overriding disad-
vantage is that the refinery will have to pick up a
conversion bill of approximately $36 million. That
will not be an immediate cost; it will be amortised
over several years, but there is no question that in
the long run that cost will be met by the motorists.
I say, as a country member, I know well that it
will not be motorists in the city-who have the
voting power-who will pay; it will be the users in
the remote areas of the State.

We support this legislation, because it is inevi-
table, but our duty here as legislators is to ensure
that the transition takes place as smoothly as poss-
ible and we must make sure that the users of the
old fuel are not disadvantaged. A certain amount

of difficulty may occur in some remote areas of
Western Australia. There have been rumours that
the new unleaded fuel will be dispensed in what
are now the standard grade lower octane rating
fuel supply outlets. I just wonder where that will
leave those motorists who have to use the old stan-
dard grade fuel-there are not very many of them,
but certainly country areas are significant users. I
would like the Minister to give an assurance that
their supply situation will be looked after.

I have been in touch with the RAC and some
manufacturers of small agricultural motors. Nat-
urally, with the equipment fitted at present to
firefighters, grain bins, augers, and a host of small
stationary petrol engines, there is concern about
how they will obtain standard grade petrol.

I have spoken to the largest manufacturer of
these types of engines and he assures me that the
American experience has shown that small motors
perform better on unleaded petrol.

One of my major concerns is whether this im-
provement in performance also applies to the mul-
titude of older petrol trucks used throughout the
wheatbelt. They are used as short haul grain bins,
field bins, wheat bins, as well as fire trucks. They
do not do many miles, but they are essential parts
of backup systems for most farms and form an
important part of the bushfire brigade firefighting
system, and it would be serious if they were de-
prived of this old standard grade fuel.

I would like the Minister's assurance that these
vehicles will run satisfactorily on the unleaded me-
dium octane range fuels we propose under this
Bill. If that is not the case,!I ask that he give us an
assurance that supplies of standard grade 89
octane rating fuel remain available, otherwise
severe dislocation will be caused because if some
of these old "bangers" which have performed such
a sterling service in the bush have to be replaced it
will be a further cost.

We support this legislation as it is inevitable
that we go down this road, but we do so with
certain reservations. I hope the Minister can give
us assurances and that his officers have researched
this Bill. I must admit that the technical officer of
the RAC was not sure. There seems to be a ques-
tion mark in some of the compression ratio areas,
about the 8.1 compression ratio. Valve wear and
spark plug problems occur if the higher octane
fuels are used in many older motors.

The 8.59 compression ratio engines will also
have severe problems with unleaded fuel in certain
cases. It was said no research had been done in
relation to the older model trucks; I hope the Min-
ister's officers have researched this and can give us
an assurance. There is no way we can have these
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faithful old vehicles left all dressed up for the
party and with plenty of places to go but no means
of getting there.

With those few remarks I indicate our support
for the Bill. 1 urge the Minister to ensure that the
pricing structure envisaged under this Bill allows
prices to be kept at a reasonable level. I hope we
do not find that the prices of the less used fuels are
jacked up so high that they become ridiculous and
this is done at the expense of reducing the price to
the more numerous users in the city. I have spoken
in this House on many occasions about the effect
of these cost rises in the bush. We cannot have
them; we must ensure that the desperate situation
on many rural holdings is not added to
unintentionally through unforeseen costs added by
our legislation.

HON. H. W. GAYFER (Central) [8.22 p.m.]:
The tenor of my remarks will be the same as those
of the worthy gentleman who preceded me.
Nothing we can say will defeat this measure;
everything points to the general necessity for it.
However, 1 believe there will be a cost associated
with this measure which will be felt in the country
rather than the city. The cost will come from the
distribution of unleaded fuel or the retention of
leaded fuel, whichever way one likes to look at it.
Certainly there are a lot of distribution points and
bowsers in the country which have only one tank. I
am thinking of places like Fitzroy Crossing and
innumerable small towns in the wheatbelt which
have only one bowser. It will be necessary to place
other tanks below the bowsers and perhaps install
new bowsers. The costs will have to be passed on
to the users and although there will be one price
for both fuels I am reminded of the move which
occurred when one Government took power and
promised to bring country SEC charges in line
with those in the city. That Government lacked up
the price of city SEC charges to match those in
the country. That sort of thing could well apply to
the introduction of unleaded petrol.

Many vehicles will run on unleaded fuel-the
Mercedes, Maidas, Hondas, and Toyotas, to name
a few. There are also many which will not run on
it. One in particular I have noticed is the Land
Rover and Range Rover type of vehicle. This is
the very vehicle which will be caught out in the
bush. The farmer will have only one tank to go to
and the bowser will be painted green and black
which I understand is to be the colour of the
bowser containing unleaded petrol. He will have
nowhere else to go unless he puts unleaded petrol
in this vehicle and proceeds to do it a terrible lot of
damage. It does not take long to do that sort of
damage. When one is out in the bush and one has
to get somewhere a vehicle can be made to run on

kerosene, but in this day and age a need should be
supplied without an added cost to the country
users.

1, too, have spoken with the RAC and obtained
its views. That organisation cannot foresee any
great problems with the use of unleaded petrol
although ive years ago the RAC was adamantly
against it. It is quite content as far as the legis-
lation is concerned. Hon. Bill Stretch has
contacted the RAC and also received that infor-
mation. Although we are told super grade petrol
will be around until the turn of the century, the
distribution of both leaded and unleaded petrol
will cause some difficulty and will be rather ex-
pensive as far as country users are concerned. It
will certainly be very expensive if a country man
has a car or a truck which will only run on leaded
petrol and he suddenly finds that the only supply
available is the unleaded type. Then he will be in
trouble and I do not think the farmer can take too
much of that.

With those reservations, I support the legis-
lation.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon.
Robert Hetherington) in the Chair; Hon. Peter
Dowding (Minister for Planning) in charge of the
Bill.

Clauses I to 7 put and passed.

Clause 8: Pricing-

Hon. PETER DOWDING: The obly matter
that seems to have come out of the consultative
activity since the Bill was introduced in another
place and read here is a concern that this clause
may become a yardstick not only for the laws of
Western Australia, but for other States as well. As
yet the practice in other States of a proprietor
having a number of sites does not appear to have
occurred in Western Australia to a great degree.
To meet such a situation, and in order to clarify
the requirement, an amendment is suggested to
clause 8 in the terms set out in the paper that has
been circulated. It is to add the words "at any one
site" as a geographic limitation to the area in
which the unleaded petrol shall not exceed the
price of leaded petrol. The concept is that at any
one site the price of unleaded petrol shall not be
greater than the leaded petrol, although between
sites market forces will have the sort of variant
effect they have at present.
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I move an amendment-
Page 6, lines 22 to 30-Delete subiclause

(1) and substitute the following-
(]) If, in addition to selling unleaded

petrol, a petrol retailer sells petrol that is
not unleaded petrol, the price at which
he sells unleaded petrol at any one site
shall not exceed the price at which he
would sell the same quantity of petrol
that is not unleaded petrol at that site.

Penalty: In the case of a body cor-
porate, $5 000 and, in the case of a
person other than a body corporate,
$2 000.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: Will the Minister ex-
plain why these penalties of $5 000 and $2 000 are
so high? They seem to be a little excessive for an
offence which could well take place because of
misadventure.

Hon. H. W. GAYFER: The amendment almost
does what the Minister intends it to do. I am
terribly frightened of the other expenses
associated with the provision of this fuel. The pro-
vision of underground tanks and more facilities
will add to the costs for the operators. The penal-
ties wilt not prevent the distributor from jacking
up both prices to cover his costs at, say, Fitzroy
Crossing or some place like that. It will not pre-
vent him from selling his petrol at higher prices
than would normally be necessary and recoupi .ng
the costs of providing the extra facilities for the
extra-grade petrol.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: In dealing with the
issues of penalties, we are dealing in the commer-
cial arena. We are not dealing with a situation
where an offence can be committed by misadven-
ture. In order to establish the offence, one would
have to establish the knowledge and intent of the
person.

Secondly, we are dealing with a situati on where,
in a commercial arena, the difference between one
day's trading profit by jacking up the price might
well be in excess of the maximum fine and so there
has to be some deterrent capacity in those penal-
ties. I remind members that a recent penalty
imposed under the trade practices legislation was
in excess of $50 000. It was imposed against a
company which was Aixing the price of petrol in a
cartel situation. It is essential, therefore, that
there should be some deterrent effect for a person
who knowingly offends against this Bill.

In answering Hon. Mick Gayfer's question,
there is, of course, a cost penalty in the whole
petrol structure caused by the implementation of
unleaded petrol. During the period prior to the
take-up levels of unleaded petrol getting to the
stage where the capital investment is providing a

satisfactory return, that cost penalty will be borne
by motorists across the whole of the petrol price.
The member is correct, in a sense, in saying that
that penalty will be spread across all motorists
throughout Australia so that a person living in the
metropolitan area of Sydney or in the metropoli-
tan region of Perth would carry a slight cost pen-
alty in order that unleaded petroll will be available
throughout Australia.

I make it clear that there is power to exempt
areas from carrying unleaded petroll in appropriate
cases. Fitzroy Crossing will probably not be appro-
priate for exemption because it is part of the
national highway network. However, dare I say
that some imaginary town in the back blocks of
somewhere or other may well be considered for
exemption because people in that town may have
vehicles which are Filled from drums of fuel or
who have a service station that is not within a
reasonable distance.

Mr Gayfer is right: There will be some cost
penalty across the board. I urge the Committee
not to amend the penalty because a service station
in a lucrative area may make more than the maxi-
mum penalty in a day of illegal trading.

Hon. Tom Knight: Oh!

Hon. PETER DOWDING: Hon. Tom Knight
shakes his head. In respect of some of the very big
service stations in the metropolitan area with the
biggest gallonages, and one Or two outside the
metropolitan area, selling petrol at a cent or two
more can make a substantial difference to the
profits of those stations.

It is essential that these penalties be understood
to be maximum fines, not minimum fines. They
are not setting the norm. The extent of an of-
fence-whether it was a second offence or a delib-
erate act as opposed to an act of self-justifi-
cation-would mitigate against the maximum
penalty being imposed.

This clause has been widely discussed by a num-
ber of members of the industry. My Department
of Consumer Affairs, together with representa-
tives of the oil industry and the Western Auto-
mobile Chamber of Commerce Inc. have had dis-
cussions. I feel that any problems with the legis-
lation will become obvious once the system is in
place.

Hon. TOM KNIGHT: As is Hon. W. N.
Stretch, I am concerned at the size of the penalty.
Only recently the police have asked for higher
penalties for car stealing yet a small operator in an
isolated country area could be penalised to the
extent of $2 000 under this legislation. I disagree
with the Minister. I believe he is over-
exaggerating the situation with garage operators
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because the normal mark-up on the price of petrol
is 5c a litre. An operator would have to sell 40 000
litres of petrol to exceed the penalty in sales. I
know of a garage in Albany which had a record
weekend when it was on roster. It sold 40 000
litres in a weekend's trading.

Hon. Peter Dowding: That is in Albany.
Hon. TOM KNIGHT: The Minister said that

one garage could make that profit in a day. Some
major garages in the centre of Sydney may sell
40 000 litres in a day. However, others sell a lot
less and when there is a price war on they sell only
at Ic or 2c above the wholesale price. The Minis-
ter can work it out. Here I am talking about the
small operators. The bigger operators would have
to sell something like 90 000 litres at 5c per litre to
pass the penalty of $5 000.

I am astounded at the high penalties. Recently I
was told of someone who stole a $25 000 motor car
and was placed on a six-months' good behaviour
bond. That is the anomaly. It is in those areas that
we should consider increasing the penalties.

Garage proprietors today are not rich people
and they do not make exorbitant profits. A $2 000
fine to a fellow in the back blocks-a place which
the Minister will not name-could break him for
life. We must look at these sorts of things.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I can only respond
to Hon. Tom Knight by saying that, firstly, these
are maximum penalties and are not necessarily the
norm. It will be the judicial officer presiding over
such a case who will determine the penalty.

Secondly, there might be evidence of an offence
extending over a period of time before it is
detected. It may well be the subject of profit-
making. Thirdly, the penalty is to act as a deter-
rent.

Hon. Tom Knight: A $2 000 Fine would be a
deterrent to a small garage proprietor.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: It may be to a small
garage proprietor, but it would not be to a large
proprietor or a corporate body that may own three
garages. We do not want to write penalties into
the Bill which are ludicrously small. If a small
garage Proprietor in the bush commits an offence
he could be subject to a penalty of $2 000.

Hon. Tom Knight: There is nothing in the Bill
to say that he will be fined $2 000.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: Of course, one must
consider the nature of the penalty and the nature
of guilt.

Hon. Tom Knight: It is not written into the Bill.
Hon. PETER DOWDING: We do not have to

write into the law on every occasion that the court
must impose the maximum penalty.

Hon. Tom Knight: It does not mean that the
court will fine the offender $2 000 or S200. If you
want a specific figure you should quote it.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: Of course we can-
not write into the Bill a specific figure because
both small and large garage proprietors are
involved. Some proprietors do not make a large
profit week after week, but there are fly-by-night
operators who make a quid and get out of the
industry. The range of penalties included in the
Bill are what the participants who discussed the
Bill decided upon.

Hon. Tom Knight: I am not criticising the in-
tention to have penalties, but I am criticising the
magnitude of those penalties.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: There needs to be a
deterrent. I hope that members understand that
the interpretation of the law should not vary in
this Statute; that is, the penalty will not necess-
arily be the maximum in each appropriate case.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I ask the Minister
whether the situation I raised concerning standard
87 octane petrol will be covered and if there will
be a guarantee of supplies during the changeover
period.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I made it clear
earlier that the Department of Consumer Affairs
and the Transport Commission will closely moni-
tor the availability of all types of fuel. The advice
that I have been given is that most of the vehicles
tuned for 87 octane performance will run
effectively on 92 unleaded fuel. l am not an engin-
eer, but I merely give the member the advice I
have received.

The oil companies have also indicated their con-
cern to ensure there is an adequate supply of fuels
that are required. While standard grade fuel is
being phased out in some areas there are other
areas where there is a market demand for that
type of fuel. However, we will monitor the situ-
ation and raise the matter with the oil companies
in the event of there being any expressions of
concern.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I thank the Minister
for his statement. Although I do not regard it as
an assurance. I hope he can receive some assur-
ance from the oil companies that they will not get
into a situation which I outlined earlier, that is
where so much of the backup plant in the
wheatbelt farming areas will be unusable.

I ask the Minister whether in one of the isolated
areas, such as the mythical place he outlined-

Hon. Peter Dowding: You can name it in your
electorate, but I am not game to name it in mine.
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Hon. W. N. STRETCH: -a garage proprietor
selling a small amount of a certain fuel who keeps
that fuel on hand in drums and loses so much
through evaporation, wastage and God knows
what will have to sell the unleaded petrol at the
same price as the drum petrol? It will result in an
increase in the price of unleaded petrol.

Hion. PETER DOWDING: It is a matter on
which the Minister will be asked to exercise his
discretion to grant an exemption. Without want-
ing to pre-empt it, an extreme case would justify
an exemption, but we have to be frank about it so
that it will have an effect in that situation.

In small country areas there is not a lot of
discounting of petrol prices. Most of the
discounting appears to take place in heavily
populated centres where the garage proprietors
are driven to discounting by the competition be-
tween service stations. In Bunbury there is a lot of
discounting due to one operator who seems to be
able to discount, whereas in Geraldton there is not
the same level of discounting. I do not think that
the discounting argument will apply, but to the
extent that it will, it will be an inhibitor. In the
area to which the member refers it Will be part of
the average increased cost that every motorist will
pay during that period.

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clauses 9 to 22 put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, with an amendment, and the re-
port adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. Peter
Dowding (Minister for Planning), and returned to
the Assembly with an amendment.

METROPOLITAN (PERTH) PASSENGER
TRANSPORT TRUST AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 4 December.

HON. D. J. WORDSWORTH (South) [8.50
p.m.]: The Opposition supports this legislation. Its
contents are not of great significance but that is
not to say that the MTT is not significant.

Hon. H. W. Gayfer interjected.

Hon. 0. J. WORDSWORTH: I think the mem-
ber is a little behind the times. Someone with the
Budget papers may be able to give us the exact

deficit but we expect it to be much higher this
year. The MTT has some 2 000 employees and an
annual expenditure of more than $100 million, the
majority of which comes from the Government
purse. I think the amount is more than $50
million.

I have had the honour of being the Minister
responsible for the MTT and I note with interest
that the Government has moved quickly to require
the trust to take its orders directly from the Minis-
ter. The second reading speech gave the history of
the MTT and the manner in which it was formed.
A group of private enterprise bus drivers were
amalgamated into the present MTT and they
stayed on to run the show. The letter given to the
chairman by the then Minister (Mr Herb
Graham) indicated that the chairman of the crust
was the responsible person. Nevertheless, anyone
in this position who requires the Government to
contribute $50 million a year knows that he must
take notice or the Minister.

I did not find it embarrassing during my term of
office to know that the chairman of the board had
a letter from a previous Minister stating that he
could not be ordered around by the Minister for
Transport and that he was the responsible person.
I found Mr George Shea, the chairman at the
time, to be a very able administrator who was
recognised by his peers as being the most able
person in the transport field in Australia. We set
up a very useful relationship and certainly it was
not necessary to change the Act to maintain a
good relationship.

It is interesting to note that only one of the
original bus drivers who amalgamated to form the
trust is still with the trust. I refer to Alec
Robinson who is the present executive officer. It is
a great pity that the Government does not use his
experience to try to put the MTT on a private
enterprise basis. Its costs are getting quite out of
hand and it is of great concern to know where we
are heading. As one member said by interjection,
there was a deficit of $35 million last year and
that has quickly increased to $50 million.

Members will recall that agreement on wages
was reached with the union but that union was the
first to break the accord when this Government
came into office and to obtain a higher wage
structure for the MTT. Of course, we could now
by paying for that.

I notice that the Minister in his second reading
speech, in order to justify the existence of this Bill,
said that it will help to prove that the Labor Party
"acts" to improve public transport. I am surprised
that it takes a Bill like this to prove such a thing.
It is pretty poor proof. The Bill had its origins
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before this Government took office. The O'Connor
Government was responsible for much of the con-
tent of this Bill, including the change in the num-
ber of members on the board of the MTT.

I mentioned using more private enterprise in the
MTT. Queensland seems to have the most ef-
ficienit service today and it has a system of
subsidising routes rather than the Government's
running the entire system. Recently I travelled in
a taxi from Perth Airport. The driver was of
Greek origin and did not have much command of
the English language. He did not know I was a
member of Parliament but he was very ready to
tell me how the MTT could be improved. Obvi-
ously this matter is discussed a great deal by the
public and those in the transport field. Undoubt-
edly a person with experience of driving taxis
would have formed an opinion on this matter. He
felt that various routes covered by the MTT could
be thrown open for tender and that a service could
be provided which would result in a reduced defi-
cit. I do not suggest that we pick up our ideas from
a taxi driver but certainly there is some merit in
his proposal. There is an indication that the public
are ready and willing to consider such things and
that there is a great deal of concern about the high
cost of public transport in Western Australia
today.

There has been much talk recently about
minibuses. I do not agree with the proposal but I
believe there is merit in using taxis to service bus
routes during the later hours of the evening and
during the holiday period. Undoubtedly wages are
the major cost for the MTT. For example, if a
driver is scheduled to work on Sundays or long
hours he is paid triple time. If he is unable to work
for health or other reasons, triple pay is received
not only by the driver but also by the person who
replaces him. Therefore, it can often cost six times
a man's salary to drive a bus on Sundays. Without
doubt we would be able to cut down the cost of
public transport in Perth if we were to adopt the
practice of some other countries of using taxis to
service normal routes when a bus would not have a
reasonable load. Once the taxi was full it would be
possible by radio contact to call in another taxi. I
believe that the job could be done most efficiently.

Hon. D. K. Bans: You would be too young to
remember the parlour cars, but Mr MacKinnon
and I remember them.

Hon. D. i. WORDSWORTH: Perhaps we
should go back in history and look for the solution
to our present problem.

A few other matters are covered in this Bill.
One increases the number of members on the
board from three to seven. The previous Govern-

menit planned to take this action following a re-
quest by the chairman who felt that additional
outside expertise was required. When I see who
the additional members will be, I wonder how
much expertise will be gained. One of those mem-
bers will be a nominee of the TLC. Under normal
circumstances an organisation has to submit a
panel of three names and the Government of the
day makes its choice from that panel.

There witl be a representative of the TLC, but I
point out that that representative may not be a
member of the MTT union. While currently sev-
eral MTT drivers and staff sit in on trust meet-
ings, in the future they might lose that position
because it could be someone from within the TLC,
and not from the MTT. It could be someone in a
different field altogether.

A user is to be on the board. That will be a
difficult person to choose. I suppose there are
some people who will say they do not have a car,
and thus are users of the MTT. The Minister has
given the assurance that it will not be a represen-
tative of a pressure group, as occurs in New South
Wales.

There is provision to allow the chartering of
buses. This has always taken place, but the Act
currently states that the charter must take place
along existing routes. This provision will free the
trust; nevertheless, I do not think it has ever been
a problem.

Some concern has been expressed in the Oppo-
sition that if the MTT is allowed to charter freely,
private enterprise will not have much of a chance.
If a Government organisation such as the MTT
with a large share of the market, cannot charter,
who is there to carry out the hiring of buses?
There will be times when those buses will be
required for a charter which cannot be filled by
private enterprise. Currently it seems private
enterprise can undercut the MTT. One finds 50
per cent of the work done for the Education De-
partment is currently carried out by private
enterprise.

The final provision of the Bill allows the trust to
refund legal costs when one of its drivers or staff is
assaulted and has to go to court to protect himself.
That, of course, is very reasonable.

As I stated before, there is not very much to this
Bill, and the Opposition supports it.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committece, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.
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Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. Peter

Dowding (Minister for Planning), and passed.

SECONDARY EDUCATION AUTHORITY
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 4 December.
HON. Q. C. MacINNON (South-West) [9.05

p.m.]- I know everyone is becoming anxious, but I
will not keep the House long. There are one or two
amendments which I am sure the Minister will
agree to with alacrity.

Basically, the purport of the Bill meets with the
favour of the Opposition. The concept is to ensure
that children at the end of year 12 pass out
through whatever stream they wish to follow. We
agree that in many instances tertiary institutions
have predominated. Most of the purposes of
determining passes have been aimed at ensuring
that the children leave year 12 suitably prepared
to go on to tertiary education.

We also agree that virtually every child should
not be considered to have a basic education until
he has finished year 12. We accept the five themes
arising from these recommendations initiated by
the Minister; that is, the provision of equality of
education for children across the whole range; the
need to attune the offerings from the schools, and
the needs of individuals and the community to
changing social and economic circumstances; the
pursuit of excellence; the need for individuals to
master literacy and number skills; and the pro-
vision of schools and centres of care where chil-
dren can be helped to overcome social and other
disadvantages and develop attitudes of self-help
and community responsibility.

However, I regret that our approval of the
Government stops at about that point. We dis-
agree with the authority that has been set up. I
know the authority as designated is identical with
that initiated in the McGaw report. We simply do
not accept that the people who judge the results of
the total education of children should be
predominantly those employed within the
system-in other words, those who, by their very
nature, occupation, upbringing and training one
would expect to be apologists for the system rather
than the products of it. Those who employ people
are generally the main judges of a product-that
is the consumers-and I maintain the consumers
of the bulk of the children who leave school at
years 10, 1l or 12 are employers, large and small.

Members will notice that they have four rep-
resentatives on the authority. The size of the auth-
ority has jumped from 18 to 28 members. Despite

the Government's assertion that it wants to limit
the influence of tertiary institutions, the number
of teachers on the authority has been increased
quite alarmingly. Clause 6 provides for 28 mem-
bers. Of these, four are listed as representatives of
the community. Members will notice that at the
bottom of page 5 of the Bill. They do not really
matter all that much, yet these are the people who
represent the taxpaying citizens who foot the bill
and who take up the children, the product of the
school, and find employment for them.-

One would expect that in the main the teachers
would be the apologists for the system rather than
the Critics of what it produces, yet there are eight
persons representing Government secondary edu-
cation, four nominated by the Director General
and four by the union. I suggest we delete the
eight and make that four, two nominated by the
Director-General and two by the union. I take it
they will all be teachers, of whom the Beazlcy
report spent a chapter being critical.

I was pleasantly surprised by the Bcazley re-
port. I expected a committee as large as that one,
chaired by Mr Bcazley who has been a long time
out of education, would finish up running around
in ever diminishing circles with the inevitable
somewhat unsanitary result, but that was not the
case as the committee came up with a pretty sound
report. Much of it was not very revolutionary; it
was a very conservative report.

One thing that did interest me particularly was
that from page 184, recommendations 91 to about
100 deal with things that a lot of people have
wanted to say and have not, for political rcasons or
whatever. It is fair to say that for a number of
years when there was 100 per cent employment, it
was difficult to find people to go into the teaching
profession and many members-certainly the
older members-will recall there was quite a re-
cruitment campaign to attract young people into
teaching. The Beazley report suggested that the
recruitment and selection of teachers ought to be
much more rigorous and critical; and that is
happening as work is harder to get, more teachers
are available, and fewer jobs are available for
them.

Mr Beazlcy also said that the colleges ought to
be much firmer in their discipline with regard to
teachers, and they ought to be tougher in their
training and in their selection all round. In short,
the teachers' attitudes ought to be sharpened up. I
am sorry he did not go further and adopt some of
the suggestions which have been incorporated in
Canada where teachers have to be even more
participatory in their students' activities than they
are here. Nevertheless, Mr Beazley went quite a
long way; yet despite the criticism which is very
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obvious on pages 184-200 the Government has
aimed to put many more teachers onto the Sec-
ondary Education Authority. I Find that quite il-
logical.

Clause 6 (3)(b) says there should be-
4 persons representing non-government sec-
ondary education of whom-

(i) one shall be the Director of Catholic
Education or a person nominated by
him;

That is fair enough. It used to be Father Nestor.
The Minister might know who it is now. The para-
graph continues-

(ii) 2 shall be nominated by the Associ-
ation of Independent Schools of Western
Australia; and

(iii) one shall be nominated by the Indepen-
dent Schools Salaried Officers Associ-
ation of Western Australia;

I am quite happy about that; one cannot cut that
down, solI thought we would leave it as it is.

On page 5, paragraph (c) refers to "8 persons
representing post-secondary education". These are
the ones who want to move the authority with
regard to the checking of the children within the
process of secondary education, yet the Govern-
ment is suggesting eight representatives. I suggest
we ought to reduce that to four. There should be
one from Murdoch University, one from the Sen-
ate of the UWA, one from the Western Australian
College of Advanced Education, and one from
WAIT. Likewise, there ought to be one from the
technical colleges, nominated by the Director of
Technical and Further Education; and none
nominated by the union.

There should be four persons who are represen-
tative of the community, and that seems to give a
balance. That will bring it back to 19 which is big
enough; but the proposal of the Government to
have 28 means that everything must be done by
subcommittees. If one sits around with 28 people
it is difficult to get a decision, so one has to break
it up into subcommittees. How is one going to get
balanced subcommittees when there are only four
community members? Each subcommittee will
consist of three or four teachers of whatever rank.
and if one is lucky one will have one communi.ty
member as well. One will have the ghastly situ-
ation of the community representative being
outweighed, outargued, and outgunned, and what
he says will not matter at all.

That is quite an illogical way to go about
establishing the authority. The idea behind it is
the great anomaly in our present education system
with the neglect shown by some educationalists

when introducing or establishing programmes to
meet the needs of individual students and the com-
munity. The basis of the change is to overcome
that anomaly; yet the proposal is to leave it far
and away outbalanced by educationalists,
teachers, who are not necessarily the best people
to know what is wanted in the community. It is not
their fault; they do not work in the community.

Unfortunately in some country towns the
teachers do not even live in the community; a few
country members here would know towns where
from Friday afternoon until Monday morning
there are not many teachers in the community.
They hop in their cars and move down to the city.
Life is more attractive in the city, and they can get
there easily.

The employers of students leaving school at the
end of years 10, 11, and 12 and the students them-
selves find the I0, 11 or 12 years in the hands of
educationalists have often not fully prepared them
for a job in the outside world, living, working and
contributing to a meaningful existence in our so-
ciety. We have accepted that for all sorts of
reasons, and I do not intend to go into detail why
the assessment system did not fill the bill. We
need a different system and that is being set up. A
lot of the problem was the lack of will to under-
stand the system established. I agree with many of
the educationalists in that it could be made quite
satisfactory if people looked at it and followed it
carefully. They were not prepared to do so and
they wanted to know more about the old-fashioned
"black and white system" as was discovered by
Professor McGaw; and the complexity of the pro-
cedures for final assessment of students was a
major concern. Professor McGaw deals with that
in section 1.4 of his report.

This Bill hks been introduced and we agree with
its fundamental principles. It is a worthwhile
move. However, I am disappointed that the
Government has seen fit not to put forward a
balanced committee, as I am sure was suggested,
but rather has decided to go overboard in ensuring
that every employer or employee organis-
ation-the Independent Schools Salaried Officers
Association of WA and the Teachers' Union, for
example-are represented in such big numbers.
Where one representative would do, the Govern-
ment must have two, yet it is proposed that there
be only four community representatives. Bearing
in mind the work done by the subcommittees, they
would be grossly unbalanced. If one has a com-
mittee of four, at least one has some support, but
if it is possible to have only one person on each
subcommittee, that person would be a voice in the
wilderness.
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Perhaps the Government should take up another
point made in the Beazicy report that the depart-
ment should employ more teachers who had
outside experience before they undertook teacher
training. I realise that is very difficult to achieve.
After the war the number of such teachers
increased sharply and, indeed, they were good
teachers. However, the appointment of four com-
munity representatives is inadequate.

This is a standard measure which sets out the
functions and duties of the proposed authority,
including its power to borrow money, and all the
usual matters one finds in legislation of this
nature. There is nothing untoward about it and the
Opposition basically has no argument with it. Our
only argument relates to the constitution of the
authority. It is logical that it should be balanced
and I am sure the Minister will give this matter a
sympathetic hearing, and perhaps he will show
how human he can be by agreeing with the sugges-
tions forthwith. However, apart from indicating
that I intend to move certain amendments at the
appropriate time, I indicate my support for the
Bill in principle.

HON. N. F. MOORE (Lower North) [9.23
p.m.]: As members will know I have a longstand-
ing interest in and commitment to education in
Western Australia. Firstly, I commend the
Government on commissioning the Rearley report,
and secondly, for setting up the committee in such
a way that it could produce worthwhile
recommendations. I commend the committee on
the quality of its report. It is very wide-ranging
and contains some recommendations which I con-
sidered to be rather unusual in view of the nature
of the Government which commissioned the com-
mittee, in the sense that the report made
recommendations with respect to teachers which
the Teachers' Union did not Find acceptable. I
commend the Government on pushing the line that
it is important that teachers be prepared to make a
contribution and accept the fact that some of them
may not be as capable as they may think.

The Bill results from the recommendations of
the Beazley and McGaw reports and seeks to set
up the Secondary Education Authority. I agree
with my colleague, Hon. Graham MacKinnon, in
respect of the composition of the authority. 1 draw
members' attention to the broad purposes of the
Secondary Education Authority which are
contained in the Minister's second reading speech.
I shall quote one, because it emphasises the point I
make about the composition of the authority, It
says-

The Secondary Education Authority will
have the following broad purposes-

to co-operate with the secondary edu-
cation sector in providing leadership and
direction in defining programmes of sec-
ondary education which meet the needs
of individual students and the com-
munity;

I emphasise the words "and the community". Yet
here we have an authority to consist of 28 mem-
bers of which only four will be community rep-
resentatives. The balance are to be people who are
actively involved in the business of education.
That is slightly unbalanced, and I agree with my
colleague, Mr MacKinnon, that there ought to be
a reduction in some of the areas represented,
rather than an increase in the community rep-
resenitation, because I think the Minister would
agree that an authority of 28 members is rather
large and unwieldy. Perhaps the authority should
be smaller. If I remember correctly the Board of
Secondary Education had 19 members and such a
figure would be more appropriate for this auth-
ority.

The fact that four members of the authority are
to be nominated by the Teachers' Union is unac-
ceptable. Having been a member of the Teachers'
Union for approximately 14 years and having held
various positions within the branches of the
Teachers' Union during that period, I am not anti
the Teachers' Union, although I admit I am be-
coming very wary of and disappointed in some of
its activities in recent years.

The Teachers' Union is becoming a very politi-
cal organisation and is adopting a one-sided ap-
proach to many political issues. It is involving
itself in activities which should not be within the
realm of the Teachers' Union and many of its
members are becoming increasingly dissatisfied
with the representation they receive from that or-
ganisation.

It is proposed that the Teachers' Union have
four representatives on the authority and if we add
to that the representative from the technical col-
leges, we have a total of five representatives from
the Teachers' Union out of a total of 28, which is
too great a representation in my judgment.

I agree with Hon. Graham MacKinnon's
suggestion to reduce the number of representatives
on the authority to 19. The representatives
nominated by the Director General of Education
would be reduced by two as would the number of
representatives nominated by the union. The num-
ber of representatives of the post-secondary edu-
cation authorities would be reduced by one in each
case.

I wanted to say those few words to indicate that
generally I am very supportive of what is being
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done with respect to secondary education particu-
larly, and I compliment the Government on the
Beazley report. I also compliment the Henley
committee on some of its worthwhile
recommendations.

HON. PETER DOWDING (North-Minister
for Planning) [9.28 p.m.): The Government finds
the suggestions for change unacceptable. Perhaps
the greatest reason for their unacceptability is the
ad hoc way in which they have been put forward.'
Not one reason has been advanced tonight by
either Hon. Graham MacKinnon or Hon. Norman
Moore for changing the recommendations of the
McGaw report, which represent a very detailed
and carefully argued position which was then
worked through by an interim group comprising
representatives of the Board of Secondary Edu-
cation and the Tertiary Institutions Service
Centre. This is the structure which arose out of
those very careful deliberations and nothing said
tonight advanced the case for the support of what
is a hastily put together amendment, distributed at
the last minute, obviously ad hoc, and simply
designed to impose one or two people's thoughts
on a very carefully considered position.

Just because Hon. Norman Moore does not like
the Teachers' Union hardly justifies the assertions
he makes that its representation ought to be
reduced. After all, the Teachers' Union is an inte-
gral part of the business of providing education
and it ought to have a voice. It is interesting to
note that the Teachers' Union had a voice on the
Board of Secondary Education to which Hon.
Norman Moore did not object, and it will get only
one more voice on this structure than it had on the
previous one. As has been observed by the mem-
ber, the number of representatives has been
increased from 19 to 28, but the Teachers' Union
has only one additional voice, which is hardly an
excessive increase in its representation.

I can say only that it is a great disappointment
to have this ad hoc approach to legislation from
people who purport to have an interest in edu-
cation. Hon. Norman Moore does not have any
track record in this field, apart from having been a
teacher. Hon. Graham MacKinnon has been
involved in the education system only through his
ministerial experience, but that does not put him
in the category of Professor McGaw or in any
category to impose this sort of ad hoc determi-
nation over the careful work that has gone on from
the receipt of the report from Professor McGaw
and the people involved in putting it together.

I can suggest only that the Opposition is seeking
to make these amendments for some other reasons
which it has not explained. The alternative is that
it is simply an ad hoc, gut reaction that 19 is

better than 28. It is extremely disappointing that
the Opposition should take such a cavalier ap-
proach to such an important piece of legislation.
We intend to oppose the proposed amendments.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon. D. J.

Wordsworth) in the Chair: Hon. Peter Dowding
(Minister for Planning) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 5 put and passed.

Clause 6: Composition of Authority-

I-on. G. C. MacKINNON: I am terribly sorry
that the Minister has taken this aggressive and
antagonistic attitude. He dismissed my three years
in charge of the Education portfolio with a cursory
wave of the hand, although that does not bother
me too much. But why should he have indulged in
a bit of electioneering against his near colleague,
Hon. Norman Moore, at the expense of this Bill
when Mr Moore did not suggest any amend-
ments?

It is also not my fault that this has been the
worst run session this Parliament has ever seen.
We were naturally entitled to expect that the
Council would be sitting tomorrow with this Bill
being so far down the Notice Paper.

These amendments are nothing new: they were
mentioned in the Assembly. Mr Clarko enunciated
his views that the committee was too big. HeI
thought the community representation was too
large, but we must remember he was a lecturer.
He and I have different views on that.

The reasons I put forward to support these
amendments are quite valid. It must be borne in
mind that Professor MeGaw is himself from the
university, an institution which is responsible for a
lot of educational mistakes-if they have been
mistakes-in that it has trained a lot of our
teachers, certainly a big swag of our secondary
teachers.

I thought it the height of impertinence when the
university had the cheek to criticise the literary
standards of students leaving high school, when
the university itself was responsible for producing
the high school teachers. That comment really
took the cake. I almost went down to give the vice-
chancellor a wooden medal with a few brass studs.
I thought his temerity was beyond all human
understanding.

After I took a very reasoned and friendly atti-
tude in discussing the Bill, assuring Mr Dowding
that he had our support, he rose and became very
antagonistic and harsh and attacked Norman
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Moore, who had nothing whatever to do with the
amendments.

Hon. P. H-. Lockyer: He is worried.
Hon. G. C. MacK IN NON: I do not know why.
Hon. P. H-. Lockyer: If you had the Industrial

Relations portfolio hanging over your head you
would be terrified also.

Hon. 6. C. MacKINNON: There is a lot of
justice in that remark and I am sorry that I am
perhaps adding to the Minister's distress. But he
certainly made a vitriolic attack because I
suggested some perfectly reasonable and well-
reasoned amendments, and I did give the reasons
for the amendments.

Most of the work of the committee will be done
by subcommittees; without doubt that is so. It is
quite reasonable to have a subcommittee of five or
six people; that is a nice working number. There
could be one community representative and four
teachers.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Why won't we have a
subcommittee of 10?

Hon. 6. C. MacKINNON: The Minister
should know better than that. I keep forgetting
that these fellows are inexperienced. They do not
know how to run committees; they have not got
around to that stage yet. When these people get to
ministerial positions, I just wish someone would
give them a copy of Professor Parkinson's book.
As humorous as his books are, they give good
advice. A subcommittee of five is able to get
things done.

I have already mentioned how delightfully sur-
prised I was that the Beazley committee produced
such a nice, conservative and worthwhile report.

Hon. Peter Dowding: How many were on that
steering committee?

Hon. G. C. MacK INNON: It was huge. When
I appointed committees which I wanted to go on
forever and really not do very much, I would ap-
point large committees with wide terms of refer-
ence and no time limnit. When I wanted something
done I appointed a nice, small committee of five or
seven people, provided tight terms of reference
and a limited time. Almost without fail they would
come up with a first-class job.

So I was surprised by the report produced by
the Beazley committee, although it is mostly a
repeat of things that were known by the depart-
menit, including the recommendation about
teachers, a recommendation I went into with some
care when pointing out the very serious criticisms
Beazley made of the training and general edu-
cation of teachers. That was well-known to the
department, but at least he had the courage to

write it all into the report, which surprised me
because there were a few teachers on the com-
mittee. But it is no good the Minister's saying that
McGaw has all the answers, because he still has a
lot to learn about committees.

A committee of 28 is simply too big. For years
we worked with 19. Suddenly it is to be increased,
purely and simply to make room for friends of the
Labor Party, which is no valid reason to increase
the number. Mr Hetherington's waving of his
head and Mr Dowding's waving of his larynx will
not convince anyone to the contrary.

I started off in a most conciliatory way when
speaking at the second reading stage by saying
that I accepted the Bill except for this one clause.
It seems the Minister expects me to sit by calmly
and listen to him attack my good friend, Hon.
Norman Moore, just for political gain.

I do not think it is fair enough or good enough.
We need a more valid explanation. We have just
been through an election called on by Bob Hawke
and it did not do much good.

Hon. Peter Dowding: He won the election.
Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Please do not throw

Professor McGaw at us because that will not do
much good either.

I move the following amendments-
Page 4, line 19-Delete the figure "S" and

substitute the Figure "4".
Page 4, line 2 I-Delete the figure "4" and

substitute the figure "2".
Page 4, line 23-Delete the figure "4" and

substitute the figure "2".
Page 5, line 8-Delete the figure "8" and

substitute the Figure '4".
Hon. ROBERT H-ETHERINGTON: I would

have thought that the very nature of the authority
would have made the size of the authority explic-
able. I take Mr MacKinnon's point that the com-
mittee will work through subcommittees; indeed,
it will have to do so. It will work through a magni-
tude of subcommittees and those subcommittees
will need people who have the understanding of a
range of topics and subjects from which they are
looking at syllabi.

Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: All committees?
Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I would

say all committees would want to do this. It would
depend on how the authority works, but a range of
syllabi have to be set up and some of them will be
in science, some in computer science, and some in
new subjects. In other words, it would seem to me
that what we need on this authority is a range of
teachers who have practical experience. I do not
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take well Mr MacKinnon's remarks that we are
only increasing the authority with our friends.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: I think it is nonsense, too.

Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: The
nominations by the unions are to ensure that prac-
tical teachers are on the authority, and I think Mr
MacKinnon would really understand that in his
heart of hearts. He knows that there is some point
in the comment that we need practical teachers on
authorities like this so they can work problems
out-

What Mr MacKinnon said in condemnation of
some of the things done by the tertiary institutions
are well taken, but that does not alter the fact that
if we have eight persons from the tertiary insti-
tutions we are likely to have a range of people
towards whom, one would hope, the tertiary insti-
tutions might show a little more sense than they
have in the past and they might each appoint
people from different areas so that a range of
areas is represented on the committee. I would
have thought that to get this new system working
we will need a range of subcommittees and a range
of people on them. A committee comprising 28
members seems quite sensible to me.

It has been suggested to me recently by various
people in regard to governing bodies of tertiary
institutions that somewhere between 25 and 30 is
not a bad number and it allows the committees to
be served properly. Had the honourable gentleman
had a more carefully modulated range of amend-
ments to reduce some and perhaps increase other
community representations a little, I could have
understood it; but it seems to me that the shadow
Minister in another place has plucked out of the
air this so-called ideal number which seems to be
about 19-what we had before-and in his
amendments Mr MacKinnon has then reduced
people fairly arbitrarily to get that number.

I do not think the amendments are good amend-
ments. I would have been happy to listen to differ-
ent kinds of amendments. They will tend to emas-
culate the authority and prevent it from doing its
job properly. A range of subcommittees, after all,
was recommended by the large Beazlcy com-
mittee. With a range of subcommittees it could be
a very effective organisation. I suggest to the
honourable gentleman that he should try it and if
he does not like it in 12 months he should attack
the legislation then.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: Two points that
have been made by H-on. Robert Hetherington are
quite compelling and I urge Hon. Graham
MacKinnon to give them further consideration.
The first is that this is a new structure that is an
attempt to resolve matters without difficulties.

The magic figure is not 19, 20, or 24, or necess-
arily 28; the magic figure does not exist. The prob-
lem is to set up a workable organisation which has
on it a representative range of skills and in-
puts-not necessarily, I suggest, in a strict voting
way, but to get the necessary range of inputs into
the decision-making process. Mr MacKinnon will
understand that this was a decision which was
taken after a great deal of consultation. This is the
paint I stressed earlier: It is the result of the delib-
erations of the interim group. They were all trying
to utilise the results of the studies which had been
conducted to some extent externally by Mr
Beazley and Professor McGaw.

Frankly, there is logic in saying that the way all
this has come to fruition-that is, as a result of the
inquiries and the deliberations of the interim
group-is sufficient justification in itself for
allowing this process at least to proceed to the
point of demonstrating whether or not it can work.

As I think we have said before, we have been at
least setting up structures. I think Hon. Graham
MacKinnon was on his feet commenting about
another educational structure-the Bunbury col-
lege. What we in Government are trying to do is to
set up a structure that will work better than the
previous structure worked. There has been a gen-
eral, concession, I think, that the previous struc-
tures had their failings. There is a general con-
cession that this Bill is moving in the right direc-
tion. It seems a great pity that after these prin-
ciples and this structure have been very carefully
worked out to achieve some form of balance, they
should be interfered with.

If it does not work, the Government will be the
first to see some changes. I am sure the Opposition
will be the first to draw to the Government's atten-
tion the need for changes. I would urge members
not to try to replace one structure with another,
simply because it is smaller, or because it has a
slightly different representation, but to allow the
structure that has been worked through in this
very complex process, to administer where it can
work. If it cannot work, it will be the subject of
review.

Hon. N., F. MOORE: I take strong exception to
the comments of the Minister in responding to the
second reading debate when he said I had no
interest in education except for the fact that I was
a teacher. I was a teacher for 10 years and for four
years I was a student teacher. I have taken an
interest in education ever since I have become a
member of Parliament, and to say I have no
interest in education is absolutely absurd. It is like
saying the Minister has no interest in the law. 1
take strong exception to the Minister's comments
and I trust he will withdraw them.
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The point I make about the Teachers' Union is
that six out of 28-

Hon. Peter Dowding: Five out of 19.
Hon N. F. MOORE: I am talking about the

current Bill.

Hon. Peter Dowding: The previous one had ive
out of 19.

Hon. N. F_ MOORE: It is six out of 28. The
community has four. I am suggesting that the
community ought to have more, but because it is
so big, if we had more community representatives
in relation to the rest of the groups, we would need
to reduce the others. The point I make about the
Teachers' Union is that it is not representative of
the vast majority of teachers. Six out of 28 to
represent the practising teachers! I do not think
for one minute that the union represents practi sing
teachers-not by a long shot. It is a fact of life. If
we look through their newspapers and read what
they are doing we will find why people are leaving
in droves.

Clause 6(3)(a) makes provision for practising
teachers, of whom four shall be nominated by the
director general. If the director general cannot
nominate practising teachers, I do not know who
else can.

Hon. Peter Dowding: The Teachers' Union has
no greater authority.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: There is no problem
about finding practising teachers. What I am
suggesting is that the Teachers' Union does not
represent all teachers and that some full-time
members of the union are involved in political
activities.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Maybe the director gen-
eral would want to achieve the balance of people
involved in cultural development.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: If he were able to
nominate eight, I am sure he would get a broad
cross-section of people involved in education. The
Minister suggests that the union ought to be
involved in the selection. I do not mind the union
being allowed to nominate members; what I am
saying is that it is nominating too many.' What I
say upsets the Minister. That indicates l am on the
right track when I talk about the union's represen-
tation of teachers.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I take exception to
that sort of comment for two reasons: Firstly, be-
cause the Teachers' Union is a respectable organ-
isation.

Hon. N. F. Moore: It used to be.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: It is, Mr Moore,
and whatever the member wishes to say about it, it

does represent the practising teachers, and it is in
a position to make-

Hon. N. F. Moore: It does not represent the
majority.

Hon. PETER DOWDING:-an important in-
put into this organisation. It is able to nominate
four representatives under this clause and that is
hardly too many when we have regard for the
previous organisation which had nine fewer mem-
bers. Under this structure the union has one only
additional nominee. Therefore, if we compare that
situation with the previous structure, the union
representation is smaller.

The point I made, and which I will make again.
is that as soon as one starts decrying the represen-
tation on something which has taken as long as
this has, and is as complex a process to put
together as this has been, one changes the focus of
the activity.

Mr MacKinnon professes expertise in
administration to the point of expressing surprise
that the Beazley committee had worked. I urge
him to let this structure remain as it is, and then
make a judgment about its performance. If it does
not work he will not be slow to come forward and
be critical of the Government for setting it up. We
can rely on the member to be a careful watchdog
of the interests of education. To interfere with the
structure that has taken so much energy to put
together to achieve so much balance is, with all
due respect to the member, an error of his
judgment.

IHon. G. C. MacKINNON: The sanguine hopes
of the member may prove to be correct, because I
celebrated my 68th birthday yesterday. I hope the
Minister is correct in his proposal. At least that
would be one feather in his cap.

I am delighted that the debate has assumed a
more reasonable tone. I thank Mr Hetherington
for that.

The number of people on the committee is not
likely to have a great effect on the fundamental,
basic purpose of the committee. The basic purpose
of the committee has been laid down; that is, to
change the method of assessment, and to alter the
curriculum of study from time to time.

I think we should have gone a little further and
adopted the Canadian system by taking technical
education into years I I and 1 2. It would mean an
additional year, as occurred in Ontario. It was a
good system and the fundamental idea of the
whole thing is what the comimittee is there for. I
am suggesting that the size of the committee is not
germane to that. I think the Government ought to
be aware that after a number of actions it has
taken recently the Opposition is entitled to be sus-
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picious of the Government's adding all sorts of
people to its committees. It has added all sorts of
people to other departments. One has to light
one's way through the corridors to the back of this
Chamber to get through the advisers who have
been added to the Government's ranks. One
becomes suspicious that this thing has been loaded
to be all things to all men.

Hon. Robert Hetherington: That is not true.

Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Let us consider a
couple nominated by the director general, not
nominated by the union. Let us stop there and
consider what Mr Moore said. I was Minister for
Education for three years, following on the Tonkin
Government. I remember being pleasantly
surprised at the large proportion of extremely
dedicated and committed teachers working in the
State system, bearing in mind that they had to be
literally begged to enter the service.

I remember discussing this fact with Mr Tom
Evans, who had been the Minister for Ed ucation
for about one year. Members will remember that
Mr Tonkin took on that Portfolio, but it proved too
much so Mr Evans took it on for one year and then
it was moved to another Minister. I think there
was a different Minister each year for about three
years. Mr Evans agreed with me. Those Ministers
were a conservative group of people.

I must agree with Mr Moore that over recent
years the Teachers' Union has become more politi-
cal and teachers have reacted violently to some of
the actions of the Liberal Government and the
Labor Government. They have been very political
and acted quite violently, in my opinion. Really,
the place or the body which sets the standards for
ethics in the teaching fraternity has been taken by
the principals' association.

The principals' association has nothing what-
ever to do with industrial standards. It formed
while I was Minister for Education, and that was a
lay down rule-I would not discuss industrial mat-
ters with that body and neither would Dr
Mossenson. Such matters were discussed with Mr
Bennett and Mr Lloyd. the Teachers' Union has
become a much more politically active body over
the last few years, not as bad as in the Eastern
States, some of which have more than one union,
but it has become very imbued with the industrial
and polictical aspects of its avocation. If the
Government wanted to choose a body on an ethi-
cal and thoughtful basis it should not choose the
union but the principals' association.

Hon. Carry Kelly: You are joking.

Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: I am not joking.
Members opposite can ask any person in the edu-

cation fraternity's upper levels and they will get
the same answer.

I ask members to bear in mind that the Edu-
cation Department was, until recently, and may
still be, one of the strongest, top level administrat-
ive departments in this State with a number of
very capable people.

I accept the point made by the Minister that
really there is no point in pushing this matter to
the limit. There is a real doubt in my mind that
the Government is trying to be all things to all
men and is trying to satisfy every branch by ap-
pointing two people here and two people there. I
have read the appropriate section of the McGaw
report and that is the number of people mentioned
in the report. I do not know how much consider-
ation was given to that and I do not know how
much people argued about it at the time. It does
not look like the sort of committee which would
come out of discussions with the Minister and the
Director General of Education. I am sure the Min-
ister had a large input on a personal basis.

A suspicion is left in Opposition members'
minds that rather than looking for an organisation
which will carry out the ideals of the Bill as we all
hope, it has been a matter not quite of jobs for the
boys but of being all things to all men, and the
Holy Grail of consensus has come forward again.

Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I cannot
let Mr MacKinnon's remarks about the Teachers'
Union go unanswered. While I was shadow Minis-
ter for Education I toured schools and had a lot to
do with the Teachers' Union. There are still many
dedicated teachers in our school system. From my
dealings with the Teachers' Union I believe they
are honest, sincere, and dedicated people. We may
not always agree with what they may do, but they
have the interests of education at heart. I have
discussed educational principles with members of
the Teachers' Union and I think Mr MacKinnon is
being unfair to them. They are better than he sees
them.

Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: If I have been unfair to
them, they have been more than unfair to them-
selves.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 7 to 43 put and passed.

Schedules I and 2 put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-
port adopted.
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Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. Peter

Dowding (Minister for Planning), and passed.

RIGHITS IN WATER AND IRRIGATION
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 4 December.
HON. C. J. BELL (Lower West) [ 10. 12 p.m.]: I

rise not to oppose the Bill but to make a few
comments. There are some aspects which might
cause concern to some rural areas. I have
contacted the Primary Industry Association to
ascertain that body's attitude to the Bill, but
unfortunately I was unable to get the information
that it had hoped to forward to me. Two of the
PIA's officers were caught in Sydney by the air-
line strike and will not be home until next week,
and another is ill in bed.

Part Ill of the Bill refers to surface waters and,
as is clearly outlined in the Minister's second read-
ing speech, some concern has arisen over
deficiencies in this area. A lot of conjecture and
argument has occurred in regard to riparian rights
in relation to surface waters. The Minister said in
his second reading speech-

Contained bodies of water such as many
inland lakes and the lakes and wetlands of the
Swan coastal plain are excluded from the pro-
visions of the Act. Thus, currently, there is no
control over the withdrawing of water from or
the pollution of such still bodies of water.

I assume this is aimed at a situation where a
number of properties adjoin one body of water and
there may be a draw of water from1 that source.
The intention is to enable some arbitration to oc-
cur on the way the water may be best utilised. We
support that situation. One area brought to my
attention is in Hopetoun, and I refer to the situ-
ation of Mr Moylan. This is a long-running case in
which one farming property owner requires water
from a source on the adjoining property. I am not
sure of the details; I had hoped to get them from
the PIA prior to tonight's debate.

The present situation is that the department has
allocated to Mr Moylan a quantity of water to
enable him to carry out his normal farming activi-
ties without serious detriment. However, I also
understand that that allocation of water is for the
life of the present tenancy of the property. In other
words, the owner has been granted the water for
the time that he owns the land. Should he ever
wish to sell the property or should it be
transferred, that right would disappear and the
new owner or owners would need to renegotiate
the allocation with the adjoining owners to allow

that farm operation to continue. I hope this Bill
addresses the problem and resolves it. I raise this
issue because it concerns the PIA and I know that
it is of interest to property owners.

The Minister made the comment-

After much consideration the Government
believes that the best method of handling
these disputes is to define landholders' rights
to water in the Act and have these policed by
the department with appropriate penalties for
non-compliance.

That is a strong statement. I assume it is meant to
meet the situation where strong statements are
required. However, there is a question mark at this
stage about the total implications of that
statement.

Under the section of tbe speech which dealt
with underground water and the change in the
requirement for persons to provide information
with regard to drilling for underground water, the
geographical strata-

Hon. D. K. Dans: I would prefer to deal with
the matters you are raising now at the Committee
stage of the Bill. You seem to be addressing the
detail of the Bill rather than the principle.

Hon. C. J. BELL: I wish to raise these matters
in general terms at this stage. However, I think
this matter is one which we could talk about in the
Committee stage. I do not think I have any excep-
tions to it; there are differences in operation.

Part IV deals with irrigation districts and is a
matter that I would like to deal with in concept
rather than in detail. In Western Australia we
have a system of rated acreage in irrigation dis-
tricts. I question whether that is the best method
and whether consideration was given to practices
which occur in other parts of Australia. A major
inquiry has taken place in Victoria into the
Murray and Goulburn Rivers irrigation systems.
Some substantial recommendations were made in
that respect.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I wish we had that river
system and could make those decisions.

Hon. C. J. BELL: Not really. It is on matters of
administration that it has made recommendations.
Here we rate the acreage and allocate so much
water per acre. The Eastern States have operated
basically on a water allocation system to a prop-
erty, which is the entitlement. The systems are not
very much different in effect. However, the
recommendations of the committee were that the
system currently in operation for the allocation of
water be done away with and the allocation be
negotiable by the property owners in the
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prescribed area to allow for the most efficient
utilisation of water in that area.

I think the situation occurs fairly frequently
where a property owner does not fully utilise the
property for many and varied reasons. That could
mean that he could have the option of doing some-
thing with the water rather than attempting to
utilise it himself.

This evening we had presented to the Parlia-
ment a report on the fruit and vegetable industry.
It mentions problems with saline water and the
run-off of water in the southern areas of Western
Australia. The Waroona area was a very strong
vegetable growing area. It may still be had the
situation occurred where properties had a water
allocation rated acreage on them and had that
acreage been able to be transferred to another
portion of land in the same area serviced by the
same system. I do not think it is possible to tal
about anything other than in the same area. It
seems that there is some validity in that.

I wonder whether any consideration was given
to the possibility of changing the system to that
which is stated in the Minister's second reading
speech as being illegal. Perhaps when we made it
illegal we should have looked at whether there was
a better way to do it.

I am not sure whether one other aspect comes
within the realms of this Bill or within the realms
of the acet. It is an area which a number of people
in the south-west have raised with me. They have
referred to water conservation in the favoured
areas of the south-west by landowners who do not
intend to utilise the water themselves. In the
past-I believe that the situation is still the
same-those property owners have not been per-
mitted to harvest the water supply and sell it. The
sale of water is reserved to the Crc wn. Perhaps the
Minister may wish to look at that situation.

Hon. D. K. Bans: That matter has been raised
on a number of occasions. It is universally frowned
upon, not only by Governments, but also by the
vast majority of individuals, particularly in rural
areas, unless they have the water for sale.

Hon. C. J. BELL: Many property owners have
on their properties favoured valleys which are
natural water catchments. I realise that there may
be some who would frown on their selling that
water. However, I cannot see any validity in that.
If there is a need for water conservation a nd it can
be done effectively, some provision ought to be
made to allow for the commercial harvesting of a
water resource. I am not sure whether that is
included in the Bill but it is an area that needs
consideration.

With those comments I look forward to the
debate on the Bill as we move through the various
stages.

HON. W. N. STRETCH (Lower Central)
[10.17 p.m.]: On behalf of the Opposition gener-
ally, I support the Bill, It brings some very worth-
while drafting changes to the existing Act, which
will make it much simpler. The areas of water
rights and riparian rights are very complicated
areas. There has been a host of legal cases that
have gone on for hundreds of years. I believe that
the legislation should be simple to enable people to
understand the legalities of water rights. It has
long been felt that an Englishman's water is, like
his castle, his own. This matter had needed clear-
ing up and in that regard we welcome the thrust of
the Bill.

Much of this legislation was initiated by pre-
vious Liberal Ministers and this Bill is a culmi-
nation of their efforts. Having pointed out the
complications in relation to water and in relation
to its use and harvesting, I point out also that this
legislation is of the type that will continue to need
to be amended.

I think the points raised by Hon. Colin Bell are
very valid. These matters will, in the future, be
dealt with by the Western Australian Water
Authority which comes into effect next year.

We look forward to the smooth implementation
of the Bill and generally support it.

HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-
tan-Leader of the House) [10.20 p.m.]: I wel-
come the Opposition's support of this Bill. I will
certainly take into account, as I always do, the
comments of members of the Opposition. Some of
the ideas which have been advanced do not form
part of the Bill and I can deal only with the Bill
which is before me. However, I give them the
assurance that I will put forward the propositions
and supply the members with answers by letter.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. D. K.

Dans (Leader of the House), and passed.

RESERVES BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 4 December.
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HON. V. J. FERRY (South-West) [ 10.23 pam.]:
The Opposition supports the Reserves Bill. It is an
annual occurrence for a Bill of this nature to be
brought into this House. The Bill refers to a num-
ber of parcels of land and it is proposed to change
their classifications.

I have had the opportunity to make a number of
inquiries about the parcels of land referred to in
the Bill and I appreciate the information that is
customarily made available by the Minister to the
Opposition. It is of great assistance because it
identifies the blocks of land involved and the
reasons are given for the proposed changes

1 have examined the Bill and I found to the best
of my knowledge, that there is nothing untoward
contained in it. The Opposition supports the Bill.

In passing t would like to make mention of
Reserve No. 22391 at Manjimup. It is presently
St. John Ambulance Association land on which
there is a building and the association wishes to
sell that parcel of land and to use the money from
the sale to establish new headquarters on the hos-
pital reserve land situated in the same town.

I was for several years the treasurer of that
particular sub-centre of the St. John Ambulance
Association and I am familiar with the land and
the operations of that subcentre. It is well run as
are other centres throughout the State and I ap-
preciate the transfer of that centre's headquarters
from its existing location to the proposed new lo-
cation. With those remarks I support the Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon. P.

H. Lockyer) in the Chair; Hon. D. K. Bans
(Leader of the House) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 13 put and passed.

Clause 14: Reserve No. 24452 at Denmark-

Hon. B. J. WORDSWORTH: I use this clause
to support the Reserves Bill and to show members
how long it takes for an alteration to a reserve to
come before Parliament. The alteration to this
reserve was commenced two years ago when I was
Minister for Lands and it is satisfying that, at last,
it has come to the Parliament.

This clause will allow a racecourse to be estab-
lished on Reserve No. 24452 at Denmark. The
track had been given to the local racing and trot-
ting association by the Shire of Denmark, but it
was later found that the shire did not have the
ability to institute such action. I was able to start
the process of having this reserve vested in the
Shire of Denmark for "recreation", but

unfortunately it has taken this long to finally
reach the Parliament.

Hon. D. K. Bans: You can take all the credit for
that.

Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH: I am sure that
all the residents of Denmark would like me to
thank the Government, on their behalf, for its
action-be it ever so slow!

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 15 to 27 put and passed.
Schedule put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-

port adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. B. K.

Bans (Leader of the House), and passed.

DENTAL PROSTHETISTS DILL
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly notifying that it
had agreed to amendments Nos. 6 to 8 made by
the Council, and had disagreed to amendments
Nos. 1 to 5 and 9 to 46, now considered.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon. P.

H. Lockyer) in the Chair; Hon. Peter Dowding
(Minister for Planning) in charge of the Bill.

The amendments made by the Council, to which
amendments the Assembly had disagreed, were as
follows-

No. 1.-Clause 3, page 2, lines I I to
13-Delete the definition of "endorsement".

No. 2.-Clause 3, page 2, line 31-Delete
"the giving of advice to, or".

No. 3.-Clause 3, page 2, line 33-Delete
"or in preparation for,".

No. 4.--Clause 3, page 2, line 35-Insert
"full" before "artificial".

No. 5.-Clause 3, page 2, line 37-Insert
"full" before "artificial".

No. 9.-Clause 12, page 7, line 14-Delete
"conduct or".

No. 10.-Clause 12, page 7, line
15-Delete "if any,".

No. 1 .- Clause 12, page 7, lines 18 and
19-Delete "or endorsement".

No. 12.--Clause 12, page 7, line
2 1I-Delete "or endorsement".
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No. 13.--Clause 12, page 7, tine
24-Delete "or endorsement".

No. 14.-Clause 12, page 8, line
19-Delete "or endorsement".

No. 15.-Clause 18, page 11, lines 7 to
1 5-Delete paragraph and insert-
(b) the applicant has, upon assessment by

examination,-
(i) gained from an educational auth-

ority prescribed for the purpose of
this paragraph a qualiflcation so
prescribed: or

(ii) become qualified in a manner to be
prescribed which is at least
equivalent to a qualification
required by the regulations for the
purpose of this paragraph.

No. 16.-Clause 18, page It, lines 18 to
27-Delete the subiclauses.

No. 17.-Clause 19, page 11, lines 28 to
35, and page 12, lines I to 30-

Delete all the words following
"Subject to this Act" and substitute the
following-

11a licence shall remain in force
for 1 year beginning on the day
when it comes into force and may be
renewed from time to time.
(2) A licence authorises the person
to whom it is issued to engage in the
practice of dental prosthetics to the
extent that it is related to the fit-
ting, constructing, inserting,
repairing, or renewing of full arti-
ficial dentures or mouthguards. "

No. 18.-Clause 20, page 12, lines 31 to
39, and page 13, lines I to Il[-Delete the
clause.

No. 19.-Clause 21, page 13, lines 17 to
22-Delete the subiclause.

No. 20.-Clause 21, page 13, lines 23 and
24-Delete "or the endorsement of whose li-
cence has been cancelled".

No. 21.-Clause 21, page 13, lines 27 to
35-Delete all the words after "revocation"
and substitute-

11for the restoration of his licence,
and the Commission may, on payment
by the applicant to the Commission of
the prescribed fee, restore the licence to
that person. "

No. 22.-Clause 22, page 13, lines 38 and
39-Delete "or cancel the endorsement of a
licence".

No. 21-Clause 22, page 13, line
39-Delete "or (2)".

No. 24.-Clause 22, page 14, lines 2 and
3-Delete "or cancel an endorsement of a
licence".

No. 25.-Clause 22, page 14, line
4-Delete "or (2)".

No. 26.-Clause 22, page 14, lines 8 and
9-Delete "or the effect of an endorsement".

No. 27.-Clause 22, page 14, lines I I and
12-Delete "or, as the case may be. the
endorsement".

No. 28.-Clause 23, page 14, lines 14 and
IS-Delete ", or grant an endorsement of a
licence, ".

No. 29.-Clause 23, page 14, lines 17 and
18-Delete "or the effect of an
endorsement".

No. 30.-Clause 23, page 14, lines 19 and
20-Delete "or cancels the endorsement of a
licence".

No. 31.-Clause 23, page 14, lines 21 and
22-Delete "or the endorsement of a li-
cence".

No. 32.-Clause 23, page 14, lines 32 and
33-Delete "or grant an endorsement of a
licence".

No. 33.-Clause 23, page 14, line 33 and
page 15, line I-Delete "or the endorsement
of a licence".

No. 34.-Clause 24, page 16, lines I I and
12-Delete this paragraph.

No. 35.-Clause 24, page 16, lines 14 to
16-Delete "or suspension, cancellation or
restoration of an endorsement thereof'.

No. 36.-Clause 25, page 16, lines 34 and
35-Delete the words "or endorsement
granted".

No. 37.-Clause 25, page 17,
5-Delete the words "or endorsement".

line

No. 38.-Clause 28, page 19, lines 6 to
8-Delete "that a licence did or did not have
an endorsement,".

No. 39.-Clause 28, page 19, lines 8 and
9-Delete "or an endorsement thCer'.

No. 40.-Clause 29, page 20, lines 13 and
14-Delete "or the endorsement of a licence
is cancelled or suspended,".

No. 41.-Clause 29, page 20, line
IS-Delete "cancellation".

No. 42.-Clause 30, page 21, lines 6 to
21 -Delete all the words after "Act".
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No. 43.-Clause 30, page 21, lines 23 and
24-Delete "or endorsement".

No. 44.-Clause 30, page 21, line
29-Delete "or endorsement".

No. 45.-Clause 30, page 21, lines 31 and
32-Delete "or endorsement".

No. 46.-Clause 30, page 21, lines 35 to
37-Delete all the words after "section".

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-
That amendment No. I made by the Coun-

cil be not insisted on.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: This is an incredible situ-

ation. When the Bill left this Chamber it made
provision for the fitting of full dentures by pros-
thetists which applies in other Australian States
with similar legislation. We thought it provided a
workable solution. It has been claimed that there
was a problem with some of the amendments.

I point out that a person outside the Parliament
has read the opinion given by the Parliamentary
Counsel on this matter, yet despite repeated re-
quests to the Minister I have not been able to
obtain a copy. It is an insult that such information
can be so readily distributed to people outside the
Parliament, yet not be available to members of
Parliament who are expected to consider the legis-
lation and to find reasonable solutions to problems
which arise in this place. I do not believe the
Government is honestly seeking to reach a
compromise on this Bill, If it were honest it would
bend over backwards to assist the Opposition. If
the Parliamentary Counsel believes the proposal is
unworkable he should have sought my co-oper-
ation in regard to these clauses.

The clause in question relates to partial den-
tures. Every authority that gives advice to the
department and to the Commissioner of Health of
this State has advised that there are dangers in the
provision. Most Australians do not have access to
technicians who work on partial dentures. All re-
ports indicate that we should not go down this
track. At least two State Governments in this
country with similar legislation do not allow the
fitting of partial dentures by prosthetists. Major
Governments throughout the world urge us not to
accept this practice.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I am not in a
position to respond to Hon. Peter Wells' complaint
about not being adequately serviced. He has not
raised the matter with me and I am not equi pped
with any information except to say that I have
never received a request from the honourable
member with which I have not co-operated to the
fullest extent. The Bill was delayed tonight so that
he could leave the Chamber, and return to debate

it at a time convenient to him. I want to place on
record the extent to which we have co-operated on
this Bill and on the many Bills with which he has
been involved. Endless requests from him for as-
sistance have been met, culminating in tonight's
events. I do not wish to crow about the matter but
to put it on record that we have co-operated in all
cases.

This Chamber has had a fair airing of the issues
and I do not intend to repeat all the arguments.
The Government's position is the same in relation
to these amendments.

Hon. Peter Wells did not acknowledge, and it
can be seen in the Notice Paper, the extent to
which the Council's amendments were round to be
acceptable. The Government has carefully con-
sidered all the points raised and a substantial
number of amendments has been round to be ac-
ceptable. In any event the position stands that
these amendments are disagreed to.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I did not make a request to
the Minister for Planning because to my knowl-
edge he did not have the information. In the first
instance I was told to make the request to the
Minister for Health, I was then told to contact the
Attorney General, and then to put my request in
writing to the Attorney General who would convey
it to the Minister. I spoke to the Attorney General
personally and he told me that he had told the
Minister that it was his business. I want to make it
clear that I did not ask the Minister handling the
Bill in this Chamber because I understood he did
not have the information.

In the area relating to endorsement the Govern-
ment has made no move to consider the worldwide
evidence put forward.

Question put and a division taken with the fol-
lowing result--

Ayes 10
Hon. J. M. Berinson Hon. Garry Kelly
Hon. D. KC. Dans Hon. Mark Nevill
Hon. Peter Dowding Hon. S. M. Piantadosi
Hon.' Lyla Elliott Hon. Tom Stephens
Hon. Robert Hon. Fred McKenzie

Hetherington (Teller)
Noes 15

Hon. C. J. Bell Hon. 1. G. Medcalf
Hon. E. J. Charlton Hon. N. F. Moore
Hon. V. J. Ferry Hon. P.CG. Pendal
Hon. H. W. Gayfer Hon. P. H. Wells
Hon. Tom Knight Hon. John Williams
Hon. A. A. Lewis Hon. D. J. Wordswoth
Hon. C. C. MacKinnon Hon. Margaret McAleer
Hon. G. E. Masters (Teller)

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Hon. J. M. Brown Hon. W. N. Stretch
Hon. Kay Hallahan Hon. Neil Oliver
Hon. Graham Edwards Hon. 1. G. Pratt
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Question thus negatived; the Courncil's amend-
ment insisted on.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-
That amendment No. 2 made by the Coun-

cil be not insisted on.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: I ask the Chamber to vote

"No" on amendments 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Question put and a division taken with the fol-

lowing result-
Ayes 10

Hon. J. M. Berinson
Hon. D. K. Dars
Hon. Peter Dowding
Hon. Lyla Elliott
Hon. Robert

Hetherington

Hon. C. J. Bell
Hon. E. J. Chariton
Hon. V. J. Ferry
Hon. H. W. Gayfer
Hon. Tom Knight
Hon. A. A. Lewis
Hon. G. C. MacKinnon
Mon. G. E. Masters

Ayes
Hon. J. M. Brown
Hon. Kay Hallahan
Hon. Graham Edwards

Hon. Garry Kelly
Hon. Mark Nevill
Hon. S. M. Piantadosi
Hon. Tom Stephens
Hon. Fred McKenzie

(Teller)
Noes 15

Hon. 1.0G. Medcalf
Hon. N. F. Moore
Hon. P. G. Pendal
Hon. P. H. Wells
Hon. John Williams
Hon. D. J. Wordsworth
Hon. Margaret McAleer

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
Hon. W. N. Stretch
Hon. Neil Oliver
Hon. 1. G. Pratt

Question thus negatived; the Council's amend-
ment insisted on.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. P ' H.
Lockyer): It has been put to me that when a ques-
tion is put to the Chamber it is customary to give
the call to the Government. I want to make it
crystal clear that I rely on Standing Orders and I
shall give the call to where I believe the loudest
call comes from. Members will please resume their
seats.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-
That amendment Nos. 3 to 5 made by the

Council be not insisted on.
Question put and a division taken with the fol-

lowing result-

Hon. J. M. Berinson
Hon. D. K. Dans
Hon. Peter Dowding
Hon. Lyla Elliott
Hon. Robert

Hetherington

Hon. C. J. Bell
Hon. E. J. Charlton
Hon. V. J. Ferry
Hon. H. W. Gayfer
Hon. Tom Knight
Hon. A. A. Lewis
Hon. C. C. MacKinnon
Hon. C. E. Masters

Ayes 10
Hon. Carry Kelly
Hon. Mark Nevill
Hon. S. M. Piantadosi
Hon. Tom Stepens
Hon . Fred Mc enzie

(Teller)
Noes 15

Hon. 1. C. Medcalf
Hon. N. F. Moore
Hon. P.CG. Pendal
Hon. P. H. Wells
Hon. John Williams
Hon. D. J. Wordsworth
Hon. Margaret McAleer

(Teller)

Ayes
Hon. J. M. Brown
Hon. Kay Hallahan
Hon. Graham Edwards

Pairs
Noes

Hon. W. N. Stretch
Hon. Neil Oliver
Hon. 1. 0. Pratt

Question thus negatived; the Council's amend-
ments insisted on.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I move a further amend-
ment-

Clause 3, page 2-Insert after line 8 the
following definition-

"Dental Technician" is a person who
has successfully completed an appren-
ticeship or an approved course of train-
ing or who has in the opinion of the
person holding the office of Director of
Dental Health Services in the Health
Department of Western Australia estab-
lished under the Public Service Act
1978, become proflcient in the technical
construction of removable dental ap-
pliances for use within the jaw under the
instruction of a dentist.

The necessity for the definition of "Dental Tech-
nician" is that in subsequent amendments we will
be referring to dental technicians.

Further amendment put and a division taken with
the following result-

Hon. C. J. Bell
Hon. E. J. Charlton
Hon. V. J. Perry
Hon. H. W. Gayfer
Hon. Tomn Knight
Hon. A. A. Lewis
Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon
Hon. C. E. Masters

Hon. J. M. Berinson
Hon. D. K. Dans
Hon. Peter Dowding
Hon. Lyla Elliott
Hon. Robert

Hetherington

Ayes
Hon. W. N. Stretch
Hon. Neil Oliver
Hen. 1. G. Pratt

Ayes 15
Hon. I. . Medcalf
Hon. N. F. Moore
Hon. P. G. Pendal
Hon. P. H. Wells
Hon. John Williams
IMon. D. J1. Wordsworth
Hon. Margaret McAleer

(Teller)
Noes 10

Hon. Carry Kelly
Hon. Mark Nevill
Hon. S. M. Piantadosi
Hon. Tom Stephens
Hon. Fred McKenzie

Pairs
Noes

Hon. J. M. Brown
Hon. Kay Hallahan
Hon. Graham Edwards

Further amendment thus passed.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-

That amendments Nos. 9 to 14 made by
the Council be not insisted on.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I ask the Committee to
vote "No" to this motion. The amendments to
clause 12 deal with two simple aspects of
conducting examinations. The Minister said he did
not intend the committee to conduct examinations
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and deal with the endorsements, which we have
already debated.

Question put and negatived; the Council's
amendment insisted on.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-

That amendment No. 15 made by the
Council be not insisted on.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I ask the Committee to
vote "No". The clause provides for the education
of dental prosthetists and the manner in which
people registered by other authorities can be
registered here by prescribing in the Government
Gazette the qualifications that the committee
recommends that the Government should accept.

Originally I thought this would have enlarged
the scope for the people who have experience. I am
now led to believe that is not so, and at a later
stage I will propose an amendment to cover that
area.

I ask members to vote "No" because the
amended clause is a better clause than the
Government's clause.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: That is not ar-
guable on the face of this. The applicant under the
clause proposed has, upon assessment or examin-
ation, become qualified in a manner prescribed
which is at least equivalent to qualification
required by the regulations for the purpose of this
paragraph. The assessment still exists and it exists
in relation to both of these subclauses.

Question put and negatived; the Council's
amendment insisted on.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-
That Amendment No. 16 made by the

Council be not insisted upon.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: This clause allows for

grandfathers with five years' experience to be ac-
cepted on their qualifications. I ask the Com-
mittee to remain Firm and vote "No". I give notice
that I will move an amendment which I will ex-
plain later.

Question put and negatived; the Council's
amendment insisted on.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I move a further amend-
ment-

Clause I8, page 11, after line 17-Insert
the following new subclause to stand as
subclause (2)-
(2) When on the coming into operation of

this Act a person is desirous of engaging
in the practice of dental prosthetics in
the State and has been continuously en-
gaged as a dental technician for a period
of not less than five years he shall for the

purpose of dealing with an application
made under Section 17 within one year
after the coming into operation of this
Act, be taken to be qualified as required
by Subsection (1) (b) (i).

If he undergoes an assessment by a writ-
ten and practical examination of a
prescribed standard as approved by the
person holding the office of Director of
Dental Health Services in the Health
Department of Western Australia estab-
lished under the Public Service Act
1978, and performs to the satisfaction of
that person in that assessment.

Members will know that there is some similarity
in the wording to the Government's original
amendment, with one major difference. It seems
wrong that if a person has been breaking the law
for five years, he should be patted on the back and
promoted above those who have obeyed the law.

The intention was that between 20 and 40
grandfathers-we hear a different number every
day-who have been breaking the law would be
able to apply under the Government's original
clause, and their qualifications would be suf-
ficient. It is wrong that the Government should
promote the illegal operators when a number of
technicians have obeyed the law.

I propose this amendment which would allow
that on the coming into operation of this Act, and
within one year of that time, the people who desire
to be dental prosthetists could be regarded as be-
ing of the prescribed standard. So, they are all
equal.

We are not stopping anyone from practising,
but we certainly will not pat people on the back
and say, "We shall promote you over those who
have been willing to obey the law". I have spent
some time trying to accommodate the wording of
the Government's original amendment. The tech-
nicians said that they were prepared to undergo an
assessment. Indeed, they spent the greater part of
a morning in my office discussing this issue. Last
week the technicians said that, if we accepted an
amendment along the lines of the Government's
amendment, they would agree to the position. I
am not sure whether that is the case now. How-
ever, this amendment will be fairer than the
amendment proposed by the Government. I ask
members to vote for the amendment and not start
a trend in this State of looking for illegal operators
and promoting them.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: It is ostrich-like to
keep talking about the Government, anyone else,
this Chamber, or any legislative process
"1recognising or encouraging" some illegal activity.
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The whole point of the legislation is to recognise a
situation which has developed over many years.
No-one is taking about recognising acts which are
or ought to be illegal. People on both sides of the
Chamber have supported the Government's
position that the situation needs to be corrected,
and regrettably the Opposition does not see it as
appropriate to create an equitable position for the
public. That is what the Government has sought to
do in this legislation. We oppose the amendment.

Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: I take exception to
that. I do not believe that every dental technician
has carried out private, chairside work, fitting
dentures inside the mouths of patients. 1 know for
a fact that a number of dental technicians have
not engaged in that practice. They might have
been cross about not being able to do so, but they
did not do so because it was illegal. They simply
abided by the law. Such technicians work for
reputable dentists and they have abided by the
law. They might have done that because they were
not brave enough to do the alternative, but the
reason that they abided by the law is immaterial.
Some people flagrantly disobeyed the law and
others did not.

The point made by Mr Wells-that it is Wrong
to reward those who went outside the law-is
valid. Some people decided that, in the fullness of
time, the law would be changed. They were right;
it will be changed. However, others were im-
patient and did not wait.

Hon. Garry Kelly: If they had not done so, the
law might never have been changed.

Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: It may well be that
all the highfalutin talk about service and so forth
comes to nothing but highfalutin talk, and the
issue is whether one can charge the full, ordinary
price and obtain a rebate from hospital benefits.
Government members talk about getting one's feet
on the ground, but they should get their feet on
the ground. It could well be that the price of a
particular service provided by a dentist is $500,
less a $200 rebate.

Hon. Peter Dowding: I have not heard you men-
tion the consumer once, and that is quite
interesting.

Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: When one attends a
dental technician, he cannot charge $500; he must
charge $300, because he does not receive a rebate
from hospital benefits. It is of no use talking about
the poor people getting a better service, because
they are looked after in other ways through the
dental hospital, clinics, and the like.

There is no point in talking that Sort of arrant
nonsense. There is no way that these people should
be rewarded. They ought to be given a fair and

even crack of the whip, and that can be done. The
Opposition is not opposed to this measure; all it
wants is a fair crack of the whip. A reasonable
analogy is that, if the Government suddenly de-
cided to license locksmiths, it would admit only
those who had, for the past five years, been en-
gaged in safe breaking. It might be said that is
drawing a long bow; be that as it may, the fact
remains that the Government is asking members
to agree that those who have gone outside the
strict letter of the law should be advantaged over
those who have abided by the law for whatever
reason. I for one simply will not have a bar of it
and I shall support Mr Wells.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: The Opposition has gone
as far as it can go. It is bending over backwards to
accommodate the situation in which dental
pruthetists are enabled to fit full dentures in this
State. We are trying to do that on a basis which is
fair to all, unlike the proposal in the Bill which is
unacceptable.

The Opposition is also seeking to ensure that the
consumer is protected against unqualified oper-
ators, because if a dental prosthetist has been
working illegally for five years, what professional
person has examined the dentures he has made?

Hon. Garry Kelly: What about the customers?

Hon. P. H. WELLS:. We are talking about the
customers. The Government has presented no evi-
dence to the Chamber to show that this Bill will
cut out illegal operations by dental prosthetists.
The Government has failed to deal with this mat-
ter in dishing up this sort of legislation. There
might be an extra 20 people who might report
illegal operators, but we already have about 500
dentists who can do this. Perhaps we could cut out
the illegal operators by introducing greater deter-
rents or having inspectors check models. But the
problem is that people would not know to whom
they should complain, and if they did complain the
Health Department would need to have a police-
man make an inquiry, but the Commissioner of
Police is against sending out young police officers
and perhaps having them get into a position of
breaking the law to catch these people. The
Government has presented no evidence to show
that the legislation could handle that. The legis-
lation presently would undermine the consumers'
confidence and the dental health of the com-
munity.

The amendment is fair, while the Bill does
nothing to improve conditions for consumers or
the qualifications of the person to be licensed.

Further amfendment put and passed.
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Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-
That amendment No. 17 made by the

Council be not insisted on.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: This is one clause where I

have reconsidered and am prepared to give ground
on the issue of the requirement of licensing,
although I suspect that one of the methods of
controlling dentists is to. have their qualifications
published so that everyone knows who arc author-
ised dentists, so there are a lot of reasons that my
original proposition could still stand on the subject
of illegal operations. I am prepared to accept the
Government's argument, although I make the
point that it was never the intention that this
should be used to raise revenue.

What I want to do is to have the Committee
agree to the first part or the amendment, which is
to clause 19, page 11, lines 28 to 35, and then to
disagree to the second part of the amendment,
which is to page 12, lines I to 30, to delete all the
words following "Subject to this Act" and to
substitute other words.

Point of Order
Hon. PETER DOWDING: Mr Deputy Chair-

man, perhaps you could give us some gu idance. I
assume Hon. Peter Wells wants to deal with the
proposed amendment in two parts. Perhaps you
could put the irst part, being up to the figure
"35".

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I understand he
wishes to support your motion that the amend-
ment be not insisted on and then to move an
amendment in relation to page 12.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I wish to amend the Minis-
ter's motion. I want to delete the reference to page
12, lines I to 30, which is the part dealing with
endorsement. The alternative is to do what the
Minister suggests.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. P. H.
Lockyer): Because this matter is of some techni-
cality, I shall leave the Chair until the ringing of
the bells.

Sitting suspended from 11.21 to 11.24 p.m.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Honourable

members, to facilitate this matter it will be necess-
ary for the Chamber, if it so wishes, to agree with
the Government's motion and if Hon. P. H. Wells
then wishes to move a further amendment, it will
solve the problem.

Committee Resumed
Hon. P. H. WELLS: Thank you, Mr Deputy

Chairman, for making certain we know what we
are doing. I will ask the Chamber to vote in favour
of the Government's motion and following that i

will move another amendment to ensure that the
partial dentures area is deleted from the Bill.

I urge the Chamber to vote in favour of the
Government's motion.

Question put and passed; the Council's amend-
ment not insisted on.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I move a further amend-
ment-

Clause 19, page 12, lines I to 30-Delete
all words.

These words relate to endorsement or partial den-
tures which we debated earlier.

Further amendment put and passed.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I move-
That amendments Nos. 18 to 46 be not

insisted on.

Question put and negatived; the
amendments insisted on.

Council's

Report
Resolutions reported, the report adopted, and a

message accordingly returned to the Assembly.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE: SPECIAL
HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-

tan-Leader of the House) [11.29 p.m.]: I
move-

That the House at its rising adjourn until a
date to be fixed by the President.

Question put and passed.

CLOSE OF SESSION
Complimentary Remarks

HON. D3. K. DANS (South Metropoli-
tan-Leader of the House) [11.30 p.m.]: At this
time of the year it is normal for me to say a few
nice words. It is my pleasant duty to make the
valedictory speech on the adjournment of the
House.

This session of Parliament has not been an easy
one, dealing with a mixed bag of legislation, some
relatively plain sailing and some controversial. De-
spite opposing viewpoints which have been
expressed during this session, I believe the House
has operated smoothly and well.

I express my gratitude for the support of the
Ministers on the front bench, Hon. ioe Berinson
and Hon. Peter Dowding. My sincere thanks go
also to members on the Government side, to the
President, the Leader of the Opposition, the
Clerks of the Parliament, the Clerk Assistants,
and others who have helped to make the session
run smoothly.
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I wish to pay a tribute to my private secretary,
Miss Judith Fellows, who unfortunately is sick at
the moment, and to Mrs Ruth Olney, who has
helped me tremendously in a very difficult role of
arranging legislation and other matters in this
Chamber.

To the Controller of the House and his staffr
give my thanks and take this opportunity to wish
Bernie Edmondson a happy retirement. For those
who do not know, Bernie Edmondson is retiring on
Friday after 25 years in Parliament. I thank the
stewards, the gardeners, the drivers, and the
people in H-ansard for their work.

During this session the Parliament was over-
come with a very sad event, the death of Hon.
Gordon Atkinson. While we have paid tribute to
the late Hon. Gordon Atkinson, I want to place on
record again that in the short time I knew him I
considered him to be a man of very high stan-
dards, and one who would have gone a long way,
had he remained with us.

With those few words I welcome the oppor-
tunity to wish all members of this House, the staff
of Parliament, and others I have mentioned , a very
happy Christmas and a very prosperous New
Year.

HON. G. E. MASTERS (West-Leader of the
Opposition) [11.33 p.m.]: I take this opportunity
to endorse the remarks of the Leader of the House
and, on behalf of the Opposition, wish members,
their wives, and husbands-I made that mistake
last year-and their families the compliments of
the season, a wonderful restive season, and New
Year.

I pay tribute to the people who are responsible
for the running of the Legislative Council, the
Clerk and those responsible for what I consider to
have been a successful last few months of this
year.

I wish to compliment you, Mr President, for the
way in which you have conducted the House, and
made sure, as rar as possible in difficult times,
that the House has run smoothly. It is not easy for
you. Obviously we all are under pressure and you
certainly have not been left out of that. [ think you
Sir, have adopted a middle-of-the-road path in
your difficult job. I compliment you for the efforts
you have made for us, and on behalf of the Legis-
lative Council. The job of the Chairman of Com-
mittees has not always been easy. Pressure has
been applied to the Chairman of Committees, and,
indeed, the Deputy Chairmen of Committees have
fulfilled their commitment well and in the best
interest of the Legislative Council.

I thank the Clerk of the House, Mr Laurie
Marquet, For his efforts and advice over the year.

It has always been very handy to go to the Clerk
and receive the benefit of his knowledge and ex-
perience. Certainly, he is always prepared to take
some time to research matters for us and to give us
the best advice possible.

To the Clerks and attendants in this House I say
thanks again. They work sometimes under diffi-
cult conditions and have a great deal of pressure to
cope with, as well as long hours. I know they are
often tired, and we are tired, but they always come
up with the goods at the right time. We certainly
thank them for their efforts over this year.

We must not forget those people who work very
hard, and again under great pressure; that is the
Hansard reporters. I do not think their job has
been quite as difficult this year as it was last year.
I did not see the tired faces we saw last year.
Again, they have done a wonderful job and their
reporting is excellent, under difficult conditions.
They have to be experienced and dedicated to do
that job. We thank them on behalf of the members
of the Legislative Council.

I wish to thank the Whip on my side of the
House, Hon. Margaret McAleer, for the support
she has given me. Having been a Whip for three
years I know it is a difficult job. I think the name
"Whip" is apt. Whips at times have a difficult job
to keep members of the House in line, especially
when they are relaxing a bit. A Whip has to per-
suade members to put in their best efforts, and it is
not always easy.

To my colleagues on the Opposition side I thank
all of them sincerely for their efforts. At no time
when I have asked for some help have I been
refused. I realise without their help and support
the Opposition would not have achieved what it
has in this House. The Opposition would not have
been anywhere near as successful as it has been if
it were not for their support. I truly appreciate the
great work they have done.

I support Hon. Des Dans in giving our best
wishes to the Controller of the House, after long
service to the Parliament. I wish him well for the
future.

To the staff who man the doors and the staff
who look after us in the dining room, again at late
hours, and the attendants around the House who
give us support, I say thank you.

I add my comments to those of Hon. Des Dans
in wishing Olwen Atkinson and the family the
very best for the Christmas season. We know that
the family has gone through a difficult time. It
was very sad for us to lose a colleague whom we
knew to be potentially a very successful member of
Parliament.
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I sincerely wish all members on both sides of the
House, their wives, husbands, and families a very
happy Christmas and a successful New Year. We
look forward to meeting again over the Table and
dealing with legislation in the best way we know
how.

HON. D. J. WORDSWORTH (South) [11.38
p.m.]: It gives me great pleasure to support the
motion of the Leader of the House and the com-
ments of the Leader of the Opposition.

I do not wish to cover the same ground, but I
would like to thank the Deputy Chairmen of Comn-
mittees who have helped me so much in my task as
Chairman of Committees. My thanks particularly
go to Hon. John Williams, Hon. Phil Lockyer,
Hon. Robert Hetherington, and Han. Lyla Elliott.
They have done an admirable job, always taking
the Chair when called upon, and often when they
saw a sudden need to do so.

I would like to thank you, Mr President, for the
support you have given me, and thank the Clerk of
the House, Mr Laurie Marquet, and his staff. I
have kept them on their toes in the last year, as
usual, and I thank them for being ever-alert.

I wish one and all a very happy Christmas and
all the best in 1985.

HON. H. W. GAYFER (Central) [1 1.40 p.m.]:
As Leader of the National Country Party in this
place, and on behalf of the deputy leader, the
Whip, and the back bench of my party I would
like to be associated with the remarks made and
sincerely endorse the words of the Leader of the
House, the Leader of the Opposition, and Mr
Wordsworth. In particular I want to make refer-
ence to two families.

The first of course is the Atkinson family at
Dalwallinu. Their loss has been great. Christmas
is here now and I only hope that Qlwen, father Bill
and mother and brothers can enjoy Christmas and
look forward to a much brighter new year without
the sadness of the past year. I believe I have a
right to say something because Gordon and I were
both members for Central Province and although
we represented different parties I recognised his
ability and along with many others miss him. I
have not had the opportunity to say this before,
but he left a gap in a lot of lives which can now be
spoken of; it was not too easy to speak about
before.

The other family I want to refer to is the House
Controller Bernie Edmondson and his wife Lorna.
I have known Lorna Edmondson all her life-we
were virtually brought up together and went away
to school together, and we have been great friends
all our lives. I knew Bernie Edmondson before he
joined the Navy. He was living at Pingelly and he

came home to Corrigin on leave for obvious
reasons. Eventually he and Lorna married and
shifted to Perth; as a matter of fact we all came to
Parliament about the same time. There may have
been some controversy about some decisions which
have been made at times; not everybody may have
agreed with those decisions, but I know that
Bernie and Lorna Edmondson's intentions were
always for the best and for Parliament House, and
they did what they believed to be correct. Lorna
followed the traditions of her predecessor in the
picking and arranging of flowers. I do not know
whether this is a necessary part of the duties of a
controller's wife but it was certainly ably carried
out.

Bernie has all his life been a most courteous
person and most helpful, and I am sure many
members will endorse my remarks when I say that
we wish them all the best in their retirement.

I can only add to the remarks of others in
thanking you personally, Mr President, for your
guidance and tolerance. You have guided us
through another year-a somewhat different year
from others-but nevertheless quite a successful
one. I wish all members on the Government and
Opposition benches a merry Christmas. The staff
of Parliament House are a great bunch of people;
there is nobody in this building who will not give
help if one asks for it. Every person will go out of
his way to do something, whether it be the attend-
ants on the doors, the messengers in this place, or
the Clerks. They really are a great lot of people
and the example meted out by the people at the
top carries right down the line and makes them
such willing helpers to members in both Houses. I
wish them all the best and I hope they have as
happy a Christmas as I hope to have with my
family.

THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths): Be-
fore I put this motion, as is customary I would like
to thank those members who have spoken for their
very kind remarks not only in regard to me but
also to the staff of Parliament House and of the
Legislative Council, and members of the various
departments who are unable to respond on their
own behalf. On their behalf I thank each of the
speakers for their good wishes.

I also extend to each and every one of you and
your loved ones my very good wishes for the fes-
tive season. In particular, I would like to thank the
Leader of the House, the Leader of the Oppo-
sition, the Chairman of Committees, and his depu-
ties. Each has in one form or another been of great
assistance to me during this last 12 months. I
extend to Laurie Marquet and his staff my
appreciation for the advice which I do not always
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take when it is offered to me during the course of
the year.

We work in an environment unlike any other in
Western Australia. It is a system which is differ-
ent from any other organisation in Western
Australia and therefore we come up against prob-
lems which nobody else experiences. We some-
times find ourselves getting a bit upset with each
other; frequently we hear somebody saying how

much better they could do someone else's job. If
each of us concentrates on doing his or her own
job we can be well satisfied. I am delighted we
have managed to survive another 12 months and I
repeat my very good wishes to each and every one
of you, your loved ones and families from me and
the staff of Parliament House.

House adjourned at 11.48 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

HOUSING: 51*
Land: Carlisle

462. Hon. FRED McKENZIE, to the Minister
for Planning representing the Minister for
Housing:
(I) Does the State Housing Commission

own any vacant land in the area bounded
by Mercury Street, Galaxy Way, and
Orrong Road, Carlisle?

(2) If so, was this land reserved for the pur-
pose of building units for single males
similar to the Talbot Lodge complex
which is exclusively for single females?

(3) If it was reserved for that purpose does
that intent still remain?

(4) I f not, why not?
(5) If there is vacant SHC land in the area

referred to when will it be utilised by the
commission and what type of residential
purpose, if any, is planned for its use?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) No.
(3) and (4) Not applicable.
(5) The commission anticipates using this

land in its 1985-86 building programme.
At this stage the type of residential use
of the lots has not been decided.

HOUSING: SHC
Single Accommodation: Units

463. Hon. FRED McKENZIE, to the Minister
for Planning representing the Minister for
Housing:
(1) How many residential units does the

State Housing Commission have for ex-
clusive use for-
(a) single females;
(b) single males?

(2) Where are such units situated?
Hon. PETER DOW DING replied:
(1) (a) 54 units;

(b) nil.
(2) "Akeringa", I Walanna Drive,

Karawara (20 units).
"MeNess", 36 Walanna. Drive,
Karawara (24 units).
"Wongabeena", 49 Cranford Avenue,
Brentwood (10 units).

By way of further explanation I advise
the member that while the Karawara
units are designated as accommodation
for single working women, lack of de-
mand over several years has led to their
utilisation as accommodation for single
pensioners, both male and female.

HOUSING: SHC
Single Accommodation: Policy

464. Hon. FRED McKENZIE, to the Minister
for Planning representing the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Has the State Housing Commission re-

cently altered its general policy in re-
spect of accommodation for-
(a) single unemployed persons;
(b) single invalid pensioners under 50

years of age?
(2) If so, could the Minister outline the

areas where policy has changed?
Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) (a) and (b) No. However in accordance

with the general thrust of the new
Commonwealth-State housing
agreement policies related to eligi-
bility are under review.

(2) Answered by (1).

HEALTH: HOSPITALS
Kununurra: Staff

465. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Leader of the
House representing the Minister for Health:
(1) Is it a fact that between 5.00 p.m. and

6.00 a.m. the Kununurra Hospital is only
staffed by two female nursing staff?

(2) Have requests been received for ad-
ditional staff, particularly for a male
nurse or orderly, to be rostered during
this period of time?

(3) Is the Minister aware that a number of
incidents have occurred at the
Kununurra Hospital where nursing staff
have been subjected to physical and
verbal abuse by patients at the hospital?

(4) If so, what action has been taken to over-
come this problem?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) to (3) Yes.
(4) Staffing requirement needs are currently

being investigated by officers of the
Health Department. As a result of this
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situation, one alternative might be the
rostering of male staff on evening and
night shifts.

GOVERNMENT INSTRUMENTALITIES
Cabinet Committee on Aboriginal, Police and

Community Relations
466. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Attorney

General representing the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:

Who are the members of the special
Cabinet committee on Aboriginal, police
and community relations and which or-
ganisation/s does each represent?

Hon. J. M. HER INSON replied:
Mr Keith Maine (Chairman)
Assistant Commissioner Desmond Ayres
Police Department
Superintendent Robert Bowers
Police Department
Mrs Janet Hayden
Aboriginal Advisory Council
Mr Colin Mounsey
Education Department
Mr Norm Harris
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority
Mr Steve MacLiver
Aboriginal Legal Service
Mr Gordon Fitzpatrick
Country Shire Council's Association
Mrs Margaret Mallard
National Aboriginal Conference.
The Secretary/Research Officer is Mrs
Lynn Roberts.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Perth City Council: Casino

467. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for Local
Government:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the Govern-

ment's failure to effectively consult the
Perth City Council over the siting of a
casino on Burswood Island?

(2) Is he further aware of the Government's
failure now to consult the Perth City
Council over the scheme for a $20
million sports complex at McGillivray
Oval?

(3) How does he explain these failures in
view of his professed belief in a widening
of local government autonomy?

(4) Has the Perth City Council on either or
both of these occasions accepted this fail-
ure to consult without comment or has it
objected in any way?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) No. The Minister for Administrative
Services is currently in consultation with
the Perth City Council regarding the ca-
sino on Burswood Island (See answer to
question 945 on 17 April 1984).

(2) Consultation has and is taking place.

(3) Refer to (t) and (2) above.

(4) The member should direct this inquiry to
the Perth City Council.

LAND: CANNING LOCATION 37

Lots 26) and 262

468. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Minister for
Budget Management:

(1) Will the Premier investigate a situation
in which the owner of lots 261 and 262
Canning Location 37 has been wrongly
assessed by the Valuer General as being
for a total of 4 464 square metres when,
in fact, the area in question is 3 753
square metres?

(2) Is he aware that this incorrect assess-
ment, upon which State land tax, water
rates and local government rates are
based, has been going on for 14 years?

(3) Will he take immediate steps to ensure a
refund so that my constituent is not pay-
ing rates and taxed on non-existent land?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) to (3) The Valuer General advises that

he does not agree that the valuation of
these lots has been wrongly assessed.
However, if the owner thinks otherwise,
he may submit a formal objection under
the provisions of the Valuation of Land
Act.

HEALTH: HEAD INJURED SOCIETY

Funds

469. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of the
House representing the Premier:
(1) Has the Premier seen the report in The

West Australian of Monday, 26
November, headed "Society Faces Clos-
ure" and the assertion by the President
of the Head Injured Society that-
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a State Government Act which al-
lowed bingo to be played on licensed
premises reduced crowds from the
society's bingo nights?

(2) Is he aware that this Act was changed at
the behest of himself while in Opposition
by way of a private members' Bill?

(3) Does he recall that this member opposed
the Sill for precisely the reasons Dow

stated by the Head Injured Society
President in terms of its effect on fund
raising?

(4) Will he now consider Instant Lottery or
other funding for all those community
bodies whose fund raising has been ad-
versely affected by the Bill introduced by
Mr Burke?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Yes.

(3) No.

(4) It is not practical to deal in isolation with
the effect on an organisation of a single
factor as the member's proposal would
require.

BUILDINGS

St. George's Hall

470. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for the
Environment:

(1) Does St. George's Hall in Hay Street
have a National Trust listing?

(2) If so, what is its significance?

(3) Does the Government own the premises?

(4) If so, will the Minister give an unequivo-
cal assurance that the hall will not be
demolished to make way for a new court
complex or for any other project?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) It is listed because of its historical sig-
nificance-it is believed to have been the
first performing arts theatre in Perth.

(3) Yes.

(4) The member will be familiar with pro-
posals for this site following a Press re-
lease by the Minister for Works which
was published in The West Australian on
6 December 1984.

PORTS AND HARBOURS: MARINAS

Woodman Point

471. I-on. P. G.PENDAL,to the Leader of the
House representing the Premier:

I refer to the Government's refusal to
allow Sumpton Marine Supplies to build
a marina at Woodman Point and ask-

(1) Is the refusal based, in part, on the
Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority's view that it would cre-
ate an undesirable precedent to sell
"A"-class land to private
companies?

(2) Is it correct that land on Burswood
Island is to be leased for a casino for
99 years?

(3) Was Mr Sumpton given the option
of a 99-year lease?

(4) If not, why not?
Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(I) Cabinet considered many aspects relat-

ing to a marina development on a part of
Woodman Point and rejected it on the
basis that the land was not available for
the use.

(2) The terms of the lease are yet to be
finalised.

(3) and (4) See answer to (I).

PORTS AND HARBOURS: MARINAS
Woodman Point

472. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of the
House representing the Premier:

I refer to the story "Government Re-
sponse Sinks Marina" in The West
Australian" on Friday, 30 November
1984, and ask-

I)Is it correct that the Premier's
spokesman told a reporter that plans
for a marina at Woodman Point
could not be supported because-

(a) the propsed site is an "A"-class
reserve; and

(b) the Metropolitan Region Plan-
ning Authority has said that
approval would create an unde-
sirable precedent with public
land being sold to private
companies?

(2) if so, why is the Government able to
support a casino on Burswood
Island which is an!'A'Iclass.reserve?
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(3) If the MRPA is permitted to ex-
press a public view in relation to the
Woodman Point land, why has it
persistently refused, through its
Minister, to express a public view in
relation to the Burswood Island
land?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) and (2) The reporter was told there were
a number Of reasons for the Govern-
ment's rejection of the Woodman Point
marina proposals.

Among the objections of the Metropoli-
tan Region Planning Authority was that
an undesirable precedent might be set by
commercial use of land acquired for re-
gional community use without other
commercial interests having the oppor-
tunity to put forward proposals for the
land. In the case of the proposed
Burswood Island casino development, all
those commercial organisations which
expressed interest in developing a casino
were given the opportunity to put for-
ward proposals for the Burswood Island
site.

(3) Answers to questions 36 and 450 are still
applicable.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

Community Employment Programme

473. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Minister for
Employment and Training:

I refer to the recent Federal Government
announcement of $7 million being
provided under the community employ-
ment programme to improve the en-
virons of major waterways and ask-

(1) What amounts have been allocated
for the Canning River?

(2) Briefly, what are the proposals?

(3) What amounts have been allocated
for the southern bank of the Swan
River between Rivervale and
Como?-

(4) Briefly, what are the proposals?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) to (4) Details of how the funds will be
spent should be obtained from the Feder-
al Minister for Employment and Indus-
trial Relations.

ROADS
Sussex-Berwick Streets Intersection

474. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Minister for
Planning representing the Minister for
Transport:

I refer to question 328 of Tuesday, 23
October 1984, regarding the traffic
problems at the corner of Sussex and
Berwick Streets, Victoria Park, and
ask-
(1) When the Kent Street extension is

in operation will traffic lights be in-
stalled at the corner of Berwick and
Kent Streets?

(2) If so, is it expected that the traffic
accidents and hazards at the
Sussex-Berwick Streets intersection
will be reduced?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) The need for traffic signal control at the

Berwick Street-Kent Street intersection
will be assessed subsequent to the Kent
Street extension being constructed by the
Perth City Council.

(2) Answered by (1).

POLICE: FIREARMS
Dixon Report

475. H-on. H. W. GAYFER, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:

With regard to the Government's inten-
tion to introduce new firearms legislation
following the receipt of the Dixon re-
port-
(1) When is it expected a draft will be

available for comment by shooter
bodies, collector groups and other
interested persons?

(2) is it proposed that the legislation
will include provision for a licence
to collect cartridges?

(3) Was the provision of such a licence
recommended by Mr Dixon?

(4) If "No" to (2), for what reason was
this recommendation rejected by the
Government?

(5) Did the Commissioner of Police
recommend -against accepting any
of Mr Dixon's recommendations?

(6) If so, which ones did he advise the
Government against accepting and
for what reason?
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(7) What provisions are proposed for
the identification of antique fire-
arms?

(8) What discussions have been held to
date with the various gun clubs and
sporting shooters associations re-
garding the proposed legislation?

(9) Is it proposed to allow the draft
legislation to be circulated to
interested bodies and persons for
comment before final presentation
to the Parliament?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) to (9) The Dixon report is a public docu-
ment and the Commissioner of Police
submitted a detailed report to the
Government concerning recom-
mendations made by Mr Dixon. Follow-
ing consideration of all matters Cabinet
decided on amendments to be made to
the Firearms Act and such were outlined
in the news release dated 29 October
1984. Parliamentary Counsel is presently
drafting the legislation.
After introduction copies of the Bill will
be available from the Government
Printer.

TRANSPORT: FREIGHT

Grain: Westrail

476. Hon. W. N. STRETCH, to the Minister for
Planning representing the Minister for
Transport:

With regard to the cartage of grain in
the south-east wheatbelt by road
transport-

(1) Does Westrail intend to cart again
to-
(a) railheads;or

(b) port terminals;
using its own road transport?

(2) If so, to which railheads and/or
ports?

(3) How many new trucks and trailers
(semi and dog) has Westrail-

(a) purchased;
(b) ordered;

(c) intentions of ordering; and

(d) atrhorisationi to order?

(4) What size and type of units is
Westrail purchasing or intending to

purchase (i.e. tonnage, configur-
ation, and make)?

(5) What is the cost of each rig being
purchased or contemplated being
purchased to Westrail?

(6) What is the equivalent quoted cost
of each rig to a private purchaser
for use in the grain hauling indus-
try?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) (a) and (b) No.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) (a) to (d) Westrail has not purchased
any new trucks and trailers (semi or
dog), has none on order, or authority to
order any for the purpose of grain haul-
age.

(4) to (6) Not applicable.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS: LAND RIGHTS

Land Claims

477. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Leader of the
House representing the Minister for Lands
and Surveys:

(I) In view of the Premier's statement that
nearly 40 per cent of the State will be
claimable under the Government's land
rights legislation, what area of land in
square kilometres does the
Goverrnment propose to make available
for claim by Aborigines?

(2) What is this area as a percentage of the
total area of the State?

(3) Will the Minister provide a map and
documentation to show the area and
location of all pieces of land which will
be made available for claim?

(4) If the Minister is unable to provide any
or all of this information, will he indicate
when he expects the information will be
available?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) to (4) The reply to this question is the

same as that given by the Minister to a
similar question 1850 asked in the lower
House on Wednesday, 21 November
1984. Until the precise area of claimable
land has been decided upon, it is imposs-
ible to state the amount of land which
will be available for claim by Aboriginal
groups.
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HEALTH: HOSPITALS

Wooroloc: Closure

478. H-on. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader of the
House representing the Minister for Health:

(1) Has the Minister since 6 November 1984
visited Wooroloo Hospital and had dis-
cussions with hospital staff and local
residents regarding the closure of the
hospital to patients not from Wooroloo
Prison?

(2) If "No", will he be attending the meet-
ing at the Wooroloo Hall on 6 December
at 8.00 p.m.?

(3) If "No" to (2), has the Minister declined
an invitation to be present at the meet-
ing?

H-on. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) No, the Minister for Health has not
visited Wooroloo Hospital since 6
November 1984; however, departmental
representatives had discussions with hos-
pital staff on 30 October 1984, prison
officials on 5 November l984, hospital
management on l6 November 1984, and
the Mundaring and Northam Shires on 4
December 1984, together with represen-
tatives from ratepayers action group.

(2) Yes.

(3) Not applicable.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

MINISTER OF THE CROWN: PREMIER

Overseas Trip: Party

239. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Leader of
the House:

(1) What is the total number of people in-
cluded in the Premier's party presently
visiting Korea?

(2) Will that same party be visiting Japan?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) and (2) That is a question that would be
better posed to the Premier. I do not
know who is in the Premier's party and I
do not know whether he is to visit Japan.

MINISTER OF THE CROWN: PREMIER
Overseas Trip: Mr Vince Sherviagton

240. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Leader of
the House:

Is the Premier's chauffeur/valet,
Vince Shervington, included in
Premier's party visiting Korea?

Mr
the

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

The Premier has a ministerial service
officer, but I am not sure whether be is
included in the Premier's party visiting
Korea. The ministerial service officer
has accompanied the Premier on all his
intrastate and interstate visits and he
also accompanied the Premier and my-
self on a previous visit overseas.

PUBLIC TRUSTEE

The Late Mr Viv James
241. Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF, to the Attorney

General:

Referring to a report in the Claremont-
Neclands Post of 4 December 1984, con-
cerning certain items of property said to
belong to the well-known Subiaco ident-
ity, the late Viv James, and implying
that the Public Trustee was responsible
for the care and management of Mr
James' property-

()Would the Minister advise whether
he is prepared to inquire into alle-
gations implying that-

(a) tapes belonging to the deceased
with a strong political content
were sold at an auction room in
Leederville while Mr James
was still alive;

(b) a large number of political
pamphlets discarded by the
Public Trustee as rubbish were
bought for $1 000 at a book-
shop after being found on a
rubbish tip;

(c) books belonging to the de-
ceased disappeared from his
home and were subsequently
sold at auction;

(d) valuable records of WA's pol-
itical history including the de-
ceased's own writings were lost
when the deceased's house was
cleaned out, presumably while
the deceased was still alive;
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(e) still missing are files and
photographs compiled by the
deceased on unionists, Labor
politicians and persons con-
sidered by the deceased to be
communist sympathisers?

(2) Will the Minister inform the
House-

(a) was the Public Trustee respon-
sible for the care and manage-
ment of Mr James' property
and estate whilst Mr James
was still alive;

(b) did the Public Trustee or any of
his staff authorise that any of
the items of property referred
to in paragraph (1) of my ques-
tion be either-

(i) sold; or

(ii) dumped as rubbish;

(c) if so, who gave such authority
and for what reason;

(d) was Mr James consulted and
did he consent to any such ac-
tion by the Public Trustee?

(3) What happened to the files and
photographs said to be still missing,
compiled by the deceased on union-
ists, Labor politicians and others
considered to be Communist sym-
pathisers?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) to (3) 1 thank the member for some ad-
vance notice of this question. I indicate
at the outset that I am still not in a
position to answer comprehensively.

Some, but not all of the complaints
which have been raised in the question
had previously been put to me and had
been the subject of a re port b y the Public
Trustee. To the extent that matters have
been reported on I am satisfied that the
procedures which were adopted by the
Public Trustee were Proper. To the ex-
tent that the member now raises com-
plaints which have not previously come
to my attention. I will request a report
from the Public Trustee and will provide
a written response to the member as soon
as possible.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS: DISPUTE
TAA Flight Engineers

242. Hon. P. H. LOCKYER, to the Minister for
Industrial Relations:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the dispute
taking place at the moment involving the
flight engineers employed by TAA?

(2) While I realise the dispute is a Common-
wealth matter, has the Minister, in his
capacity as the State Minister for Indus-
trial Relations, liaised with his Federal
counterpart to bring to an end the incon-
venience which is being experienced by
passengers in Western Australia?

H-on. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) and (2) 1 am aware of the reasons for the
dispute, but I am not liaising with my
Federal counterpart and he has not
informed me of the reasons for the dis-
putte.

To put members in the picture, they may
recall that when the first Boeing 767 was
introduced by Ansett the plane was
manned with a flight engineer. It wvas the
only Boeing 767 in the world to carry a
third crew member in the cockpit.

If l am any judge of industrial relations I
would say that that is when the damage
was done.

I understand that the dispute is about a
new aircraft which TAA is to order and
that the flight engineers do not want to
be dispensed with.

PUBLIC TRUSTEE
The Laie Mr Viv James

243. Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF, to the Attorney
General:

I assume from the Attorney General's
reply to my previous question that he has
not yet completed his inquiries. In con-
nection with the inquiries he is making I
ask the Attorney General if he will
ascertain whether the Public Trustee
took an inventory of the items he
discarded and the items he sold and
whether he will include this information
in his report.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:

I will take that question on notice and
make the appropriate inquiries. My
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understanding is that a detailed inven-
tory of that nature was 'probably not
undertaken and was probably not con-

sidered feasible considering the state in
which the property was found when the
Public Trustee entered it,
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